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Abstract
Dynamic simulation and modeling has become a necessity to process and control engineers, there-
fore dynamic simulation software is being used constantly for the assessment of control and op-
timization technologies. This work implements a bifurcation and analysis framework using the
recursive projection method to perform bifurcation and eigenvalue analysis over dynamical mod-
els implemented in Aspen Dynamics and Aspen Custom Modeler, enabling commercial simulation
software users to perform quick and reliable dynamic model bifurcation analysis, without recurring
to non-chemical engineering specialized software.
As and addition to the bifurcation analysis a methodology is developed to decompose process
models portraying them as complex networks. The complex networks where statistically analyzed
using the tools and algorithms common in the complex network research. The results of the anal-
ysis were encouraging opening the doors of network analysis to process and control engineering.
Keywords: Complex Networks Analysis, Bifurcation Analysis, HDA Process, Automatic Control, In-
formation Flow Modeling, Aspen Dynamics R©, Aspen Custom Modeler R©, Aspen Plus R©
Redes Complejas: Analisis
Modelamiento y Simulacio´n de
Procesos Quimicos Automatizados y
No-Automatizados
Resumen
Capitulo 1: Teorı´a y Herramientas para la Simulacio´n
Dina´mica de procesos Quı´micos
El modelamiento matema´tico puede ser definido como la generacio´n de una entidad matema´tica
(Una aplicacio´n Rn → Rm ) que describe el comportamiento de un sistema fı´sico bajo unas condi-
ciones y presunciones especificas.
El uso de modelos matema´ticos en ingenierı´a quı´mica ha generado muchos desarrollos, un ejem-
plo de esto es el uso del modelo de Sorel (1893) [129] para describir una columna de destilacio´n
simple, continua y en estado estacionario. Este modelo disparo´ una serie de te´cnicas de solucio´n
y nuevos modelos, que despue´s de 1950 con la aparicio´n de los computadores digitales, incre-
mento su numero dra´sticamente, permitiendo a los ingenieros disen˜ar columnas de destilacio´n sin
necesidad de construirlas en escala piloto y despue´s re-escalarlas [75].
Una vez se ha creado un modelo desde cero o en algunos casos mediante la agregacio´n de otros
modelos, sus usos se pueden acotar a 3 usos principales [112]
Simulacio´n Las entradas (estı´mulos), para´metros y condiciones iniciales esta´n dadas y es nece-
sario obtener la respuesta del sistema.
Control Una vez que esta´n dados los para´metros del sistema y la respuesta deseada es conocida y
es necesario hallar las entradas (estı´mulos) necesarios para obtener (algunas veces de manera
optima) la respuesta deseada.
Disen˜o en el disen˜o las entradas y la respuesta del sistema esta´n dadas pero es necesario hallar
los para´metros internos del modelo que permitan la correspondencia entre ambas.
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Conceptos Ba´sicos
Volumen de Control
Todo modelo necesita un punto de referencia y el volumen de control provee ese punto de refer-
encia. Un volumen de control es una region definida en un espacio tridimensional que posee un
volumen V y una superficie S [65]. Los limites de esta region espacial pueden estar relacionados a
limites reales o simplemente ser abstracciones. Un volumen de control contiene un fluido esta´tico
o en movimiento el cual interactu´a con los alrededores mediante la superficie de control S.
Balances de Materia
Una vez se define un volumen de control, es posible realizar una contabilidad de la cantidad de
fluido que entra o sale de dicho volumen a trave´s de su superficie de control, ası´ como tambie´n
un inventario de la materia contenida en el volumen de control. Los cambios en el tiempo sobre
el inventario de la materia contenida en el volumen de control son llamados acumulacio´n, estos
cambios pueden ser causados por flujos de entrada o salida ası´ como tambie´n por generaciones y
consumos de materia debidos a reacciones quı´micas.
Balances de Energı´a
Una vez definido el volumen de control y siempre asociado al balance de materia es possible
realizar un balance de energı´a, en este se lleva una contabilidad tanto de los flujos de energı´a que
entran y que salen del volumen de control, ası´ como un inventario de la energı´a que se acumula.
Relaciones Auxiliares
Las relaciones auxiliares son extraı´das de otras ciencias como la termodina´mica, la quı´mica y los
feno´menos de transporte, para dar explicacio´n a ciertos feno´menos que no pueden ser resueltos
solamente mediante balances de materia y energı´a. Algunos de los tipos de relaciones o tipos
relaciones mas usadas son:
Ecuaciones de Estado de los Gases: Las ecuaciones de estado de los gases correlacionan
variables de estado de los gases como temperatura, presio´n y volumen, entre si y con propiedades
de los mismos como la presio´n y la temperatura critica.
Cine´tica Quı´mica: La cine´tica quı´mica mide las el desarrollo las reacciones quı´micas, la ve-
locidad de reaccio´n (mol/volumen*tiempo) es usualmente funcio´n de la concentracio´n de
las especies reaccionantes.
Equilibrio Termodina´mico: La termodina´mica de equilibrio permite encontrar las relaciones
entre las variables de estado como concentracio´n, temperatura y presio´n de un fluido que se
encuentra en equilibrio con otro.
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Transporte de Materia y Calor: Mas que enumerar las complicadas relaciones y teorı´as de
los feno´menos de transporte es importante resaltar que estos son la piedra angular de la
ingenierı´a quı´mica, sin las relaciones de flujo de masa, calor y cantidad de movimiento
debidas a la diferencias de potencial, el disen˜o y ana´lisis de los procesos quı´micos seria
imposible.
Control Automa´tico
Una planta o sistema de control comprende varios sistemas interconectados que realizan una
tarea determinada e inducen una respuesta deseada. Un sistema de control es un sistema causal
dina´mico. Existen dos categorı´as de sistemas de control, el control de lazo abierto y el control de
lazo cerrado. En el control de lazo abierto la salida del sistema no tienen ninguna relacio´n con
la entrada. En contraste con esto el sistema de lazo cerrado usa sensories para medir la salida y
ajustar la entrada tal que la salida sea la deseada, a esto se le llama control automa´tico.
Seleccio´n de Software para el Modelamiento y Simulacio´n Dina´mica
Las caracterı´sticas que se tomaron en cuenta para la seleccio´n de un software adecuado para el
modelamiento y simulacio´n de sistemas dina´micos fueron las siguientes:
Compatibilidad CAPE-OPEN Los esta´ndares CAPE-OPEN son importantes y no solo para
este trabajo sino para la ingenierı´a en general, la posibilidad de desarrollar modelos que
pueden ser exportados a software de terceros, y modelos que pueden ser importados en nue-
stro software de eleccio´n es importante para la universalidad de los modelos desarrollados.
Orientacio´n a Objetos La Metodologı´a de programacio´n orientada a objetos es ampliamente
aceptada y es un comu´n denominador en la programacio´n moderna. da la posibilidad al
modelador de crear modelos de proceso, componentes y co´digo totalmente reusable.
Interoperabilidad Es muy importante que el software de eleccio´n no este aislado de otras apli-
caciones comu´nmente usadas como hojas de calculo y software matema´tico en general. La
mayorı´a del software de ingenierı´a quı´mica tiene capacidad de resolver modelos de manera
fa´cil y ra´pida sin embargo son generalmente muy limitados en visualizacio´n de la infor-
macio´n y capacidades matema´ticas generales, una vez un software puede interactuar con
aplicaciones especificas sus limitaciones se ven disminuidas dra´sticamente.
Orientacio´n a Ecuaciones Mucho de el software de disen˜o y simulacio´n en ingenierı´a quı´mica
no es orientado a ecuaciones, esto significa que para la solucio´n de los modelos se recurre a
algoritmos y procedimientos anidados combinados con me´todos nume´ricos, para el enfoque
de este trabajo es indispensable que el simulador seleccionado tenga la capacidad de resolver
las ecuaciones algebraicas y diferenciales de una manera directa mediante el uso de me´todos
nume´ricos.
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Solucio´n Diferencial Algebraica Para ser consecuentes con el tratamiento que se le ha dado
a los modelos en este trabajo es importante que los modelos se puedan formular en forma de
ecuaciones algebraicas diferenciales o sean solucionados con te´cnicas acordes a estos como
el me´todo de lı´neas.
Modelamiento de Procesos Distribuidos No todos los procesos quı´micos se pueden rep-
resentar por modelos de para´metros condensados y teniendo en cuenta que despue´s de la
formulacio´n de un modelo de para´metros distribuidos una de las labores que consume mas
tiempo es el uso de me´todos nume´ricos para su discretizacio´n temporal y espacial, es nece-
sario que el software seleccionado ahorre este proceso.
Una vez definidos estos criterios la lista de software fue acotada a dos programas gPROMSTM de
Process System EnterprisesTM [2] y Aspen One Engineering SuiteTM de Aspen Technology Inc.
La Suite de Ingenierı´a de Aspen
A pesar de que ambos softwares poseen capacidades similares, la suite de ingenierı´a de Aspen fue
seleccionada. Aspen Tech ha estado en el negocio del modelamiento y simulacio´n desde 1985,
esto les da anos de experiencia en el modelamiento de procesos reales. Las mas notables ventajas
de este software que le conciernen a este trabajo son:
• Es una gran coleccio´n de distintos programas que cubren gran parte de las operaciones us-
adas en la industria de procesos pero en especial para la industria de refinamiento de petro´leo.
Se pueden encontrar programas de disen˜o y simulacio´n en estado estable ası´ como progra-
mas para simulacio´n dina´mica.
• Aunque una de las condiciones de seleccio´n de fue que el software fuera orientado a ecua-
ciones, las capacidades de solucio´n secuenciales modulares de Aspen Plus como software
de disen˜o y simulacio´n en estado estacionario son realmente u´tiles.
• La interfaz de automatizacio´n de los programas los hacen ideales para interactuar como
cajas negras con aplicaciones comunes, es posible usando los lenguajes .NET programar
aplicaciones que interactuen con la suite de aspen.
• Aspen Custom Modeler(ACM) y Aspen Dynamics(AD) son programas muy versa´tiles para
el trabajo con modelos dina´micos y simulacio´n orientada a ecuaciones, existe tambie´n la
posibilidad de conectar modelos hechos a la medida con modelos de la biblioteca de modelos
adema´s de usar rutinas de calculo de propiedades en los modelos creados.
• ACM y AD ofrecen capacidades de modelamiento no suaves.
• Una posibilidad u´nica de este software es disen˜ar operaciones en estado estacionario y luego
exportarlas para su simulacio´n dina´mica.
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• Aspen posee algoritmos de control muy similares a lo que se puede encontrar en una indus-
tria y adema´s de esto permite la interaccio´n con Mathworks Simulink.
• Es posible exportar propiedades desde aspen plus para su uso en cualquier paquete CAPE-
OPEN.
• La ayuda y los manuales de Aspen Plus son los mas completos disponibles en el mercado,
estos incluyen presentaciones y tutoriales en video, una gran cantidad de ejemplo y ayuda
en linea(Solo para licencias Comerciales)
• AD y ACM ofrecen la posibilidad de escoger entre las simulaciones definidas por flujo o por
diferencia presio´n.
Capitulo 2: Procesos Quı´micos como Redes Complejas
La palabra complejo y el concepto de complejidad toman diferentes significados dependiendo de
quien los use, por lo tanto formular una u´nica definicio´n resulta imposible, sin embargo es posible
en el contexto de modelamiento en ingenierı´a quı´mica y en general en modelamiento determin-
ista, diferenciar entre dos clases de complejidad que son claves para este trabajo y que no son
mutuamente excluyentes:
Comportamiento Complejo Un sistema comportamentalmente complejo exhibe un compor-
tamiento dina´mico cualitativo que dependiendo del caso abarca desde multiples puntos de
equilibrio, pasando por periodicidad y cuasiperiodicidad hasta caos.
Estructura Compleja Un sistema estructuralmente complejo esta compuesto generalmente de
varios subsistemas, que a su vez esta´n compuestos por un gran numero de partes, entre estas
partes existen interacciones no triviales.
Grafos
En su forma mas simple un grafo es una coleccio´n de vertices que pueden estar conectados medi-
ante aristas.
Un grafo G esta constituido por un conjunto V de vertices y un conjunto E de aristas, el cual se
representa mediante G = (V,E). Cada arista e ∈ E une dos vertices. Si e une a u, v ∈ V decimos
que e =< u, v >. Los vertices u y v son adyacentes.
Un Grafo dirigido D(V,A) esta compuesto por un conjunto no vacı´o V de vertices y un conjunto
finito A de parejas ordenadas que se llaman aristas. V es llamado el conjunto de vertices y A el
conjunto de aristas. para una Pareja ordenada (u, v) ∈ A el primer ve´rtice sera´ llamado cola y el
segundo cabeza indicando la direccio´n de la arista.
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Me´trica de Grafos
Un camino Pi0,in en un grafo G = (V,E) es una coleccio´n ordenada de n + 1 vertices VP =
i0, i1, . . . , in y n vertices EP = {(i0, i1), (i1, i2), . . . , (in−1,n}, tal que EP ∈ E y VP ∈ V . El
camino Pi0,in conecta los vertices i0 e in. la longitud de camino Pi0,in es n.
Camino mas Corto La medida de distancia natural entre los vertices i y j el la longitud del
camino mas corto que los conecta `i,j .
Camino mas Corto Promedio es el valor promedio de `i,j sobre todos los posibles pares de
vertices de la red (N )
〈`〉 = 1
N(N − 1))
∑
ij
`ij
Dia´metro El dia´metro es el ma´ximo camino mas corto en un grafo.
dG = max
i,j
`i,j
Centralidad de Grado El grado ki de un ve´rtice i esta definido como el numero de aristas en
un grafo incidentes en el. Mientras que esta definicio´n esta clara para grafos no dirigidos,
es necesario complementarla para grafos dirigidos. El grado de entrada kin,i de un ve´rtice i
es el numero de vertices que llega a i, mientras que el grado de salida kout,i es el numero de
vertices partiendo de i.
Centralidad de Cercanı´a Es la distancia promedio de un ve´rtice a los dema´s.
gi =
1∑
j 6=i `ij
esta medida da alta centralidad a los vertices que tienen menor distancia de camino mas corto
( `ij).
Centralidad de Intermediacio´n Esta definida como el numero de caminos cortos entre dos
vertices que pasan por un determinado nodo. Mas precisamente, si ohj es el numero total de
caminos mas cortos entre los vertices h y j y ohj es el numero de caminos mas cortos entre
los vertices h y j que pasa por i , la intermediacio´n de i esta definida como:
bi =
∑
h6=j 6=i
ohj(i)
ohj
Coeficiente de Agrupamiento Dado un ve´rtice i, su coeficiente de agrupamientoC(i) esta definido
como el numero de aristas y sus vecinos dividido entre el ma´ximo numero posible de estas.
Si el grado del nodo es ki y si sus vecinos tienen ei aristas entre ellos, el coeficiente de
agrupamiento puede ser expresado como:
C(i) =
ei
ki(ki − 1)/2
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Redes como Representacio´n de Modelos en Ingenierı´a Quı´mica
La representacio´n mas comu´n de una planta quı´mica es un diagrama de flujo donde se especifica
el flujo de materia entre las diferentes unidades de una planta. Esta representacio´n tambie´n es una
red pero no es una representacio´n del modelo, es una representacio´n esquema´tica de la planta real.
En este tipo de representationes la interaccio´n principal entre cada una de las unidades en la planta
es el intercambio de materia que se representa a trave´s de flujos entre unidades.
Descomposicio´n del Diagrama de Flujo
Una solucio´n conceptual aplicada a la creacio´n del software ProMoT [97] y del software Modeller
[143] de MobatecTM , es la descomposicio´n del diagrama de flujos de proceso en niveles inferiores.
Una descomposicio´n intuitiva fue aplicada por Gilles y Managold [56, 94]:
Nivel de la Unidades: Este es el nivel principal de la planta quı´mica, esta compuesto por las
unidades de proceso (Torres de destilacio´n, reactores, intercambiadores de calor, calderas...
etc.). La principal interaccio´n representada entre las unidades son flujos de materia. Cada
corriente de proceso lleva consigo variables intensivas y extensivas. Existen dos tipos de
diagrams para el nivel de unidades, uno que contiene instrumentacio´n como va´lvulas y com-
presores donde la fuerza guı´a es la diferencia de presio´n y otro donde a cambio de rigurosidad
se omite la instrumentacio´n y los flujos son resultantes del balance de materia y energı´a.
Nivel de las Fases: Si se descompone el nivel de la unidades, se puede observar que cada
unidad contiene varios volu´menes de control que para fines pra´cticos se pueden asumir cor-
respondientes a una fase termodina´mica. La interaccio´n entre fases se realiza mediante ele-
mentos conectores, estos conectores representan entidades fı´sicas como va´lvulas, interfases,
bombas o en general relaciones que definan transporte convectivo o difusivo de materia en-
ergı´a o cantidad de movimiento.
Nivel de Fuentes y Sumideros: La descomposicio´n del nivel de las fases es puramente con-
ceptual y lleva a una representacio´n matema´tica de una fase. Para una fase homoge´nea reac-
tiva, los sumideros se pueden entender como capacitancias de masa, momento y energı´a; sin
embargo las reacciones quı´micas se pueden ver como fuentes o sumideros dependientes de
los estados del sistema. la agrupacio´n de los diferentes sumideros y fuentes dependientes y
no dependientes de los estados constituye una fase.
Nivel Molecular: La ultima descomposicio´n es del nivel molecular, este puede ser visto como
un acercamiento a uno de los sumideros o fuentes. Cada uno de los feno´menos representados
por sumideros o fuentes dependiente o no de los estados del sistema, ocurre de una manera
especifica a nivel molecular. Los elementos constitutivos de este nivel son las mole´culas y
los elementos de confeccio´n son las fuerzas intermoleculares que actu´an entre ellas, todos los
feno´menos macrosco´picos de los niveles precedentes se pueden explicar como el resultado
de estas interacciones.
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El Nivel de las Fases o Volu´menes de Control
Para estructurar este nivel es necesario tener tres elementos, los volu´menes de control que son
capacitancias de masa, cantidad de movimiento y energı´a; los elementos de conexio´n que son
elementos no capacitivos que son responsables de la direccio´n y magnitud de los flujos de un
volumen de control con su entorno, y los sumideros y fuentes que son tambie´n elementos no
capacitivos que representan elementos fuera del alcance del modelo.
Fases o´ Volu´menes de Control: En le capitulo uno se trato´ el uso del concepto de volumen
de control como piedra angular y marco de refere3ncia para el modelamiento de procesos
quı´micos, se debe aclarar que para fines pra´cticos en este trabajo cada volumen de control
corresponderı´a a una fase. Cada volumen de control esta en la capacidad de almacenar
cantidades extensivas (masa, energı´a y cantidad de movimiento). El volumen de control
tambie´n esta definido por sus cantidades intensivas tales como temperatura, concentracio´n y
presio´n. No todos los volu´menes de control son de para´metros concentrados, por lo tanto la
representacio´n seleccionada para los volu´menes de control de para´metros distribuidos es una
sucesio´n infinita de volu´menes de control representando una sucesio´n infinita de balances
diferenciales.
Conexiones: Las conexiones son elementos no capacitivos que en virtud de la informacio´n
(propiedades intensivas) que reciben de los volu´menes de control definen tanto la direccio´n
como la magnitud de los flujos de cantidades extensivas. Algunos casos especiales de ele-
mentos de conexio´n son:
Equilibrio Fı´sico: El equilibrio es una conexio´n que vale la pena resaltar debido a que
se asume equilibrio, que en te´rminos simples es asumir que los flujos netos de materia
energı´a y cantidad de movimiento son iguales a cero, por lo tanto el conector de equilib-
rio actuara como una como un intercambio de informacio´n de doble via entre las fases
consideradas en equilibrio, esto significa que ambas fases se combinaran mediante una
relacio´n de equilibrio.
Condiciones de frontera: los volu´menes de control distribuidos tambie´n intercambian
masa, cantidad de movimiento y energı´a a trave´s de sus fronteras, esto se representa
matema´ticamente mediante las condiciones de frontera. Cuando se esta resolviendo
una ecuacio´n diferencial parcial, las condiciones de frontera tambie´n son sometidas a
un esquema de discretizacio´n que las convierte en elementos algebraicos independi-
entes. Ya que las condiciones de frontera son parte del modelo y que son entidades
algebraicas independientes de los volu´menes de control distribuidos es importante es-
pecificarlos como elementos de conexio´n.
Fuentes y Sumideros: Aunque existe un nivel de descomposicio´n de fuentes y sumideros, este
concepto tambie´n se puede aplicar de una manera diferente. En este caso en particular las
fuentes y sumideros sera´n nodos no capacitivos que representan la interaccio´n del modelo
con los elementos que esta´n fuera de su alcance.
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Capitulo 3: Ana´lisis de Bifurcacio´n para Sistemas de
Caja Negra y/o de Gran Escala
El ana´lisis de bifurcacio´n ha sido estudiado ampliamente y hay bastantes publicaciones acade´micas
al respecto [7, 59, 80, 84, 123]. El ana´lisis de bifurcacio´n sobre modelos de procesos quı´micos se
ha vuelto popular gracias al trabajo en la de´cada de los 80 de pioneros de los me´todos nume´ricos
aplicados a los problemas de ingenierı´a quı´mica como el profesor J. D. Seader [28, 121, 140, 141].
El ana´lisis de bifurcacio´n de procesos quı´micos ha ganado fuerza en campos como la biotecnologia
[46,53,54,102,103,117,131,147,149], los reactores quı´micos [17,18,35,52,76,95,104] y sistemas
hı´bridos como las columans de destilacio´n reactiva [15, 31, 100, 113–115, 146].
A pesar de que muchos autores han realizado ana´lisis de bifurcacio´n sobre modelos de ingenierı´a
quı´mica, la mayorı´a de estos han utilizado en general dos enfoques diferentes. El primero es usar
software especializado de bifurcacio´n y en el transcribir los modelos propiedades y subrutinas
especificas de cada modelo, el segundo es usar software de simulacio´n especifico de procesos
quı´micos pero realizar la continuacio´n y la bu´squeda de bifurcaciones de manera manual (sin el
uso de alguna subrutina).
Solo algunos autores [79,93,136] han creado software o bien que complemente el software de pro-
cesos para realizar bifurcaciones o´ que sea un ambiente de simulacio´n y de ana´lisis de bifurcacio´n
en procesos quı´micos simulta´neamente, la escasez de estos trabajos se debe a la incompatibilidad
entre el software de simulacio´n de procesos que es comercial y por ende totalmente cerrado(Caja
negra) y el enfoque orientado ecuaciones necesario para realizar un ana´lisis de bifurcacio´n.
Esta incompatibilidad no es un problema especifico de la ingenierı´a quı´mica, en realidad los usuar-
ios de software de simulacio´n computarizada de fluidos tambie´n han tenido el mismo problema.
Para solucionar este problema hicieron uso de el me´todo de proyeccio´n recursiva [124] como un
me´todo libre de ecuaciones y fa´cil de acoplar a cualquier software de simulacio´n dina´mica.
El Me´todo de Proyeccio´n Recursiva
El me´todo de proyeccio´n recursiva resuelve el problema de trazar una linea de soluciones a un
problema de la forma:
F (u, λ) = 0, F : RN × R→ RN
donde se asume que F (u, λ) tiene una linea de soluciones suave Γ : u = u∗(λ) parametrizada por
λ ∈ [λl λh]. Este problema cuenta con una restriccion adicional, se asume que solo se cuenta para
resolverlo de una iteracio´n de punto fijo de la forma
u(v+1) = G(u(v), λ)
si esta iteracio´n de punto fijo converge a un punto {uv(λ)} → u∗(λ) entonces esta tambie´n es
solucio´n del problema inicial, es importante aclarar que la convergencia de G(u(v), λ) no esta
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garantizada para todo el intervalo λ ∈ [λl λh]. La iteracio´n de punto fijo convergera´ simepre y
cuando los valores propios de la matriz jacobiana G∗u ≡ Gu(u∗(λ), λ) se encuentren dentro del
circulo unidad {|z| < 1}.
Para hallar una rama de soluciones del problema inicial se debe usar una estrategia de prediccio´n-
correccio´n , en realidad se puede usar un predictor de cualquier orden, por supuesto que si se
desean buscar bifurcaciones hay que reparametrizar el problema.
Para formular una formula de esterilizacio´n para cuando G(u(v), λ) no converja, se supone que un
grupo pequen˜o p de valores propios {µk}N1 de G∗u se encuentra fuera del circulo unidad:
Kδ = {|z| ≤ 1− δ} , δ > 0
definiendo los subespacios P y Q de RN de la siguiente manera:
• P ≡ es el espacio maximal invariante de G∗u perteneciente a {µk}p1
• Q ≡ RN − P, es el complemento ortogonal de P
denotemos los proyectores ortogonales de RN en estos subespacios como P y Q respectivamente.
Esto induce una descomposicio´n del espacio RN .
RN = P⊕Q = PRN ⊕QRN
donde Q = I−P tal que PQ = 0 y P 2 = P . Es posible descomponer la variable u de la siguiente
forma:
u = Pu+Qu
si Zp es una base ortogonal en P, entonces Zp ∈ Rp×N satisface las ecuaciones:
G∗uZp = ZpΛ
ZTp Zp = Ip
donde Ip ∈ Rp×p es la matriz identidad y Λ ∈ Rp×p es una matriz cuadrada con valores propios
µ1 . . . µp, entonces P y Q se pueden expresar de la siguiente manera:
P = ZpZ
T
p
Q = I − ZpZTp
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si se aplica el me´todo de Newton a la iteracio´n de punto fijo, en conjunto con la descomposicio´n
de la variable u y se hacen todas las simplificaciones se obtiene:(
Q(G
(v)
u − I)Q 0
PG
(v)
u Q P (G
(v)
u − I)P
)(
∆q(v)
∆p(v)
)
= −
(
QG(v) − q(v)
PG(v) − p(v)
)
es posible extraer de manera explı´cita ∆q(v):
∆q(v) = (I −QG(v)u Q)−1(QG(v) − q(v))
La cual es posible aproximar mediante series truncadas de la siguiente forma y en funcio´n del
residual r(u(v)) = G(u(v))− u(v):
q(v+1) = q(v) +
(
m∑
j=1
(QG(v)u Q)
(j−1)
)
Qr(u(v))
En te´rminos generales G(v)u no esta disponible por ende el calculo de la ecuacio´n anterior se realiza
mediante una iteracio´n de punto fijo:
q0 = q
(v)
qj = QG(p
(v) + qj−1), j = 1, . . .m,
q(v+1) = qm
para completar u(v + 1) es necesario resolver,
p(v+1) = PG(p(v+1) + qm−1, λ)
mediante el me´todo de Newton
p(v+1) = p(v) + (I − PG(v)u P )P (G(p(v) + qm−1, λ)− p(v))
dando como resultado el me´todo de proyeccio´n recursiva:
qj = G(p
(v) + qj−1, λ)− Zp(ZTp G(p(v) + qj−1, λ)), j = 1 . . .m
q(v+1) = qm
p(v+1) = p(v) + Zp(I − ZTp G(v)u Zp)−1ZTp (G(p(v) + qm−1, λ)− u(v))
Si m = 1 se obtiene el me´todo de proyeccio´n recursiva propuesto originalmente por Shrof y
Keller [124]. En te´rminos sencillos el me´todo de proyeccio´n recursiva consiste en descomponer la
iteracio´n de punto fijo en su parte estable e inestable y aplicar sobre la parte inestable el me´todo
de Newton para estabilizarla, de tal manera que se superen las limitaciones de convergencia de la
iteracio´n de punto fijo inicial [60, 98, 99].
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Estimacio´n de la Base Zp
Por definicio´n ∆q(v) es
∆q(v) = q(v+1) − q(v)
Si se expresa q en te´rminos de G:
∆q(v) = G(q(v) + p(v), λ)−G(q(v−1) + p(v−1), λ)
= G(q(v−1) + ∆q(v−1) + p(v−1) + ∆p(v−1), λ)−G(q(v−1) + p(v−1), λ)
y se aplica la serie de taylor entonces:
∆q(v) = QG(v)u Q∆q
(v−1) +QG(v)u P∆p
(v−1) +O(∆q2,∆p2)
si P y Q son son proyecciones exactas o buenas aproximaciones del espacio invariante de G(v)u ,
entonces QG(v)u P = 0 y despreciando los te´rminos de segundo orden,
∆q(v) = QG(v)u Q∆q
(v−1)
Los vectores ∆q(v−k+1) . . .∆q(v) forman un espacio de Krylov k-dimensional para QG(v)u Q:
Kk =
[
∆q(v) ∆q(v−1) . . .∆q(v−k+1)
]
=
[
QG(v)u Q∆q
(v−1) QG(v)u Q∆q
(v−2) . . . QG(v)u Q∆q
(v−k)]
(0-1)
Dado este resultado y con los vectores ∆q(v−k+1) . . .∆q(v) es posible utilizar cualquier me´todo
libre de matrices para hallar la base de este espacio de Krylov que servira´ como Zp.
Los me´todos seleccionados fueron, la descomposicio´n QR [98, 124], la iteracio´n de subespacio
con proyecciones [83, 120] y la iteracio´n de Arnoldi [98, 99, 120].
Continuacio´n Nume´rica con el Algoritmo de Proyeccio´n Recursiva
Para realizar una continuacio´n nume´rica estable es necesario realizar una reparametrizacio´n de-
bido a que la aparicio´n de bifurcaciones a lo largo de la rama de soluciones afecta el proceso de
continuacio´n haciendo las matrices jacobianas singulares. Las ecuaciones de un predictor secante
de pseudo arco de curva reparametrizadas en s son:
λ(0)(s) = λ0 +
δs
s0 − s−1 (λ0 − λ−1)
u(0)(s) = u∗0 +
δs
s0 − s−1 (u
∗
0 − u∗−1)
s = s0 − δs
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Para fines pra´cticos el siguiente cambio de variable sera´ introducido,
z ≡ ZTp p = ZTp u, z ∈ Rm so p = Zpz and u = Zpz + q
la iteracio´n de Newton sobre la parte inestable de G(u, λ) puede ser reformulada en te´rminos de z,
z(v+1) = z(v) + (I − ZTp G(v)u Zp)−1
(
ZTp G(Zpz
(v) + qm−1, λ)− z(v)
)
an˜adiendo la restriccio´n escalar,
N(z, λ, s) ≡ z˙T (z − z0) + λ˙(λ− λ0)− (s− s0)
la iteracio´n no lineal reparametrizada en s seria:
(
z(v+1)
λ(v+1)
)
=
(
z(v)
λ(v)
)
−
(
I − ZTp G(v)u Zp ZTp Gλ
z˙T λ˙
)−1(
ZTp G(Zpz
(v) + qm−1, λ(v))− z(v)
N (v)
)
Con la cual es posible realizar una continuacio´n nume´rica.
Aplicacio´n
Las herramientas de simulacio´n seleccionadas para la realizacio´n de este trabajo fueron, Aspen
Custom ModelerTM (ACMTM) y Aspen DynamicsTM (ADTM). Para propo´sitos de ana´lisis de bifur-
cacio´n este tipo de software es muy limitado y ya que ambos funcionan como cajas negras y no
hay acceso a las ecuaciones de los modelos internos ni mucho menos a la matriz jacobiana, es
imposible realizar un ana´lisis de bifurcacio´n de manera tradicional. Sin embargo para este tipo
de casos el me´todo de proyeccio´n recursiva se vuelve ideal, ya que cualquier programa que actu´e
como un integrador de ecuaciones diferenciales (ODEs o DAEs) puede usarse de manera tal que
actu´e como la iteracio´n de punto fijo en el algoritmo de proyeccio´n recursiva.
Para este propo´sito se codifico el algoritmo de proyeccio´n recursiva en Matlab y se creo una inter-
fase en Visual Basic para enlazar el algoritmo de proyeccio´n recursiva al integrador de ecuaciones
diferenciales de Aspen Dynamics y Aspen Custom Modeler, de manera que este funcionara dentro
del algoritmo de proyeccio´n recursiva como la iteracio´n de punto fijo necesaria. De esta manera se
pudieron realizar diversos ana´lisis de bifurcacio´n combinando Aspen Dynamics y Custom Modeler
con Matlab.
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Capitulo 4: Aplicaciones de Ana´lisis a Procesos
Quı´micos
Ana´lisis de bifurcacio´n de Modelos implementados en Aspen
Dynamics y Aspen Custom Modeler
Para los ejemplos de Ana´lisis de bifurcacio´n se reprodujeron los resultados de artı´culos relevantes
reportados en la literatura.
El primer ejemplo que se reprodujo fue presentado en [136] y es un reactor CSTR adiaba´tico para
la hidro´lisis de oxido de propileno a propilen glycol, que presenta multiplicidad de estados.
C3H6O(OxidodePropileno) + H2O(Agua)→ C3H8O2(PropilenGlicol)
Mediante el uso de los modelos presentes en Aspen Plus se pudo reproducir el reactor con una
cine´tica de segundo orden con respecto al oxido de propileno. Se pudieron reproducir los resulta-
dos de multi estabilidad y se detectaron las bifurcaciones de tipo nodo silla presentes.
— Puntos De Equilibrio Estables - - Puntos de Equilibrio InestablesF Bifurcacio´n Nodo-Silla
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El segundo ejemplo fue presentado pro primera vez en [70] y luego fue reproducido en [76] como
ejemplo para ilustrar el uso del me´todo de proyeccio´n recursiva acoplado al software disponible
para la solucio´n de ecuaciones diferenciales algebraicas. El ejemplo consta de las ecuaciones de un
reactor tubular no adiaba´tico con una cine´tica de primer orden. Adema´s de poder reproducir los re-
sultados, fue posible demostrar que el problema es altamente sensible al esquema de discretizacio´n
usado para resolverlo.
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— Puntos De Equilibrio Estables - - Puntos de Equilibrio InestablesF Bifurcacio´n Nodo-Silla
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El tercer ejemplo se baso en el articulo [130] donde se presento´ un ana´lisis de bifurcacio´n para
dos modelos de flash reactivo uno con condensador y reciclado y otro sin estos, para el sistema
de MTBE. En este caso se uso una cine´tica tipo Langmuir/Hinshelwood/Hougen/Watson para la
sı´ntesis de ETBE a partir de etanol e isobutileno sobre una resina catalitica acida (Amberlyst).
C4H8 + C2H5OH C2H5OC4H9
Este modelo fue implementado en Aspen Custom Modeler y se pudo comprobar que para el caso
del ETBE tambie´n es posible hallar bifurcaciones en ambos tipos de reactor.
— Puntos De Equilibrio Estables - - Puntos de Equilibrio InestablesF Bifurcacio´n Nodo-Silla
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Flash Reactivo con Reciclo
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Ana´lisis de modelos de Proceso Representados por Redes
Usando la metodologı´a antes planteada y basado en los modelos de Aspen Plus, Dynamics y Cus-
tom Modeler, se analizaron 4 casos de procesos automatizados y no automatizados reportados en
la literatura. A partir de estos casos se planteo una red para cada uno y se analizo estadı´sticamente.
Columna de Destilacio´n Con y sin Control PID
El caso de una columna de destilacio´n para separar una mezcla de metil acetato, metanol y agua
es presentado en [86], ahı´ es disen˜ada y se implementa un esquema ba´sico de control para ella. La
red resultante es la siguiente:
(a)                                                                                                     (b)
(a) Columna de destilacio´n sin control (b) Columna de destilacio´n Controlada
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Del ana´lisis de esta red se puede concluir que presenta caracterı´sticas de red libre de escala como
el bajo coeficiente de clustering promedio y una distribucio´n de grado de ley de potencia. La
distribucio´n de centralidad de intermediacio´n es pra´cticamente uniforme y no se ve afectada signi-
ficativamente por la adicio´n del control automa´tico.
Reactor de Lecho Fijo para la produccio´n de DimetilEter
El dimetil eter es es producido por deshidratacio´n en usando un catalizador a´cido poroso en reac-
tores adiaba´ticos de lecho fijo, en este tipo de reacciones exote´rmicas la alimentacio´n al reactor es
calentada con el efluente del mismo. La red resultante de la descomposicio´n de este proceso en
el nivel de las fases usando Diferencias Finitas Cetradas de segundo (CFD2) y de cuarto(CFD4)
orden:
(a)                                                                                                                            (b)
(a) Red resultante si se usa una discretizacio´n CFD4 (b) Red resultante si se usa una
discretizacio´n CFD2
La principal conclusion del ana´lisis de esta red es con respecto a la influencia de la discretizacio´n
en el flujo de la informacio´n. El aumento del clustering en la red da a entender que el uso de
discretizaciones de alto arden hace mas compacta la red y promueve la formacio´n de pequen˜as
comunidades a su interior.
Proceso de Isomerizacio´n
Este proceso consta de un reactor y dos columnas de destilacio´n, adema´s de una corriente liquida
de reciclo. En el reactor se lleva a cabo la el proceso de isomerizacio´n para convertir n-butano a
isobutano que tiene mas valor.
nC4 → iC4
La red que se obtuvo del proceso sin control automa´tico presentado en [88] es:
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Red de la Planta de Isomerizacio´n
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La red que se obtuvo del proceso con el esquema de control automa´tico presentado en [88] es:
Red de la Planta de Isomerizacio´n con Esquema de Control PID
Del ana´lisis de estas redes se destacan los resultados de bajo coeficiente de agrupamiento y dis-
tribuciones que se ajustan a la ley de potencias. Uno de los resultados importantes es que la
centralidad de intermediacio´n se redistribuye al an˜adir el control automa´tico, perfeccionando el
flujo de informacio´n y da´ndole gran importancia a los actuadores.
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El Proceso de HDA con Control
La planta de HDA consta de nueve operaciones, un reactor, un horno, un separador liquido vapor,
un compresor dos intercambiadores de calor y tres columnas de destilacio´n. Dos materias primas,
hidro´geno y tolueno son convertidas en benceno como producto principal y metano y difenil como
subproductos.
La red resultante de la descomposicio´n de la plata sin control automa´tico es:
Red de la Planta sin Control Automa´tico
La red resultante una vez aplicado el esquema de control propuesto en [88] es:
Red resultante con el esquema de control propuesto en [88]
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Por ultimo la red resultante una vez aplicado el esquema de control propuesto en [36, 38] es:
Red resultante con el esquema de control propuesto en [36, 38]
De las tres redes un resultado recurrente es que las tres se ajustan a la descripcio´n de redes libres de
escala con coeficientes de agrupamiento bajos y distribuciones que se ajusta an la ley de potencias.
La comparacio´n una vez agregado el control arroja resultados interesantes ya que ambos esquemas
de control redistribuyen la centralidad de intermediacio´n de manera opuesta. El esquema de control
propuesto en [88] redistribuye el flujo de informacio´n de manera que aumenta la centralidad de
intermediacio´n de ciertos nodos, mientras que el esquema de control de [36, 38] redistribuye el
flujo de informacio´n de manera que el numero de nodos con centralidad de intermediacio´n baja
aumenta y el de centralidad de intermediacio´n alta disminuye. este tipo de resultados resalta la
importancia del ana´lisis de redes sobre los esquemas de control automa´tico debido a que se puede
identificar o diferenciar entre los esquemas de control de manera cualitativa.
Capitulo 5: Conclusiones
A lo largo de todo el trabajo se exploraron diferentes te´cnicas de ana´lisis de procesos todas ellas
mediante software libre y comercial disponible a los estudiantes de la Universidad Nacional de
Colombia sede Manizales.
Mediante el uso de teorı´a de redes fue posible representar el flujo de informacio´n, materia y en-
ergı´a en modelos pertinentes a la ingenierı´a quı´mica, para despue´s hacer uso de las herramientas
estadı´sticas de la teorı´a de redes complejas para identificar en principio el tipo de redes que se pre-
sentan y luego identificar la importancia de ciertos nodos e incluso la influencia de la agregacio´n
de esquemas de control en la manera en que la informacio´n es conducida.
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Para el ana´lisis cuantitativo y cualitativo del comportamiento del sistema y no de su estructura se
hizo uso del ana´lisis de bifurcacio´n, el ana´lisis de bifurcacio´n utilizando software comercial para
la simulacio´n de procesos quı´micos represento un reto debido a la naturalea cerrada del software,
sin embargo este reto se pudo superar gracias al uso del algoritmo de proyeccio´n recursiva y a la
creacio´n de un interfase Aspen/Matlab mediante la cual fue posible realizar ana´lisis de bifurcacio´n
y de valores propios de manera que no hubiese necesidad de acceder a las ecuaciones constituti-
vas del sistema. Mediante la ra´pida reproduccio´n de artı´culos de la literatura se pudo probar la
conveniencia de este enfoque aunque tambie´n se identificaron sus desventajas.
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Introduction
Modeling, Simulation and Analysis are some of the most important topics in modern engineering,
yet there is no consensus in scientific community on how to do it. It is a very diverse topic and in
fact there are a lot of ways to address a modeling problem, nevertheless there is not an infinite num-
ber of tools (mathematical, software and conceptual) available to the researcher or student. Any
science researcher or student who does not want to create new software, concepts and/or develop
new mathematics to achieve his investigative goal, has to adopt a paradigm and work according
to it. Chemical engineers are not strange to have to adapt themselves to a series of more or less
restrictive notions. The first paradigm a chemical engineer student has to embrace is the notion
of steady state, this comes from the very beginnings of the chemical engineering. Steady-state
assumption simplifies enormously the solution and analysis of any chemical engineering problem
by the exclusion of the dynamics from any mathematical analysis (numerically and analytically
is much simpler to solve algebraic equations than ODE, DAES, PDE PDAES or IPDAES1). The
generalized use of this assumption among the chemical engineers makes (at least for my brief ex-
perience in teaching the Automatic Control Course) very difficult for students and professionals to
address very relevant topics that need a minimum knowledge in dynamics as linear process con-
trol, the start stage of chemical process equipment and quality control (that also requires statistical
knowledge).
The main driving force of this entire work is to use available dynamic software and conceptual
tools (Available at the National University of Colombia in Manizales), in order to simplify at least
procedurally the modeling, simulation and analysis of Chemical Engineering automated and non
automated chemical process.
The main conceptual tool that would be used is graph theory, it will be used to deconstruct models
of chemical process into its minimal conceptual and/or mathematic entity in order to gain a better
understanding of them.
The main “practical” tool would be the use of commercial chemical engineering software to per-
form dynamic simulations, shortcut designs and in general to complete quantitatively the qualita-
tive understanding that is possible to gain from the graph theory.
Secondary, this work hopes to encourage fellow students to explore the possibilities of the available
software tools they have access to; although is not always easy or necessary to create links between
commercial or GNU licensed (free for non commercial use) applications, it is not impossible to do
a good use of them and avoid repetitive time consuming work.
1ODES: Ordinary Differential Equations, DAES: Differential Algebraic Equations, PDE: Partial Differential Equa-
tions, PDAES: Partial Differential Algebraic Equations, IPDAES: Integral Partial Differential Algebraic Equations
1. Chemical Process Dynamical
Modeling: Theory and Available
Tools
Mathematical Modeling can be described as the generation of a mathematical entity (a map Rn →
Rm) that portraits the behavior of a physical system or phenomenon under some specific conditions
and assumptions.
The use of mathematical models in chemical engineering has generated many developments, one
example is the use of Sorel’s model (1893) [129] to describe a simple, continuous, steady-state
distillation column. This model triggered a series of solution techniques and new models, that
after 1950 with the introduction of digital computers has increased its number drastically, enabling
engineers to design simple distillations columns without the need of building a pilot plant and
rebuild the column scaling it up [75].
Once the model is created from scratch or in some cases constructed by the aggregation of other
models, its uses can be narrowed down to three [112]:
Simulation: If the input (stimuli), parameters and initial conditions are given and it is desired to
obtain the response.
Control: Once the model parameters, initial conditions and desired response are known and it
is needed to find the input (stimuli) needed to attain (sometimes optimally) the desired re-
sponse.
Design: In the design, the input and response are given but is necessary to find out the model
internal parameters that allow the correspondence between input and output.
During this chapter basic modeling principles would be treated as an skeleton or base to the con-
struction of a model, those basic principles will be applied to the generation of a dynamic differ-
ential algebraic model of a chemical engineering process. Numerical solution techniques pertinent
to the treatment of differential algebraic models will be enumerated and described as theoretical
background to the mathematical solution of generated models.
It will be assumed that sufficient knowledge of the actual (real life) system is collected through
experience or through literature review, and that the purpose of the model is already clear, it is
important to clarify this because it is out of the scope of this work to be method or a systematic
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approach to model building (a great and extensive book to use as reference and that was used as a
constant reference to this work is [65]) , this chapter will present brief compendium of tools and
concepts that will help to understand mathematic and procedural aspect of process modeling with
the aim of be a theoretical framework to the other aspects of this thesis.
This chapter will not treat any topic related with computational fluid dynamics, it is out of the
scope of this work to treat the complex models arising for this particular field of study, in that
order any momentum balances will be simplified using the pertinent assumptions i.e. plug flow.
1.1. Basic Concepts
1.1.1. Control Volume
Any model needs a reference point and the control volume provides it. A control volume (CV) is
a defined region of three dimensional space which has an associated Volume V and surface S [65].
The boundaries of this spacial region could be related to real boundaries i.e tanks, walls, rooms
... etc., be imaginary constructs i.e. a sphere with center (x, y, z) and radius R which encloses
some fluid can be imagined, or be a combination of both i.e. a segment of length l of a pipeline
with length L (l < L) which is enclosed by the pipes walls and also by arbitrary non physical
boundaries. A control volume contains a static or moving fluid that interacts with everything
outside itself through the control Surface S
Types of Control Volumes
It is important to state that mass, energy and momentum transfer constitutive relations have been
developed more by physicists than by engineers and that the nomenclature and terms used in ther-
modynamics do not necessarily apply always to the common approach used in transport phenom-
ena. For simplicity now on a control volume will contain a thermodynamic system for the purpose
of simplified material and energy balances.
Open Control Volume: Mass and energy can flow through the space of interest, this control
volumes are the most used in chemical engineering modeling because of its versatility to represent
all kind of equipment and/or compartments within them.
Closed Control Volume: This specific type of Control volume does not allow mass transfer
across its boundaries but it admits energy transfer, this type of CV is used to model batch processes.
Isolated Control Volume: Systems where there is no mass or energy transfer across its bound-
aries. It is not typical to use this kind of volumes in chemical engineering modeling.
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1.1.2. Material Balances
Once a control volume is established, it is possible to account for the material entering or leaving
the control volume through its control surface, as also for the material inventory contained within
the control volume. Any change in time of the material inventory within the control volume is
called accumulation, the accumulation positive or negative can be caused by material flows enter-
ing or leaving the control volume as well as for internal material generations and consumptions
caused by chemical reactions1.
Any macroscopic material balance can be expressed by the following equation:
Accumulation
Within
the
Control Volume
 =

Input
through
boundaries
−

Output
through
boundaries
±

Generation or
Consumption
Within the
Control Volume
 (1-1)
Material balances can be made for the global matter quantity or in the case of two or more chemical
species involved; a mass balance could be made for each chemical component.
1.1.3. Energy Balances
Scientist did not begin to write energy balance for physical systems prior to the later half of the
nineteenth century, they were not sure what energy was or even if it was important [68]. Today
energy balances are a fundamental principle of any macroscopic calculation, and its equation is
similar and associated or coupled to the material balance:

Energy Accumulation
Within
the
Control Volume
 =

Energy Transfer
into C.V.
through boundaries
−

Energy Transfer
out of C.V.
through boundaries

±

Energy Generation or
Consumption
Within the
Control Volume
 (1-2)
Classes of Energy
Heat Heat is the fundamental transfer process of energy between physical entities. Heat can be
transferred between two control volumes or between a control volume and its surroundings.
1It is important to clarify that although the laws for the conversion between matter and energy are established at sub
atomic level, it is out of the scope of this work to treat material balances in which some of the matter is converted
into energy or vice versa.
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Kinetic Energy: Kinetic energy is the energy that an object possess due to its motion, it is
defined as the work needed to accelerate a body of mass m from rest to its state velocity v. For a
constant mass body it can be stated as,
Ek =
mv2
2
(1-3)
Potential Energy: Potential energy is the energy contained in a body or control volume, rel-
ative to its position on a force field (i.e gravity field or electromagnetic field) or to a specific
configuration (i.e energy stored in an spring).
Internal Energy: The internal energy is a macroscopic measure of the molecular, atomic, and
subatomic energies, all of which follow definite microscopic conservation rules of dynamic sys-
tems.
Enthalpy Is a measure of the total energy of a system. It includes the internal energy, which is
the energy required to create a system, and the amount of energy required to make room for it by
displacing its environment and establishing its volume and pressure.
H = U + P · V (1-4)
1.1.4. Constitutive Relations
Constitutive relations are extracts of other complex sciences such as physics, thermodynamics and
Chemistry, which are used to fill in the blanks left by the material and energy balances formulation.
Gas Laws
The use of gas laws also known as equations of state, is essential in chemical engineering modeling,
gases are property dependent fluids. There are many equations of state that correlate gas properties
(pressure, temperature and molar volume). Each gas law comes along with its own simplifications
and assumption, for example the ideal equation of gases assumes that molecules in the gas have
no volume and nullifies their molecular interactions and Van der Waal’s equation does not neglect
molecules volume but it assumes they are spherical [127]. Each gas law must be selected according
to each process or thermodynamic system modeled. There is not an universal gas laws.
Chemical Reactions
Chemical reactions measurement is part of the chemical kinetics study and it is fundamental to any
chemical and process engineer. The main objective of a chemical kinetic equation is to correlate
the generation or consumption of a chemical specie during a reaction with measurable quantities
such as species molar concentration and process temperature.
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The generation of a certain specie in a chemical reaction are normally expressed in reaction rates
( mol
V olume·time ). The equation that express reaction rates are normally theoretically formulated, cor-
roborated and correlated experimentally. A good example of this is the production of biodiesel [6]
for the theoretical reaction:
Substrate(S) + Alcohol(A) −→ Biodiesel +Glycerol (1-5)
rB =
Vmax[S]
1 +KIS[S] +
KS
[S]
[
1 + [A]
KIA
]
+ KA
[A]
(1-6)
model parameters are obtained experimentally and reported in [6].
Equilibrium Relations
Equilibrium relations are fundamental in separation units modeling. When equilibrium between
two or more thermodynamical phases exists or it is assumed, the relation between the molar con-
centration of a chemical specie i in each phase can be established as follows:
yi = Ki(T, P, y, x)xi (1-7)
Ki is dependent of Temperature (T ), Pressure (P ), and concentration in each phase (x, y). The
modeling of Ki is not simple, its calculation depends on the type and number of the phases. For
special cases of vapor-liquid equilibrium Ki can be expressed as:
Ki =
φ(y, T, P ) · P
γ(x, T )P sat
(1-8)
Where P sat is the saturation pressure (obtainable by the use of Antoine equation or by Gas Laws
(Equations of State)), φ is the fugacity coefficient (obtained from Equations of State) and γ is the
activity coefficient.
Many thermodynamical models have been proposed for different compounds and mixtures, being
the different versions of UNIFAC some of the more used for liquid activity coefficient [57, 66, 89,
90,126,134,142]. As with gas state equation there is not a single model valid for every equilibrium
mixture, it depends on the modeler’s knowledge of the thermodynamic system to make the proper
choice.
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Heat and Mass Transfer
More than to explain the complex relations, equations and theories that heat and mass transfer
adds to the modeling process, it is important to acknowledge them as the cornerstone of chem-
ical engineering. In the 1960’s with the appearance of the first edition of the book ”Transport
Phenomena” [19] chemical engineering started to shape in what we know nowadays. It would be
impossible to enumerate all the theories and equations in this brief space, but it is important to
briefly describe some theories:
Mass Transfer
Boundary Layer: The interface mass transfer in gas/liquid - solid systems takes place through
an immobile phase boundary. In this context, a potential flow with a constant velocity v0 on
a semi-infinite flat plate is assumed, under this assumption it can be also stated that there is a
thermodynamic equilibrium at the phase boundary. This defines a frame for the calculation
of any driving force as the difference between the thermodynamic equilibrium property and
the bulk property [21].
Two Phase Boundary Layer: The mass transfer in gas-liquid and liquid-liquid systems oc-
curs at a moving phase boundary. This assumption takes into account the continuity of the
velocity, stress tensor, and mass flux at the phase boundary. At the phase boundary, a phase
equilibrium is assumed, from this it possible to say the interphase mass transfer rate is limited
by the diffusion resistance in one of the phases, then the interphase mass transfer coefficient
equals the mass transfer coefficient in the same phase [21].
Heat Transfer
Convective Heat Transfer: At an interface between gas and liquid or solid or between liquid
and solid, convective heat transfer can take place when those media have a temperature
difference. It can be in the form of free convection, such as in the case of a central heating
radiator, or it can be forced convection, for example, an air flow from a blower [118]. The
heat flow Qconv at a temperature difference on the boundary layer can be given by:
Qconv = h ·∆T (1-9)
Thermal Conduction: Conduction takes place within stagnant gas or liquid layers (layers,
which are sufficiently thin that no convection as a result of temperature gradients can oc-
cur), solids or on the boundary between solids. It is assumed that the molecules stay in their
position and the heat is passed on [118]. Fourier relationship states the mathematical law for
heat conduction is:
Qcond = kA∇T (1-10)
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Thermal Radiation: Heat transport can also take place from one object to another object through
radiation. The wavelength of electromagnetic heat radiation is in the infrared range. An ob-
ject radiates energy proportional to the fourth power of its absolute temperature. The law for
heat transfer due to thermal radiation is:
Qrad = σ(T
4
1 − T 42 ) (1-11)
1.1.5. Automatic Control
A plant or process is an interconnection of components to perform certain tasks and the automatic
control is used to yield a desired response, i.e. to generate desired signal (the output), when it is
driven by manipulating signal (the input). A control system is a causal, dynamic system, i.e. the
output depends not only the present input but also the input at the previous time. In general, there
are two categories of control systems, the open-loop systems and closed-loop systems. An open-
loop system uses a controller or control actuator to obtain the design response. In an open-loop
system, the output has no effect on the input. In contrast to an open-loop system, a closed-loop
control system uses sensors to measure the actual output to adjust the input in order to achieve
desired output (Figure 1-1). The measure of the output is called the feedback signal, and a closed-
loop system is also called a feedback system [61].
Figure 1-1.: Typical feedback control cycle
Control can be defined as the use of algorithms and feedback in engineered systems. Thus, con-
trol includes such examples as feedback loops in electronic amplifiers, set point controllers in
chemical and materials processing, ”fly-by-wire” systems on aircraft and even router protocols
that control traffic flow on the Internet. Emerging applications include high-confidence software
systems, autonomous vehicles and robots, real-time resource management systems and biologi-
cally engineered systems. At its core, control is an information science and includes the use of
information in both analog and digital representations [10].
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PID Control
Among various controllers used in industry, the PID (proportional integral derivative) controller
is the most often employed. There are estimates that more than 90% of controllers at process
industries are of the PID type. Its advantages are simplicity, robustness as well as the fact that it
can be realized in various analogue (electrical, pneumatic), as well as digital versions [96].
The input-output linear function of the PID controller is:
u = kpe+ ki
∫ t
0
e(t)dt + kd
de
dt
(1-12)
Where u is the output signal of the controller, e is the error or difference between measured or
observed and desired, kp is the proportional constant of the controller, ki is the integral constant of
the controller, kd is the derivative constant of the controller.
Proportional Term kpe: The proportional term establishes a proportionality between the con-
trol action and the magnitude of the error. From the practical point of view any controller
do proportional action only in some limited range of control errors as the manipulated vari-
able can always be only in the range between umin and umax which are the minimum and
maximum allowed values for the controller output.
Integral Term ki
∫ t
0
e(t)dt: The contribution from the integral term is proportional to both the
magnitude of the error and the duration of the error. The integral in a PID controller is the
sum of the instantaneous error over time and gives the accumulated offset that should have
been corrected previously.
Derivative Term kd dedt : Derivative action theoretically improves stability of the closed-loop sys-
tem. This control action establishes a proportionality of the control action with the rate
of change of the error; this can be seen as a forecast action of the process behavior and a
forecast correction. Derivative term is sensitive to process noise.
Rules for PID
Mikles and Fikar [96] recommend taking into account the following to do an appropriate selection
of a PID controller:
• Most often the best controller is the simplest, i. e. the proportional controller, it can be used
if nonzero steady-state error is acceptable or if the controlled system contains pure integrator.
In process control its typical use is in pressure or level regulation.
• PI controller can be used if the simple proportional action is unacceptable and dynamics of
the controlled system is simple. Its advantage is the zero steady-state error but at the price of
larger overshoot and oscillatory behavior. Moreover, further increase of the controller gain
can lead to instability.
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• PD controller grace to derivative action does not exhibit large overshoot and settles fairly
quickly. However, without integral action, the nonzero steady-state error results with the
same value as that of the P controller. It is used mainly for processes with integrating behav-
ior or with large time constants.
• PID controller is suitable in remaining cases. It is robust, forecasts future process behavior
and in general its gain is smaller than that of the corresponding PI controller. Its drawback
is an increased sensitivity to measurement noise.
• Problematic processes for PID controllers include systems with time delay, with time variant
parameters or oscillatory processes.
1.2. Dynamical Modeling
The generation of the differential algebraic equations that will suffice as the dynamical model of a
chemical process its based on the material and energy balances, which are complemented by the
constitutive relations. Yet that is not enough to make the equation system solvable and there is a
need to use different type of assumptions to complete the system. The assumptions can be made
based on real system knowledge or be theoretical simplifying constructs.
1.2.1. Assumptions and Simplifications in process Modeling
Until now the aim that is given to the assumptions in this work is to simplify the process model
in order to make it solvable, yet its main purpose in a process model is not procedural at all,
assumptions are answers to the first questions of process modeling [118]:
1. What should be modeled?
2. What is the desired level of detail?
3. When is the model complete?
4. When can a variable be ignored or simplified?
When an assumption or simplification is made, one of this questions is answered, and by answering
one of this questions the generated system of equations is one step close of being solvable. Some
relevant assumptions to process modeling will be enumerated, nevertheless it is important to know
that assumptions are made even unconsciously during the modeling process (some assumptions
come along with the selection of constitutive equations) and not all could be enumerated here.
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Black Box And White Box Approaches To Modeling
A crucial simplification that has to be made is about the importance of the physical phenomena in
the model. If the physical phenomena are important then white box models should be used.
White box models are based on physical and chemical laws of conservation, such as mass balance,
component balance, momentum balance and energy balance. They are also called first principles
or mechanistic models. The models give physical insight into the process and explain the process
behavior in terms of variables and measured variables [118].
If the underlying physical phenomena is not important, and the interest is focused more in an
stimuli-response approach, first principle modeling, could be left aside and models can be simpli-
fied to black box models.
Black box models or empirical models do not describe the physical phenomena of the process,
they are based on input/output data and only describe the relationship between the measured input
and output data of the process. These models are useful when limited time is available for model
development and/or when there is insufficient physical understanding of the process [118].
Statics versus Dynamics
It is important to know if the variation along with time of a variable is relevant or not. If it
is for the purpose of the model (i.e Automatic Control, real time applications, predictions), a
dynamical model must be formulated. A dynamical model does not neglect the accumulation
term of material and energy balances, this makes the dynamical model solving different to static
models and also adds a more complexity (differential equations). If it is decided that the time is
not relevant to the model purpose it is possible to neglect the accumulation term in the material
and energy balances, simplifying the solution of the model and also changing the scope of it (i.e.
Design and Optimization).
Lumped and Distributed
In some cases, process variables can vary along a spatial coordinates. Models that account for
spatial variations are called distributed parameter models. A widely used method that approximates
the behavior of distributed parameter systems is the division of the spatial coordinate into small
sections; within each section the system properties are assumed to be constant. Each section can
then be considered as an ideally mixed section and the entire process is approximated by a series
of ideally mixed sub-systems. Such a system approximation is called a lumped parameter system.
In the case of a chain process, such as a distillation tray column, usually every tray is considered
to be lumped, i.e. process conditions on each tray are averaged and assumed constant [118].
1.2.2. Material and Energy Balances
As stated before in this chapter material and energy balances are the skeleton of a process model.
Both microscopic and macroscopic balances have the same rules.
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Integral Material and Energy Balances
In terms of a mathematical balance in integral form, using vector notation, we can write the con-
servation equations by considering the total extensive quantity Φ as the integral or sum of the
volume-specific form of this property Φˆ over the whole of the control volume V . This is written in
time varying form as:
d
dt
∫
V
(
Φˆ(~r, t)
)
dv = −
∮
S
J(~r, t) · nS(r)ds+
∫
V
qˆ(~r, t) (1-13)
The left-hand side represents the time variation of the extensive quantity Φ within the space V .
Note that the volume-specific form Φˆ, of the extensive quantity Φ is a function of both position
vector (~r) and time (t).
The first term on the right-hand side accounts for the flow of the extensive quantity through the
total closed boundary of the surface S. It thus accounts for inflow and outflow from the volume
under consideration. It consists on the value of the flow J(~r, t), which is a vector field varying from
point to point on the surface S, integrated over the whole closed surface. Here, the flow is regarded
as passing through a unit area of the surface with an outward pointing unit nS(~r) (normal) vector
perpendicular to that surface. The normal vector is clearly a function of spatial position as we
integrate over the complete surface. This term accounts for all possible modes of transfer through
the closed surface. These could be convective or diffusive in nature.
The last term represents the net consumption or generation of the extensive quantity within the
specified volume. This is typically related to energy or species sources or sinks associated with
reactions in the system and is represented by the volume-specific source qˆ(~r, t) [65]. This type of
balance is typically used in Lumped parameter models.
Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR) Model derived From Integral Balance Fig-
ure 1-2 shows the selected control volume for the reactor, the internal walls of the tank and the
liquid surface. Using (1-13) over the control volume for a component i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N of an N
component Mixture, it is possible to obtain the dynamic model of a CSTR making the following
simplifications over (1-20):
d
dt
∫
V
(Ci(~r, t)) dv = −
∮
S
J(~r, t) · nS(r)ds+
∫
V
qˆi(~r, t)dv (1-14)
• The molar concentration of the component i in the whole control volume is constant (homo-
geneous Mixture, Stirred)
d
dt
∫
V
(Ci(~r, t)) dv =
dCi
dt
∫
V
dv =
dCi
dt
· V (1-15)
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Figure 1-2.: Basic CSTR Scheme with Control Volume
• The flow comes across the control surface perpendicularly and its only convective, it can be
expressed in the terms of the molar flow of the component i through the input and output
pipes (FNi )
−
∮
S
J(~r, t) · nS(r)ds = (FNi )I − (FNi )O (1-16)
• The generation/consumption function qˆi(~r, t) is function of the N homogeneous concentra-
tions (Ci) which are not dependent of the position vector ~r. This means a chemical kinetic
equation is used to replace qˆ
qˆi(~r, t) =
(ni
dt
)
reaction
· 1
V
= ri(C1, C2, . . . , CN) (1-17)
∫
V
qˆi(~r, t) =
∫
V
ri(C1, C2, . . . , CN)dv = ri(C1, C2, . . . , CN) · V (1-18)
Leading to the well-known CSTR equation for mass balance over the i-th component:
dCi
dt
=
(FNi )I − (FNi )O
V
+ ri(C1, C2, . . . , CN) (1-19)
The above model would not be complete without the energy balance:
d
dt
∫
V
(E(~r, t)) dv = −
∮
S
JE(~r, t) · nS(r)ds+
∫
V
q̂Ei(~r, t)dv (1-20)
which could be simplified with some other assumptions:
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• the energy of the whole system is E
d
dt
∫
V
(E(~r, t)) dv =
dE
dt
(1-21)
• Total energy E comprises internal, kinetic and potential energy.
E = U + Ek + EP (1-22)
• The energy flow JE comes across all the control surface, it can be splited into diffusive,
convective and work JE = JC + JD +W .∮
S
JE(~r, t) · nS(r)ds = (JC + JD)I − (JC + JD)O +W (1-23)
• Convective energy flows can be written in terms of the molar flow FNi of the i−th component
and mole Specific Quantities.
JC =
∑
∀i
FNi · (Uˆ + Eˆk + EˆP ) (1-24)
• Diffusive terms can be grouped as the heat entering or leaving the control volume by diffusive
means.
JD = QI −QO (1-25)
• Heat generation through chemical reaction will be considered again as a function of chemical
reaction and reaction rate of a component i and the enthalpy change due reaction.∫
V
q̂Ei(~r, t)dv = ri(C1, C2, . . . , CN) · V ·∆H (1-26)
• Work entering the system can be split in shaft work (WS), expansion work (WE) and flow
work (WF ).
WF =
∑
i
FNi · PVˆ (1-27)
This leaves the energy Balance as:
d(U + EK + EP )
dt
=
(∑
i
FNi · (Uˆ + Eˆk + EˆP )
)
I
−
(∑
i
FNi · (Uˆ + Eˆk + EˆP )
)
O
+(∑
i
FNi · PVˆ
)
I
−
(∑
FNi · PVˆ
)
O
+WS +WE
+QI −QO + ri(C1, C2, . . . , CN) · V ·∆H (1-28)
It can be simplified further if:
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• Kinetic energy is neglected because the flow velocities are not enough to affect the system
significantly.
• Potential energy (in Energy flow and in the total energy) is also neglected because elevation
differences are small so energy contribution is minimal.
• The Flow Work (WF ) is added to the flow internal energy, resulting in the enthalpy.
• Finally the following identity is used
dH
dt
=
dU
dt
+
dPV
dt
(1-29)
If it is possible to assume that pressure and volume do not change inside the reactor, dPV
dt
can be neglected and internal energy can be replaced by enthalpy under this assumption.
Then the energy balance ends as:
dH
dt
= (
∑
i
FNi · Hˆ)I − (
∑
i
FNi · Hˆ)O
+QI −QO + ri(C1, C2, . . . , CN) · V ·∆H +WS +WE (1-30)
Differential Material and Energy Balances
In the limit, V becomes infinitesimally small, the above equation can be written in differential
form after applying the Gauss divergence theorem to the surface integral to convert it to a volume
integral [65].
dΦ
dt
= −∇J + qˆ (1-31)
J is the Total flow that can be seen as the sum of diffusive JD and convective flows JC . Depending
on the dominant phenomenon simplifications can be made in order to avoid the calculation of a
flow and its implications for solving the differential equation. This type of material balance is
normally used in distributed parameter models.
The differential control volumes are versatile in the sense it is possible to select a geometry suitable
for the different modeled objects. As it can be seen in Figure 2-16 rectangular and cylindrical
coordinates can be chosen. Cylindrical coordinates are perfect to model plug flow tubular reactors
with a high level detail, but they can also be simplified in order to be modeled in rectangular
coordinates once radial and angular (θ) associated effects are neglected.
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Figure 1-3.: Differential control Volumes (a) Control volume in cartesian coordinate system (b)
Control volume in cylindrical coordinate system
Figure 1-4.: Reactive Fluid Flowing between two plates
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Isothermal Reactive Flow between two Plates: Once a differential control volume is se-
lected it is possible to model several systems making the correct assumptions, the expanded general
equation for a control volume in Cartesian coordinates for molar balance of a component i using
the molar flux relations [19]:
∂Ci
∂t
+
∂(Ci · vx)
∂x
+
∂(Ci · vy)
∂y
+
∂(Ci · vz)
∂z
= −D
(
∂2Ci
∂x2
+
∂2Ci
∂y2
+
∂2Ci
∂z2
)
+ ri (1-32)
where D is the diffusion coefficient.
In the case of a reactive fluid flowing between two plates (Figure 2-44) some simplifications can
be done to make the model simpler:
• The molar velocity of component i is constant in x direction.
• Only diffusion in x-axis exists.
This simplifies (1-32) to:
∂Ci
∂t
+ vx
∂(Ci)
∂x
= −D
(
∂2Ci
∂x2
)
+ ri (1-33)
Differential Energy Balance for Reactive Flow Although the energy balance in differential
form derivation is complicated, it is important to formulate the thermal energy equation which is
the most used to describe reactive flow temperature changes, as seen in 1.2.2 normally kinetic and
potential energy are neglected, defining the thermal energy as the main phenomenon:
∂ρUˇ
∂t
= −∇ · (ρvUˇ)−∇ · q − P (∇ · v)− (τ : ∇v) +
N∑
c=1
(ji · gi) (1-34)
where the short-hand double dot product notation is defined by:
τ : ∇v = ∇ · (τ · v)− v) · ∇ · τ (1-35)
The terms of the equation mean:
∇ · (ρvUˇ): net rate of increase of internal energy by convection per unit volume.
∇ · q: rate of increase of internal energy by the heat flow (e.g., conduction, inter-diffusion effects,
Dufour effects and radiation) per unit volume
P (∇ · v): reversible rate of increase of internal energy by compression per unit volume.
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(τ : ∇v): denotes the irreversible rate of increase of internal energy by viscous dissipation per
unit volume.∑N
c=1(ji · gi): The potential work term, denotes the rate at which work is done on each of the
individual species i in the fluid per unit volume by the individual species body forces gi
Where Uˇ is the mass specific internal energy, τ is the flux tensor, v is the fluid velocity and ρ is the
density.
Internal energy is not the most appropriate way to express the thermal energy equation that is why
it is expressed in enthalpy terms, using the well-known relation [69]:
Hˇ = Uˇ +
P
ρ
(1-36)
∂ρHˇ
∂t
= −∇ · (ρvHˇ)−∇ · q − DP
dt
− (τ : ∇v) +
N∑
c=1
(ji · gi) (1-37)
The terms of the equation mean:
∇ · (ρvHˇ): net rate of increase of enthalpy by convection per unit volume.
∇ · q: rate of increase of enthalpy by the heat flow (e.g., conduction, inter-diffusion effects, Du-
four effects and radiation) per unit volume
DP
dt
: rate of work done by the pressure, which is induced by the surrounding fluid motion, acting
on the mixture within the control volume per unit volume.
(τ : ∇v): denotes the irreversible rate of increase of enthalpy by viscous dissipation per unit
volume.∑N
c=1(ji · gi): rate of work done by external body forces acting on the mixture within control
volume.
Once the thermal energy equation is formulated in enthalpy form the following relations can be
applied in order to obtain the temperature change from the energy balance [69]:
dHˇ =
[
∂Hˇ
∂T
]
P,M
dT +
[
∂Hˇ
∂P
T,M
]
dP (1-38)
The first term on the right hand side of (1-38) can be recognized as the definition of the specific
heat at constant pressure:
[
∂Hˇ
∂T
]
P,w
= Cp (1-39)
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If pressure effects are neglected i.e for an incompressible fluid, heat of reaction based on kinetics
is added and constant density is assumed, the following simplified equation is obtained:
ρCp
∂T
∂t
+ ρCp(∇ · (T · v)) = −∇ · q − (τ : ∇v) +
N∑
c=1
(ji · gi) + ri(∆H) (1-40)
1.3. Elements For the Numerical Solution of
Mathematical Models
It is important for the purpose of this work to set the basis of the mathematical treatment that will
be given to all examples and problems in order to be consistent. As the selected paradigm for the
treatment of dynamical modeling, the differential algebraic approach will be used. The reason for
the use of this specifical approach, besides personal tastes, is the firm belief that for many modeling
problems once the right mathematical and software tools are used properly the use of order one
differential algebraic equations simplifies problem solving and understanding.
1.3.1. Differential Algebraic Equations Generalities
The desirability of working directly with DAE’s has been recognized for over 30 years by scientist
and engineers in several areas [22]. The most straight forward way of studying DAE’s, certainly
from the point of view of applied mathematics, is to use the singular perturbation analysis. The
singular perturbation problem is considered:
y′ = f(y, z), y(0) = y0 (1-41)
εz′ = g(y, z), z(0) = z0 (1-42)
If ε→ 0, the following reduced equation is obtained:
y′ = f(y, z) (1-43)
0 = g(y, z) (1-44)
A practical way of looking at the expressions (1-43) to (1-44) is to consider them as differential
equations for which the solution is constrained to lie on a manifold g(y, z) = 0. As the solution
lies on the manifold, also the initial values must lie on the same manifold [26], so they have to
satisfy,
g(y0, z0) = 0 (1-45)
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Differential Algebraic Equations Indices
Differential Index A general DAE takes the form
f(y′, y, t) = 0 (1-46)
Where f and y are in Rn. The differential index di, of the system is the minimum integer m, such
that the system of equations (1-46) and
df(y′,y,t)
dt
= 0
d2f(y′,y,t)
dt2
= 0
...
dmf(y′,y,t)
dtm
= 0
Can be solved for y′ = y′(y), This explicit ODE is often called the underlying ODE, it is important
to take into account the three first differential indexes:
Differential Index One Consider the system of equations (1-43) and (1-44). If gz = ∂g∂z is
invertible in a neighborhood of the solution, the problem has differential index one since in this
case the differentiation of (1-44) gives a first order ODE for z. The initial conditions are required
to satisfy the condition (1-45).
Differential Index Two Consider the semi-explicit form,
y′ = f(y, z) (1-47)
0 = g(y) (1-48)
Differentiating the constraint with respect to y,
0 = gy
dy
dx
= gyf(y, z) (1-49)
Relation (1-49) is often referred to as the hidden constraint. Differentiating again with respect to
z, (1-47) and (1-48) are of index two if gy fz is invertible in a neighborhood of the solution.
Differential Index Three Consider the system,
y′ = k(y, z, w) (1-50)
z′ = f(y, z) (1-51)
0 = g(z) (1-52)
This problem is in Hessenberg form [22] and has index three if and only if gz fy k is invertible in
a neighborhood of the solution.
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Perturbation Index
Hairer et al. [63] defined the perturbation index pi, as the smallest value of the integer m such that
the difference between the solution of (1-46) and the solution for the perturbed equation
f(z′, z, t) = e(t) (1-53)
Can be bounded by an expression of the form
max ‖z(t)− y(t)‖ ≤ K[‖z(0)− y(0)‖] + max(‖e(t)‖)+
max(‖e˙(t)‖) + . . .+ max(∥∥ e(m−1)(t)∥∥] (1-54)
Over a finite interval t ∈ [0, T ].
The perturbation index is clearly an important factor in the numerical solution of a DAE since it
will play a major role in determining the impact of round off errors. The expected round off errors
would be of the order δ/hp−1, being h the step size, because the method will be performing a
numerical differentiation on round off errors assumed to be order of δ. [63].
Relation to Stiffness and Order Reduction
In the early 1950’s as a result of the work of Curtiss and Hirschfelder [24], stiff ODES were
identified as “equations were certain implicit methods, and in particular backward-differentiation
formula (BDFs) perform better, usually tremendously better than explicit ones”, although this
definition is not all precise it does encapsulate an intuitive idea of what stiffness is [26]. Another
intuitive idea of the nature of stiffness is that they are multi-scale problems. That is, stiff equations
represent coupled physical systems having components which vary on very different time-scales.
There is a close relationship between DAE systems and stiff ode systems, as it was seen before,
the system of equations (1-41) and (1-42) tends to be the semi explicit system of equation (1-43)
and (1-44) as  → 0. Thus it is natural to expect that there will be a relationship between the
behavior of numerical ODE methods when applied to the related DAE. This can be interpreted as
a multi-scale problem where the “time” scales of y and z become extremely different as long as 
tends to zero.
Order reduction is a phenomenon that was noted in 1974 by Prothero and Robinson. They studied
the stiff model problem
y′(t) = λy(t) + g′(t)− λg(t), λ << 0 (1-55)
And noted that when a Rungue-Kutta method was applied to solve the above equation, the error
order of the solution was below the expected one for the applied numerical method. Some of the
numerical results reported in [63] illustrate the order reduction of singular perturbation problems
as function of  and confirm the order reduction predicted in theory, so order reduction is expected
for DAE systems.
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1.3.2. Differential Algebraic Equations Numerical Solution
The general idea of the use of numerical methods to solve differential algebraic equations comes
from Gear [55]. It consists on replacing the derivatives by their finite difference approximation,
converting the continuous system into a discrete one, and approximating the solution of a DAE
system by successive solutions of an algebraic system by Newton or similar numerical methods
[22]. A simple example would be the use of Euler backward difference into a system of the form
(1-43) and (1-44) to obtain a numerical solution of the form:
yn+1 − yn
tn+1 − tn = f(yn+1, xn+1, tn+1) (1-56)
0 = f(yn+1, xn+1, tn+1) (1-57)
Linear Multistep Methods
A linear multistep method has the general form of:
yn = α1yn−1 + α2yn−2 + · · ·+ αkyk−1 +
∆t(β0f(xn, yn, tn) + β1f(xn−1, yn−1, , tn−1) +
β2f(xn−2, yn−2, tn−2) + · · ·+ βkf(xn−k, yn−k, tn−k) (1-58)
that can be resumed into:
k∑
j=0
αjyn−j = ∆t
k∑
j=0
βjfn−j (1-59)
Backward differentiation formulas (BDF) are one of the most used linear multistep methods, in
Table 1-1 the coefficients for BDF from order 1 to 6 can be found. Linear multistep methods are
generally implicit methods (except for Adam-Bashforth methods [23]), and Newton like methods
are used to do a successive solve of the DAE system.
Table 1-1.: Backward Differentiation formulae from [119]
k α6 α5 α4 α3 α2 α1 α0 β0 p Cp+1 α
1 1 −1 1 1 1 90
2 1 −4
3
1
3
2
3
2 −2
9
90
3 1 −18
11
9
11
− 2
11
6
11
3 − 3
22
86
4 1 −48
25
36
25
−16
25
3
25
12
25
4 − 12
125
73
5 1 −300
137
300
137
−200
137
75
137
− 12
137
60
137
5 −110
137
51
6 1 −360
147
450
145
−400
147
225
147
− 72
147
10
147
60
147
6 − 20
343
18
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Implicit Runge-Kutta
The idea of generalizing the Euler method, by allowing a number of evaluations of the derivative
to take place in one step, is generally attributed to Runge (1895). Further contributions were made
by Heun (1900) and Kutta (1901). They latter completely characterized the set of Runge-Kutta
methods of order 4, and proposed the first methods of order 5. Special methods for second order
differential equations were proposed by Nystrom (1925), who also contributed to the development
of methods for first order equations. It was not until the work of Huta (1956,1957) that sixth order
methods were introduced.
Since the advent of digital computers, fresh interest has been focused on Runge-Kutta methods,
and a large number of research workers have contributed to recent extensions to the theory, and to
the development of particular methods [23].
Runge-Kutta methods have originally been conceived for numerical solution of ordinary differen-
tial equations y′ = f(t, y). From an approximation yn of the solution at tn these one-step methods
construct an approximation yn+1 at tn+1 = tn + ∆t via the formulas
yn+1 = yn + ∆t
s∑
i=1
biY
′
ni (1-60)
Where Y ′ni is called stage derivative and is defined by
Y ′ni = f(tn + ci∆t, Yni) (1-61)
With internal stages Yni given by
Yni = yn + ∆t
s∑
j=1
aijY
′
ni for i = 1, . . . , s (1-62)
Here aij , bi and ci are the coefficients which determine the method, and s is the number of stages.
The most common way to represent an s-stage Runge-Kutta Methods is by the Butcher’s tableau:
c1 a11 a12 · · · a1s
c2 a21 a22 · · · a2s
...
...
... . . .
...
cs−1 a(s−1)1 a(s−1)2 · · · a(s−1)s
cs as1 as2 · · · ass
b1 b2 · · · bs
(1-63)
It can also be noted in a more compact notation as (A,b, c) or,
c A
bT
(1-64)
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Where A is the matrix of aij , b and c are the vectors of bi and ci respectively. If aij = 0 for
i ≤ j, the internal stages Yn1, . . . , Yns can be computed one after the other from equation (1-62)
by explicit functions evaluations. Such methods are called explicit. Otherwise equation (1-62)
constitutes a non linear system for the internal s stages, and the method is called implicit.
If Kronecker tensor product (⊗) is used, a s-stages Runge-Kutta method (A,b, c) applied to a
system of N ODEs, can be compactly described by the following equations
Y = e⊗ yn + ∆t(A⊗ I)f(Y) (1-65)
yn+1 = yn + ∆t(b
T ⊗ I)f(Y) (1-66)
Where Y is the Ns elements vector of the stages of the method, e being the s elements vector of
ones, I the N ×N Identity matrix and ∆t is the stepsize (∆t = tn − tn−1).
Numerical Solution of Index 1 DAEs by Runge-Kutta Methods Considering the differential-
algebraic system
y′ = f(y, z)
0 = g(y, z)
(1-67)
Where f and g are sufficiently differentiable. System (1-67) is an index 1 problem only if∥∥(gz(y, z))−1∥∥ ≤M (1-68)
In a neighborhood of the exact solution, also consistent initial values y0, z0 are assumed for the
system.
Solution of the equivalent ordinary differential equation Condition (1-68) implies that
in a neighborhood of the solution the second equation in system (1-67) can be formally transformed
into z = G(y) by the implicit function theorem, so that system (1-67) becomes
y′ = f(y,G(y)) (1-69)
It is possible to apply an arbitrary (explicit or implicit) Runge-Kutta method to equation (1-69) and
to determine the z-component by zn = G(yn). This is equivalent to solve the system
Y = e⊗ yn + ∆t(A⊗ I)Y′ (1-70)
yn+1 = yn + ∆t(b
T ⊗ I)Y′ (1-71)
Where
Y′ = f(Y,Z) (1-72)
0 = g(Y,Z) (1-73)
And zn+1 is given by
0 = g(yn+1, zn+1) (1-74)
In this case all the classical results about the order, convergence and asymptotic expansions of the
Runge-Kutta methods hold [63].
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The direct approach Solve the equivalent differential equation approach does not correspond
to the definition of the method given in equations (1-65) and (1-66), for which formulas (1-70),
(1-71), (1-72) and (1-73) hold but (1-74) is replaced by
zn+1 = zn + h(b
T ⊗ I)Z′ (1-75)
Z = e⊗ zn + ∆t(A⊗ I)Z′ (1-76)
Relation (1-76) defines Z′ uniquely if the Runge-Kutta matrix A is invertible.
1.3.3. Method of Lines (MOL)
As can be seen in the Section 1.2.2 in page 16 from differential balances it is possible to obtain
Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) when it is not possible to simplify the material or energy
balance to the maximum. As this whole work is dedicated to the use of differential algebraic
equations, the method of lines offers a simple and very convenient way to transform any PDE into
a DAE system.
Consider the PDE problem:
∂u
∂t
= f(u) xL < x < xR (1-77)
Where u is a vector of dependent variables , x is a boundary value independent variable and f is a
differential operator.
The method of lines (MOL) is a computational approach for solving PDE problems of the form of
(1-77) that proceeds in two separate steps: first, spatial derivatives, e.g., ux, uxx,· · · , are approx-
imated using, for instance, finite difference (FD) or finite element (FE) techniques. Second, the
resulting system of semi-discrete DAEs in the initial value variable is integrated in time, t [4].
Let the following equation be considered:
∂u
∂t
= −v∂u
∂x
(1-78)
if the above equation is approximated over a spatial grid in x of N points separated uniformly
by a distance ∆x . If the spatial derivative ∂u
∂x
is replaced with a second ordered centered Finite
Difference (FD), centered over a grid point i the following expression is obtained:
∂u
∂t
= −vui+1 − ui−1
2∆x
+O(∆x2), for i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 (1-79)
Replacing the system parameter v arbitrarily by −1 would give the ODE
dui
dt
= −ui+1 − ui−1
2∆x
+O(∆x2), for i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 (1-80)
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Note spatial grid index i has the values corresponding to a system of N − 1. The initial conditions
ui(t0) must be specified for the N − 1 grid points; also, u0 and uN that are the edge values of the
grid must be included in the ODEs for i = 1 and i = N − 1, lets assume for our purposes that the
system has boundary conditions of the from:
∂u
∂x
|x=0 = u(x) (1-81)
∂u
∂x
|x=N ·∆x = −u(x) (1-82)
Using finite differences again the following relations are obtained:
u0 − u1
∆x
= u0 (1-83)
uN − uN−1
∆x
= −uN (1-84)
In conclusion the following semi-explicit differential algebraic system must be solved:
du
dt
= −ui+1 − ui−1
2∆x
+O(∆x2), for i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 (1-85)
u0 =
u0 − u1
∆x
(1-86)
uN = −uN − uN−1
∆x
(1-87)
In this particular problem the solution of the differential algebraic system could not be seen as the
most straightforward approach, this because variables like uN and u0 can be replaced directly into
(1-85) and then solved as an ODE, but to obtain the values of uN and u0 requires the use of the
numerical solution of (1-85) as an ODE and use (1-86) and (1-87) to obtain the desired grid points.
1.4. Software Tools for Chemical Engineering Modeling
and Dynamic Simulation
As this work is focused on the use of software, it is important to discuss what software packages
would be used through this work, especially for the numerical solution of models. Although the
offer of software for the engineering modeling is not huge there are several considerations to have.
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1.4.1. General Considerations
As this work is about complex network modeling and analysis of chemical processes, the first
though that comes is why not to look for a software which combines both approaches for chemical
engineering modeling, although it seems unlikely, it is possible to find such software. Based on
the work of Gilles and Mangold [56, 93, 94], the Max Planck Institute for Dynamics of Complex
Technical Systems has developed two free complementary softwares, the first one named DIANA
[77,78] which is a powerful simulation environment, and ProMoT [97] which is the complementary
modeling tool. Both softwares are object oriented and versatile to treat engineering problems, but
they lack of what other software (specially commercial one) has, and that is a process model library,
the lack of it would difficult enormously the development of this work. Some of the objectives of
this work comprehend the simulation of several complex process equipment, develop and encode
in the proper language such process models would be time consuming, specially because it is
also needed to encode all the properties calculation routines for several different thermodynamic
systems.
Another software that might have served the purposes of this work was MobatecTM Modeller [143].
It is a versatile software based on graph theory and network modeling, that address the modeling
and simulation problem with elegance and simplicity, nevertheless the appearance of a commercial
version of this software was recent, therefore the possibilities of acquiring and working with it
were very limited; time limits to the development of this work were restrictive in the sense of new
software exploration.
Once the most prominent options of integration of network modeling and simulation were dis-
carded, the remaining options were similar, nevertheless the main factor for the software selection
is the existence of a big dynamical model library and a big properties library, there were also
important factors taken into account:
CAPE-OPEN Compatibility: CAPE-OPEN standards are important not only for this work but
for engineering. The possibility to develop models that can be exported to third party soft-
ware and third party models that could be imported in the software of choice is important to
develop universal (to a certain level) reusable models.
Object-Oriented: The object oriented methodology is widely accepted and it is a common de-
nominator in modern programming. It gives the possibility to the modeler to make reusable
process model components and scripts, although the creation and management of objects
is complicated for beginners, once enough practice and concept management is acquired,
productivity will be improved drastically.
Interoperability: It is important that the chosen software is not isolated from other commonly
used applications like spreadsheets and all purpose mathematical software. Most of chemical
engineering specific software has great internal mathematic capabilities specially to solve
the models, but they are not available to the user, also most of specific engineering software
graphical capabilities are limited, while there is specific software that can have advanced 2D
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and 3D graphic layout, once communication is possible all the disadvantages of an specific
software can be overcame.
Equation Oriented: Some specifical chemical engineering modeling and simulation software
is not equation oriented, that means equations are not solved in a straight forward numer-
ical manner, instead of this, nested procedures also called sequential modular are used to
solve process models sequentially. The equation oriented approach of this work restricts the
selection to software being capable of equation oriented simulation.
DAE Capabilities: To be consequent with the theoretical treatment that would be given to math-
ematical models in this work, the selected software must have DAE solving capabilities, this
means that the software must be capable of dealing in a correct formal way with the solution
of a DAE with proper error control [22,45,63,63,64]. Its is important for the software to de-
tect the differential index of the DAE system and if it is above one, to automatically perform
(if is possible) the needed simplifications.
Distributed Modeling Capabilities: Not all common chemical engineering models can be
simplified to lumped parameter models, and taking into account that discretization is a time
consuming task, it is needed that the software has the capability to deal directly with PDEs,
PDAEs and IPDAEs.
Once this deciding factors were stated, the list was narrowed to gPROMS R© from Process System
EnterprisesTM [2] and the Aspen One Engineering SuiteTM from Aspen Technology Inc.
1.4.2. Aspen Engineering Suite
In spite both software were similar in their capabilities, Aspen Engineering Suite was chosen.
Aspen has been in the business of modeling and simulation since 1985, this give them years of
experience in the modeling of real processes. The most notable advantages of this software to the
development of this work are:
• The Aspen engineering suite is a great collection of programs that covers a great part of the
process industry specially petroleum refining. Special programs can be found to simulate
steady state processes, dynamic processes, rigorous simulation of heat exchangers and heat
transfer networks.
• Although it was stated that equation oriented model solving was required, the sequential
modular capabilities of the Aspen Suite, specially Aspen Plus its main flowsheeting and
simulation software, makes easy to find consistent initial value for dynamical models.
• The automation interface of the program makes it ideal to interact as a black box with other
common programs, it is even possible using .NETTM languages, to program applications to
interact with Aspen Suite with a custom interface.
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• Aspen Custom Modeler R© (ACM R©) and Aspen Dynamics R© (AD R©) are very versatile pro-
grams for equation oriented dynamical models, there is the possibility to connect custom
made models with models from the model library and to use online property calculations in
custom models.
• AD R© and ACM R© offer non-smooth modeling capabilities.
• One unique capability of the interaction between the Aspen suite models is that is possible
to set up and solve a steady-state model and then export it as a dynamical fully functional
model.
• Aspen has state of the art automatic control algorithms and control design interface capable
of interaction with Mathworks Simulink R© .
• Aspen engineering suite’s reference manuals are the most complete available, including
video presentation, a great amount of examples and online help (Only for commercial li-
censes).
• It is possible to export properties from Aspen plus for using of any CAPE-OPEN package.
• AD R© and ACM R© offer the possibility to choose between flow driven simulation and pressure
driven simulation. In flow driven simulation it is possible to directly set mass and molar
flows, this is especially useful for the simulation modeling and simulation of processes where
valves and instrumentation has not been selected yet. Pressure Driven simulation uses the
pressure difference across valves to determine the flow between equipment, this is especially
useful for control purposes.
1.4.3. MATLAB R©
Matlab R© is a high-level language and interactive environment that enables to perform computa-
tionally intensive tasks faster2 than with traditional programming languages such as C, C++, and
Fortran, the main reported functions of Matlab R© are [1]:
• High-level language for technical computing.
• Development environment for managing code, files, and data.
• Interactive tools for iterative exploration, design, and problem solving.
• Mathematical functions for linear algebra, statistics, Fourier analysis, filtering, optimization,
and numerical integration 2-D and 3-D graphics functions for visualizing data.
2In this case fast refers to the programming and debugging process and not to the speed of the resulting programs
which is superior in C/C++
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• Tools for building custom graphical user interfaces.
• Functions for integrating MATLAB R© based algorithms with external applications and lan-
guages, such as C, C++, Fortran, JavaTM , COM, and MicrosoftTM Excel R©.
Matlab R© is widely used and recognized as tool to develop and prototype numerical algorithms, it
also has great graphical 2D and 3D capabilities which are a great lack of Aspen Suite. MATLAB R©
would be used to complement the process simulation and to do quantitative and qualitative analysis
of the results obtained by the use of ACM R© and AD R©, this would be possible by using the COM
capabilities of MATLAB R© as both server and client.
2. Chemical Engineering Processes as
Complex Networks
The word complex and the concept of complexity takes different meanings depending on who
uses them. Therefore formulate one and only one definition would be impossible. Nevertheless is
possible in the context of chemical engineering modeling and in general fi4rst principle modeling,
to differentiate between two kinds of complexity which are not mutually exclusive:
Behavioral Complexity: A behaviorally complex system exhibits a non-trivial dynamical qual-
itative behavior that goes from multiple equilibrium points and limit cycles to quasi period-
icity and chaos. The mentioned phenomena occur independently of the structure and size of
the dynamical model. A good example of a behaviorally complex model is Lorenz attractor.
Consider a two-dimensional fluid cell that is heated from underneath and cooled from above.
This creates convection that can be modeled by a single partial differential equation. The
variables in this equation are expanded into an infinite number of modes, and all but three of
them are set identically to zero, a drastic approximation. This yields the following system of
equations [25]:
dx
dt
= σL(y − x) (2-1)
dy
dt
= rLx− y − xz (2-2)
dz
dt
= xy − bLz (2-3)
Where x is the rate of convective overturning, y is the horizontal temperature variation, and
z is the vertical temperature variation. The parameters of the model are:
rL which is proportional to the Rayleigh number, bL which is dependent on the geometry
of the cell, σL which is proportional to the Prandtl number (the ratio of the fluid viscosity
to the thermal conductivity for a given fluid). For the Earth’s atmosphere, typical values for
parameters are σL = 10 and bL = 83 . The dynamical simulation showing a chaotic attractor
for rl = 28 can be seen in Figure2-1.
Structural Complexity: A structural complex system is generally composed by several sub-
systems, which are composed by a big number of parts. Between them many non-trivial
interaction as feedback a feedforward loops can be found. Without going any further the
interaction between proteins on yeast can be a structurally complex system (See Figure ??).
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Figure 2-1.: Lorenz Attractor for σL = 10,bL = 8/3 and rL = 29
A chemical process plant can be defined as a set of organized and interconnected apparatus, in
which chemical and physical transformations take place, the product of this plant is intended to
satisfy a certain need of society [122]. Therefore the model of a chemical engineering plant would
be a rather big and structurally complex set of the theoretical elements that form the interconnected
apparatus that are the plant. The present chapter will be devoted to treat chemical engineering plant
and equipment models as structural complex systems.
2.1. Network and Graph Theory
Network theory’s origin can be attributed to Leonard’s Euler (1741) [47] solution of the famous
Ko¨nigsberg bridges puzzle, as stated in his manuscript [47] originally in Latin and translated to
english [8]:
“In the town of Ko¨nigsberg in Prussia there is an island A, called “Kneiphoff”, with
the two branches of the river (Pregel) flowing around it. There are seven bridges a, b,
c, d, e, f, and g, crossing the two branches. The question is whether a person can plan
a walk in such a way that he will cross each of these bridges once but not more than
once. [...] On the basis of the above I formulated the following very general problem
for myself: Given any configuration of the river and the branches into which it may
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Figure 2-2.: Diagrams of the Ko¨nigsberg bridge puzzle used by Leonard Euler
divide, as well as any number of bridges, to determine whether or not it is possible to
cross each bridge exactly once.”
Euler’s correct formulation of the problem led him quickly towards the solution. He realized that
distances were not relevant for the solution, so he formulated it in the way of a graph. Euler divided
graphs nodes into even and odd, based on the numbers of links connected to each (the index is the
number of links connected to a certain node). With this Euler demonstrated that:
1. The sum of degrees of the nodes of a graph is even
2. Every graph must have an even number of odd nodes
These results served as the basis to demonstrate that:
1. If the number of odd nodes is greater than 2 no Euler walk exists1
2. If the number of odd nodes is 2, Euler walks exist starting at either of the odd nodes.
3. With no odd nodes, Euler walks can start at an arbitrary node
Therefore, as Figure 2-2 shows, since all nodes in the Ko¨nigsberg bridge are odd, Euler demon-
strated that there was no possible solution to the puzzle. Euler’s Solution to this problem was rel-
evant because it identified the topology as the key to solve different similar problems, this served
as base for his further work in topology [8].
1An Euler walk being a walk between two arbitrary nodes for which every link in the graph appears exactly once
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We owe the conception of network theory to Euler, but its born is attributed to another prolific
mathematician, Paul Erdo˜s, that as Euler began with a question, What is the structure of a social
network?, this simple yet interesting question unchained a series of studies about random networks
conducted by Kochen and Pool in the 1950s, whom later started the study of random graph. This
work was the precursor of the Six Degrees of Separation theory, which became popular thanks to
a theater play written by John Guare (later adapted to film).
2.1.1. Graphs
In its simplest form, a graph is a collection of vertices that can be connected to each other by means
of edges. In particular, each edge of a graph joins exactly two vertices. Using a formal notation, a
graph is defined as follows [137]:
Definition 2.1 A graph G consists of a collection of vertices V and a collection of edges E, for
which we write G = (V,E). Each edge e ∈ E is said to join two vertices, which are called its
end points. If e joins u, v ∈ V , we write e = 〈u, v〉. Vertices u and v in this case are said to be
adjacent. Edge e is said to be incident with vertices u and v, respectively.
One special form of graph that is especially useful is the directed graph [13]:
Definition 2.2 A directed graph (or just digraph) D(V,A) consists of a non-empty finite set V of
elements called vertices and a finite set A of ordered pairs of distinct vertices called arcs. V is
called the vertex set and A is called the arc set of D. For an arc (u, v) ∈ A the first vertex will be
called tail and the second vertex will be called head indicating the direction of the arc.
From a mathematical point of view, it is convenient to define a graph by means of the adjacency
matrix X = {xij}. This is a N ×N matrix defined such that:
xij =
{
1 if (i, j) ∈ E or A
0 if (i, j) 3 E or A (2-4)
For undirected graphs the adjacency matrix is symmetric, xij = xji , and therefore contains redun-
dant information. For directed graphs, the adjacency matrix is not symmetric.
In many cases the interest will be focused on a specific subset of a graph:
Definition 2.3 A graph G′ = (V ′, E ′) is said to be a subgraph of the graph G = (V,E) if all the
vertices in V ′ belong to V and all the edges in E ′ belong to E, i.e. E ′ ⊂ E and V ′ ⊂ V .
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Paths and Connectivity
A central issue in the structure of graphs is the reachability of vertices, i.e. the possibility of going
from one vertex to another following the connections given by the edges in the network.
To analyze the connectivity of a graph some definitions must be presented:
Definition 2.4 A path Pi0,in in a graph G = (V,E) is an ordered collection of n + 1 vertices
VP = i0, i1, . . . , in and n edges EP = {(i0, i1), (i1, i2), . . . , (in−1, in)}, such that EP ⊂ E and
VP ⊂ V . The path Pi0,in is said to connect the vertices i0 and in. The length of the path Pi0,in is n.
The number Nij of paths of length n between two nodes i and j is given by the ij element of the
n− th power of the adjacency matrix: Nij = (Xn)ij .
A cycle, sometimes called a loop, is a closed path (i0 = in) in which all vertices and all edges are
distinct. A graph is called connected if there exists a path connecting any two vertices in the graph.
Two components C1 = (V 1, E1) and C2 = (V 2, E2) are disconnected if it is impossible to
construct a path Pi,j with i ∈ V1 and j ∈ V2.
The concept of path lies at the basis of the definition of distance among vertices. Indeed, while
graphs usually lack a metric, the natural distance measure between two vertices i and j is defined
as the number of edges traversed by the shortest connecting path. This distance, equivalent to the
chemical distance usually considered in percolation theory, is called the shortest path length and
denoted as `ij
By using the shortest path length as a measure of distance among vertices, it is possible to define
the diameter and the typical size of a graph. The diameter is traditionally defined as
dG = max
i,j
`i,j (2-5)
Another effective definition of the linear size of the network is the average shortest path length,
defined as the average value of `ij over all the possible pairs of vertices in the network (N ):
〈`〉 = 1
N(N − 1))
∑
ij
`ij (2-6)
Degree and Centrality
The importance of a node or edge is commonly defined as its centrality and this depends on the
characteristics or specific properties we are interested on. Various measurements exist to charac-
terize the centrality of a node in a network. Among those characterizations, the most commonly
used are the degree centrality, the closeness centrality, or the betweenness centralities of a vertex.
Edges are frequently characterized by their betweenness centrality.
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Degree centrality: The degree ki of a vertex i is defined as the number of edges in the graph
incident on the vertex i . While this definition is clear for undirected graphs, it needs some
refinement for the case of directed graphs. Thus, the in-degree kin,i, of the vertex i is the
number of edges arriving at i , while its out-degree kout,i, is defined as the number of edges
departing from i.The degree of a vertex in a directed graph is defined by the sum of the
in-degree and the out-degree, ki = kin,i + kout,i.
Closeness centrality: The closeness centrality expresses the average distance of a vertex to all
others as
gi =
1∑
j 6=i `ij
(2-7)
This measure gives a large centrality to nodes which have small shortest path distances to
the other nodes.
Betweenness centrality: it is defined as the number of shortest paths between pairs of vertices
that pass through a given vertex. More precisely, if ohj is the total number of shortest paths
from h to j and ohj(i) is the number of these shortest paths that pass through the vertex i ,
the betweenness of i is defined as:
bi =
∑
h6=j 6=i
ohj(i)
ohj
(2-8)
Clustering
The concept of clustering of a graph refers to the tendency observed in many natural networks to
form cliques in the neighborhood of any given vertex. In this sense, clustering implies the property
that, if the vertex i is connected to the vertex j, and at the same time j is connected to l, then with a
high probability i is also connected to l. The clustering of an undirected graph can be quantitatively
measured by means of the clustering coefficient which measures the local group cohesiveness. The
clustering C(i) of a node i is defined as the ratio of the number of links between the neighbors of
i and the maximum possible number of such links. If the degree of node i is ki and if these nodes
have ei edges between them, the clustering coefficient can be expressed as:
C(i) =
ei
ki(ki − 1)/2 (2-9)
The average clustering coefficient of a graph is simply given by:
〈C〉 = 1
N
∑
i
C(i) (2-10)
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2.1.2. Network Properties
In general terms a network is any system that admits an abstract mathematical representation as a
graph which nodes (vertices) identify the elements of the system and in which the set of connecting
links (edges) represent the presence of a relation or interaction among those elements. Clearly such
a high level of abstraction generally applies to a wide array of systems. In this sense, networks
provide a theoretical framework that allows a convenient conceptual representation of interrelations
in complex systems, where the system level characterization implies the mapping of interactions
among a large number of individuals [14].
Statistical Properties of Networks
Graph properties enumerated so far are local properties of nodes and edges or arcs, in order to
generalize these properties to the entire network statistic must be used. The collection of all the
local properties of each node serve as a basis to make a general analysis.
Degree Distribution: The degree distribution P (k) of undirected graphs is defined as the prob-
ability that any randomly chosen vertex has degree k. It is obtained by constructing the nor-
malized histogram of the degree of the nodes in a network. In the case of directed graphs,
one has to consider instead two distributions, the in-degree P (kin) and out-degree P (kout)
distributions, defined as the probability that a randomly chosen vertex has in-degree kin and
out-degree kout, respectively.
Betweenness Distribution: Analogously to the degree, it is possible to introduce the proba-
bility distribution Pb(b) that a vertex has betweenness b, and the average betweenness 〈b〉
defined as:
〈b〉 =
∑
b
Pb(b) ≡ 1
N
∑
i
bi (2-11)
Closeness Distribution: Analogously to the degree, it is possible to introduce the probability
distribution Pg(g) that a vertex has Closeness g.
2.1.3. Network Classes
Simple Networks
A simple network consists on regular connections between the nodes. One of the most prominent
examples therefore is the two-dimensional lattice2 (See Figure 2-3). Here each node is connected
to its nearest neighbors. Despite its simplicity, such networks have been used extensively, e.g.,
2The terms lattice graph, mesh graph, or grid graph refer to a number of categories of graphs whose drawing corre-
sponds to some grid/mesh/lattice, i.e., its vertices correspond to the nodes of the mesh and its edges correspond to
the ties between the nodes
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Figure 2-3.: two-Dimensional Lattice
in physics to study phenomena like ferromagnetism with the Ising model. Other examples of
this class are linear chains or nonrectangular lattices as used, in the context of protein structure
prediction to model protein folding [39].
Random Networks
Random networks were proposed and studied by Erdo¨s and Re´nyi [107, 108], they defined a ran-
dom network or what can be called a classical random network [137]:
Definition 2.5 An Erdo¨s-Re´nyi model of a random network on n vertices, also referred to as an
ER random graph, is an undirected graph Gn,p in which each two (distinct) vertices are connected
by an edge with probability p. For a given number M of edges, the ER random graph Gn,M is an
undirected graph in which each of the M edges is incident to randomly chosen pairs of vertices.
The expected number of edges E(n) for a (undirected) network constructed this way is:
E(n) = p
n(n− 1)
2
(2-12)
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The degree distribution in a random network is binomial:
P (k) =
(
n− 1
k
)
pk(1− p)n−1−k (2-13)
This can be explained as follows, for each vertex u of an ER(n, p) (Erdo¨s Graph with n nodes
and probability p) graph, we know that there are at most n − 1 other vertices to which it can be
connected. Because there are a maximum of n − 1 other vertices that can be a neighbor of u,
it should be clear that there are
(
n− 1
k
)
possibilities for choosing k different vertices to be
adjacent to u. The probability of having u joined with exactly k other vertices (and thus not with
exactly (n− 1− k vertices) is equal to pk(1− p)n−1−k [137].
An interesting result is achieved when n→ inf:
P (ki = k) =
zk exp(−z)
k!
(2-14)
Here z = p(n − 1) is the expected number of links for a node. This means that the degree
distribution of a node in a random network can be approximated by the Poisson distribution for
large n.
Furthermore, the degree distribution of the whole random network can be approximated to a Pois-
son distribution:
P (Xk = r) =
zr exp(−z)
r!
(2-15)
Meaning that P (Xr = r) is the probability that r nodes in the network to have degree k.
Small Word Networks
In 1967, Stanley Milgram, at that time a professor of social psychology at Harvard, was interested
on knowing what the probability was that two randomly selected people would know each other.
This eventually led to the question how far any two persons were separated from each other. Dis-
tance was expressed in terms of “A knows B, who knows C, who knows D,... ,” and so on. In other
words, separation was determined by the chain of acquaintances through which one person would
eventually reach someone else.
In terms of graphs, Milgram was interested on knowing the average path length in what is known
as a social network. In such a network, a vertex represents a person, and an edge between two
vertices A and B tells us that A and B are acquaintances.
Milgram measured the average path length by asking arbitrary people to send letters to target
persons. Let Zach be such a target, and let Alice be a person currently in possession of the letter. If
Alice did not know Zach, she would have to send the letter to one of her acquaintances, say Bob,
under the assumption that she would expect Bob to know better than her how to reach Zach. In the
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original experiment, letters where initially sent from places in the Mid-West of the United States
with the targets being located in Massachusetts. Much to his surprise, for those letters that made
it to their destination, it took an average of only 5.5 hops, leading to the now famous phrase “six
degrees of separation” [137].
What was discovered is that the small-world property refers to networks in which 〈`〉 scales loga-
rithmically with the number of vertices [14].
Scale Free Networks
It has become common practice to call a network scale free if the distribution of vertex degrees
follows a power law. This means that the probability that an arbitrary node has degree k is propor-
tional to (1/k)α for some number α > 1 called the scaling exponent.
P (k) = Ck−α (2-16)
Where C is a proportional constant.
Barabasi and Albert introduced a model [3] now known as the Barabasi-Albert (BA) or preferential
attachment model that results in so called scale-free networks which have a degree distribution
following a power law.
The name scale free is due to the property of power laws of having the same functional form at all
scales. In fact, power-laws are the only functional form f(x) that remains unchanged, apart from
a multiplicative factor, under a rescaling of the independent variable x, being the only solution to
the equation f(αx) = βf(x) [20].
2.2. Networks as First Principle Model Representations
in Chemical Engineering
Normally the representation of a chemical process plant is a flowsheet (See Figure2-4), where the
main elements are the process units. Process units are connected to other process units by material
and energy streams. This kind of representation, can also be seen as a network, but is important
to state that it is not a representation of the model; It is a schematic representation of the real
plant. In Figure2-4 the interaction between the different apparatus is the exchange of matter and
energy by convective flows, nevertheless convective flows are not the only flows present, there
are many operation where diffusive flows are relevant i.e heat exchange, solid catalyst reactions,
heterogeneous reactions ... etc. As it was stated on section 1.2.1 simplifications play an important
role in the modeling process by answering fundamental questions about scope and relevance, but
these simplifications cannot be represented in the flowsheet, it is not possible to represent the
information flow in the model, yet is possible to represent the information flow between sensors
and controllers.
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Figure 2-4.: HDA Plant flowsheet adapted from [43]
The non-correspondence between the stated models and the flowsheet representation of the actual
plant makes chemical engineering simulation software (especially commercial software) incom-
plete in the sense that the modeling and simulation experiences are not completely modular nor
integral, the user is restricted to the default simulation models or has the obligation of creating its
own models, even if there is only need to do a minor modification to a default model.
2.2.1. Flowsheet Decomposition
A conceptual solution applied to the creation ProMoT [97](Mainly for Biological systems) and to
Mobatec Modeller [143], is the decomposition of the process flowsheet into lower levels. A very
intuitive decomposition was proposed by Gilles and Managold [56, 94] (See Figure 2-5):
Device level: It is the main level of a chemical plant, it is composed by the chemical engineering
apparatus or plant units (distillation towers, heaters, boilers, reactors ... etc.). As stated above
the main interaction is by convective matter and energy flows, each current carries extensive
and intensive variables. There are two approaches for the driving forces that cause mass flow
between the process units, there is the rigorous pressure driven flow, where each current is
coupled to some icon representing a valve, a pump or a compressor which use pressure as
driving force for the flow to exist in a certain direction and with a certain magnitude. The
other less rigorous but equally valid is the flow driven approach, is where flow directions are
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Figure 2-5.: Levels of Flowsheet decomposition adapted from [94]
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predefined and the magnitude is defined by the material and energy balances calculations.
The model of each process unit contains a great amount of variables and enormous quantities
of information, the flow of that information inside the process unit remains unknown, unless
the process model equations are analyzed.
Phase and Control Volumes Level: This level is a decomposition of the device level. Each
device can be decomposed into control volumes of its internal structure, for convenience
each control volume is chosen so that corresponds with a thermodynamical phase. The in-
teraction between phases or control volumes are represented by connection elements, these
elements could represent interphases, valves, pumps, or in general relations that define the
convective or diffusive mass and energy flows between to control volumes. A very interest-
ing aspect of this level is that the connection elements define the direction and the magnitude
of the flow based on the states of the control volumes/phases that it connects, therefore there
is a an information exchange between connecting elements and control volumes. In conclu-
sion taking one step further in the decomposition of the device level leads to the appreciation
on an elementary level of how the information flows in between control volumes in a model.
The states of a thermodynamic phase are described by macroscopic thermodynamic quanti-
ties like energy, mass, and momentum.
Storage level: As the phase level, this one is also a decomposition of it predecessor, it decom-
poses phases into a level of sinks and sources. For an homogeneous reactive phase, sinks can
be understood as capacitances of mass, momentum and energy, but chemical reaction can be
seen as state dependent sinks or sources as some chemical species are consumed (reactants)
and some are formed (product). The aggregate of sink and sources composes a phase. This
is an elementary level where each node represents an element of the macroscopic mass, mo-
mentum, and energy balances corresponding to each control volume or phase of the Phase
level [94]. Storage level is a merely theoretical level, it represents the mathematical abstrac-
tion of the material energy and momentum transport equations, it is an elegant an accurate
way to represent the interaction of all the different phenomena present in a single phase i.e.
diffusion, convection and reaction.
Molecular level: The last decomposition is the molecular level, it can be seen as a zoom in of the
storage level, every sink and every source represent a phenomenon that occurs in a specifical
way in a much smaller scale. In this level there are, as in phase level, constitutive elements
which would be the molecules and the intermolecular forces, the resulting interaction of
molecules via intermolecular forces produce macroscopic thermodynamical properties as
internal energy, temperature, pressure and density, also intermolecular forces produce reac-
tions that produce changes in the composition and density of the systems. Molecular level
is coupled to storage level by the sources and sinks, nevertheless there are also other forms
of interaction between these levels, one of the most used is the equation of state. Generally
in chemical engineering modeling the molecular level that causes phenomena as reaction,
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pressure rise due to temperature rise and viceversa, and the reach of thermodynamical equi-
librium; is taken into account by the use of constitutive relations (see Section 1.1.4). Each
constitutive relation is a macroscopic correlation that can be explained in the molecular level.
2.2.2. The Phase and Control Volumes Level
The use of the process model decomposition leads to three very interesting representations of
chemical processes and even particular phenomena as reactions and phase transitions. Storage level
representations are more a graph representation of the equations, this approach has been studied
widely in literature by the use of bond graphs [27, 32, 33, 41, 105, 148], the approach of Gilles
and Mangold [56, 94] (see Figure2-7), and an accurate representation proposed by Brian Roffel
and Ben Betlem on their book “Process Dynamics and Control” [118] (see Figure2-6). Molecular
level simulations have been also widely studied in the literature [34,62,101,135], nevertheless the
enormous size of the resulting networks makes it a field of study on its own and is sadly out of the
scope of this work.
The phase level representation is very versatile to represent accurately process models, this can be
seen in the already cited work of Gilles and Mangold [56,94], in Westerweele et al. [143,144] and
in Priesig’s work [42, 110–112]. The phase level is not only a representation of the model but also
of the real system, this is a feature of the phase level representation that can be taken advantage of
in analysis, design and modeling.
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Figure 2-8.: Phase Level Representation’s Conventions: (a) Phase or Control Volume node, (b)
Connection Node, (c) Sink or Source Node, (d) Equilibrium Merged Phases
The structure of the phase levels has three components, Phases or Control volumes which are
nodes of the representative graph that are material energy and momentum capacitances, connec-
tions which are also nodes that represent non capacitive elements but that are responsible for the
magnitude and direction of the flows, and sink and sources that are also non capacitive elements
that represent the interaction with elements outside the desired modeled system.
Phases or Control Volumes
The modeling definition of a control volume is stated in section 1.1.1. A control volume could
represent real physical limits, arbitrary abstract limits or a combination of both. An example of
this could be a stirred tank containing two immiscible liquids, if a control volume is selected based
only on physical representation, as the tank is stirred one phase would be disperse in the other, the
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selection of each disperse drop as a control volume would be an accurate description, nevertheless
a simple abstraction with the representation of the system as two separate phases, separated by
a single interphase leads to mathematical and conceptual simplifications that are important to the
mathematical model and simulation.
Each control volume or phase is able to store extensive quantities (such as mass, energy and mo-
mentum), The control volume is also defined by its intensive quantities such as temperature, con-
centration and pressure just to name a few.
From now on each phase or control volume of the model will be represented by circular nodes, this
node will have information outputs and inputs carrying intensive quantities and inputs and outputs
carrying extensive quantities. Intensive and extensive quantities would be treated as information,
this information would be used and defined by connections elements (They would be described
below).
Not all modeled phases would be lumped, distributed phases can also be modeled, therefore the
chosen representation for a distributed phase would be an infinite succession of control volumes,
nevertheless if the spatial discretization of the model is already selected, a finite regular lattice of
capacitance nodes would replace the infinite one, for analysis purposes this will be done often.
Each phase or control volume node would represent a set of differential equations, generally the
global mass balance, the component mass balance and the energy and momentum balances, this
depending on the simplifications of the model.
Connection Elements
As stated above connection elements are non-capacitive elements that would define, based on the
information received from control volumes through their information outputs, the magnitude and
direction of extensive quantities. This goes according to transport theory which states that mass,
energy or momentum transport is caused by a difference of a certain potential. Other interesting
feature of these connection elements is that they can receive outside information, for example a
control valve represented in the way of a connection element may have an additional informa-
tion entry to receive control signals that will also be treated as information that determines the
magnitude of the flows.
Special cases of connection elements would be:
Physical equilibrium: Physical equilibrium is an interesting case of a connection element be-
tween two phase because no mass, energy or momentum flow is assumed, therefore the
connection element output would not be a mass, energy or momentum flow, instead of that
the chemical equilibrium will act as a two way information exchange between two phases,
this means that the two phases would be merged3 by an equilibrium relation.
Boundary Conditions: distributed control volumes exchange mass, momentum and energy
through their boundaries; this is mathematically represented by the boundary conditions.
3The word merged is used on purpose to denote that same equations would describe the behavior of the two phases
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In order to numerically solve a disperse phase besides the discretization of the PDE, PDAE
or IPDAE it is necessary also discretize the boundary condition leading to algebraic indepen-
dent elements that complete the algebraic system of equations, this means that the boundary
nodes of the disperse phase would be different to the inner nodes, therefore it is necessary to
do that distinction by stating boundary condition as connection nodes due to their algebraic
characteristics and also they are connections between the disperse phase to other elements
in the model.
Connection Elements would be represented by square nodes, this will denote their algebraic and
non-capacitive nature. Physical equilibrium merged phases would be represented encased in a
dashed square.
Sinks and Sources
Sinks and sources concept was used to describe the storage level, nevertheless it will be used again
with a different meaning in the phase level, a sink or source would represent a non-capacitive
element that would lay outside the model. Sources and sinks represent resource systems, those
systems that are outside the scope of the model, those systems are usually infinitely large and only
intensive properties are defined since the capacitive nature of these elements (extensive variables)
is neglected. Sink and Sources would be represented by filled circles, that would be labeled as
sources or sinks.
Phase Level Network
Using the elements of phase level proposed by Gilles and Mangold [56, 94], it is possible to de-
scribe process equipment and process plants as structurally complex systems, sometimes depend-
ing on the process itself, they can become structurally and behaviorally complex. The phase level
network will present interesting characteristics as a directed network, first it will be possible to
represent the information flow through the network, represented by model states, it would also be
possible to represent and track convective and diffusive flow of energy, momentum and mass. To
differentiate between information (states) interactions and mass, energy and momentum interac-
tions, the arcs that convey information would be blue and the arcs that convey mass, energy or
momentum flow would be green.
2.3. Network Representation of Chemical Engineering
Equipment Models
In the above section flowsheet decomposition and network representation were proposed in order
to make a more accurate representation of the modeled phenomenons in first principle process
models. In this section a few process models with its variations will be described in the form of
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networks, nevertheless no simulation nor further analysis will be done because no specific cases
would be treated, in that order the equations will be briefly enumerated. In order to bring clarity to
the graphs of distributed systems the state interaction between DCV elements will not be drawn.
2.3.1. Tanks and Heated Tanks
The most common capacitive system is a liquid storage tank; it is the first modeled system in any
modeling course and for representative examples it will be presented in a differential algebraic
way:
Tank with an Orifice: Figure 2-9 a shows a constant transversal area tank that discharges its
content through an orifice in the bottom. The selected control volume would be the inner
walls of the tank, therefore a global mass balance can be done, also an algebraic relation
would be proposed for the flow through the orifice, and the tank height.
dM
dt
= Fin − Fout (2-17)
Fout = k
√
∆P = k
√
ρgh (2-18)
M = ρATh (2-19)
Where Fin is the mass flow that enters the tank, it is represented by a mass source node, Fout
is the mass output of the tank through the orifice it is represented by a connection node due
to its algebraic non capacitive nature, M is the mass of the liquid (with density ρ) stored into
the thank with transversal area AT , h is the height of the liquid in the tank measured form
bottom the liquid surface, g is the gravity constant, and k is a flow constant depending on
the orifice (geometry and size).
The equations are the result of a macroscopic balance over the control volume. h is the
information conveyed to the connection element.
Tank with a Valve: As seen in Figure 2-9 b it is a constant transversal area tank that discharges
its content through a valve connected to the bottom of the tank. The same control volume
that was used for the above case is used for this tank, also (2-17) and (2-19) will apply, the
only changing equation is the connection element that this time would not be the orifice but
a totally opened control valve that will be assumed (Equations for flow through valves can
be consulted in [44]).
Fout = Cv
√
∆P
G
= Cv
√
ρgh
G
(2-20)
Cv is the valve flow capacity coefficient and G specific gravity at flowing temperature.
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Level Controlled Tank: As seen in Figure 2-9 c it is a simple cylindrical tank that discharges
its content through a valve connected to the bottom of the tank, the tank is also connected
to a level measure device which is also connected to a level controller which actuator is the
valve. To simplify the modeling of this system the dynamics of the sensor, transmitter and
valve will be neglected.
The same control volume that was used for the above case will be used for this tank, also
(2-17) and (2-19) will apply, the valve would be assumed air to open with equal percentage
characteristics.
Fout = Cv(vp)
√
∆P
G
= Cv,maxα
vp−1
√
ρgh
G
(2-21)
Where Cv,max is the valve flow capacity coefficient with the valve totally opened, and α is
called the rangeability parameter and it is inherent to the valve.
A PI Controller would be assumed:
vp = kpe+ ki
∫ t
0
e(t)dt (2-22)
e = hSP − h (2-23)
where vp is the output signal of the controller, e is the error (difference between measured
level h and desired hSP ), kp is the proportional constant of the controller, ki is the integral
constant of the controller.
Tank Heated by a Serpentine This case comprehends a constant transversal area tank that is
connected to a valve in the bottom which will be assumed totally opened, the tank is sur-
rounded by a serpentine of longitude L heated by a flow of a hot liquid. Equations for
the tank would be also (2-17),(2-19) and (2-20) adding an energy balance, which assumes
constant heat capacity and density of the fluid:
dH
dt
= FinCpT (Tin − Tref )− FoutCpT (T − Tref ) +Q (2-24)
H = MCpT (T − Tref ) (2-25)
where H is the enthalpy of the liquid inside the tank, CpT is the constant pressure heat
capacity of the liquid that flows through the tank, T and Tref are the temperature of the
liquid inside the tank and the thermodynamic reference temperature respectively, Q is the
heat transferred from the serpentine and Tin is the temperature of the liquid entering to the
tank.
The serpentine will be modeled as pipe with length L and heat transfer area per unit of
length AHT with a liquid flowing through it with a mass flow FS , plug flow will be assumed,
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constant transversal area of the tube (AS), constant heat capacity (CpS) and density ρS for
the fluid will be assumed in order to simplify the model. Axial diffusion is small compared
to convective flow, therefore no axial heat diffusion will be considered. The thermal energy
balance for the serpentine would be:
ρSCpSAS
∂TS
∂t
+ FSCpS
∂TS
∂x
= −QS (2-26)
QS = UAHT (TS(x, t)− T ) (2-27)
the total heat transferred to the thank will be:
Q =
∫ L
0
QS(x, t)dx (2-28)
The tank model representation in the phase level is the same as for the tank with a valve
model, nevertheless the control volume is now a capacitance of mass and energy.
The serpentine model is a distributed model therefore it was represented as an infinite succes-
sion of control volumes, each DCV is connected to the heat transfer connection element that
represents both (2-27) and (2-28), and that serve as information and heat exchange between
tank model and serpentine model. The boundary condition is represented by a connection
element named BC and it will represent a boundary condition of the type:
T (x = 0, t) = TS,IN (2-29)
the resulting system to be solved is an IPDAE.
2.3.2. Heat Exchangers
In heat exchangers thermal energy balance is the main interest, therefore two cases of heat ex-
changers will be treated, first the base case of the double tube heat exchanger that serve as basis
for all the tube based heat exchangers simulation and a non-tubular geometry case, the plates heat
exchanger.
Double Tube Heat Exchanger
Double tube heat exchanger was already considered above in the model of the serpentine heater,
therefore a more detailed model will be chosen this time. Let us consider a double tube heat
exchanger with length L, and a differential control volume as seen in Figure 2-10. The following
assumptions will be made for inner tube and outer tube fluids:
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valve , (c) Level Controlled Tank , (d) Tank Heated by a Serpentine.
• No diffusion in the z-axis.
• Outer tube wall will be completely thermally isolated.
• Plug Flow.
• Constant Thermal properties.
The thermal energy balance equation for the inner tube would be:
ρICpIpiR
2
1
∂TI
∂t
+ FICpI
∂TI
∂z
= 2piR1hI(Tw(t, R1, z)− TI) (2-30)
And the balance for the outer tube would be:
ρOCpOpi(R
2
3 −R22)
∂TO
∂t
+ FOCpO
∂TO
∂z
= 2piR2hO(Tw(t, R2, z)− TO) (2-31)
where ρI and ρO are densities for the liquids flowing by the inner and the outer tubes respectively,
CpI and CpO are Constant pressure heat capacities for the fluids flowing by the inner and outer
tubes respectively, R1 is the internal radio of the inner tuber, R2 is the external radio of the inner
tube, R3 is the internal radio of the outer tube,FO and FI are the mass flow by the outer and inner
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Figure 2-10.: Scheme for Double-Tube Heat Exchanger and Selected Control Volume
tubes respectively, TI(t, z) and TO(t, z) are the time and space dependent temperatures of the fluids
flowing by the inner and the outer tubes respectively.
Boundary conditions for these pair of partial differential equations must be stated, assuming counter
current flow first possibility is:
TO(t, 0) = TO,in (2-32)
TI(t, L) = TI,in (2-33)
and the second possibility is :
TO(t, L) = TO,in (2-34)
TI(t, 0) = TI,in (2-35)
For co-current heat exchange the following boundary condition is stated:
TO(t, 0) = TO,in (2-36)
TI(t, 0) = TI,in (2-37)
The sub index in meaning inlet temperature and is assumed constant.
For the heat conduction through the inner tube wall, cylindrical geometry will be adopted. The
thermal energy balance around a differential control volume in cylindrical coordinates (r radio, z
for length), neglecting only angular heat diffusion, would be:
ρwCpw
∂Tw
∂t
= kw
[
∂2Tw
∂z2
+
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
∂Tw
∂r
)]
(2-38)
Where ρw is the density of the wall), Cpw is the constant pressure heat capacity of the wall, kw is
the thermal conductivity of the material, and Tw(t, r, z) is the wall temperature at a given time and
position in cylindrical coordinates.
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Figure 2-11.: Graph Representation of the Counter current Double Tube Heat Exchanger
In order to solve this system boundary conditions have to be established, first boundary conditions
in z:
(
∂Tw
∂z
)
z=0
= 0 (2-39)(
∂Tw
∂z
)
z=L
= 0 (2-40)
The internal (r = R1) and external (r = R2) walls of the inner tube would exchange heat with the
liquids by convection:
kw
(
∂Tw
∂r
)
r=R1
= hI(Tw(t, R1, z)− TI) (2-41)
kw
(
∂Tw
∂r
)
z=R2
= hO(Tw(t, R2, z)− TO) (2-42)
Figure 2-11 is a graph representation in the phase level of the counter current double tube heat
exchanger represented by (2-30),(2-31) and (2-38), in this case the cold fluid (represented by blue
nodes) is flowing through the inner tube, the hot fluid is flowing by the outer tube (represented by
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(a)                                                                                                                    (b)
x
dx
Figure 2-12.: Plate Heat Exchanger: (a) Scheme of the flow for one type of configuration, C rep-
resenting Channels and P plates (b)differential control volume
the red nodes), they are exchanging heat through the inner tube wall (represented by gray nodes),
this wall is modeled for convenience in cylindrical coordinates.
An important aspect to highlight is the use of the boundary conditions as connection elements be-
tween the tube and the fluids. From a practical point of view, boundary conditions describe what
happens in the tube wall which is part of the differential control surface but not of the control vol-
ume, this interaction through the control surface is represented in square nodes, this distinction is
oriented towards the solution of this system by the method of lines, round nodes represent differ-
ential equations, while the square nodes would represent the discretization of the spatial equations
which are algebraic equations. This distinction is aimed not only to promote a solution method-
ology, but also to integrate the mathematic issues of a solution methodology to the conceptual
process, nevertheless for this case of a general analysis the graph represents an infinite succession
of discrete capacitances (in this case thermal energy capacitances) which is in accordance with the
definition of the differential control volume and its solution.
Plate Heat Exchanger
A plate heat exchanger is a type of heat exchanger that uses metal plates to transfer heat between
two fluids. This has a major advantage over a conventional heat exchanger in that the fluids are
exposed to a much larger surface area because the fluids spread out over the plates. This facilitates
the transfer of heat, and greatly increases the speed of the temperature change.
Figure 2-12 a shows the work of a plates heat exchanger in one configuration. A plate heat ex-
changer can be modeled as a 1D distributed model making the following assumptions:
1. The flow rates and temperature profiles are uniform, across the channel and the plate width.
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2. Heat losses to the environment are negligible.
3. No diffusion of heat is considered in the axial direction.
Therefore a differential control volume in the x axis can be selected (see Figure 2-12 b) and the
following thermal energy balance for the channel j between plates j and j + 1 can be done:
AxρjCpj
(
∂Tj
∂t
+ njvx
∂Tj
∂t
)
= UjAj(Tp,j−1 − Tj) + UjAj(Tp,j − Tj) (2-43)
where Ax is the transversal area of the channel, ρj and Cpj are the density of the liquid and the
constant pressure heat capacity of the liquid circulating through the channel respectively, Tj(x, t)
is the temperature of the channel j at position x and time t, Aj is the heat transfer area of the
channel and Uj is the global heat transfer coefficient.
Also selecting a similar differential volume for the plate the following balance for the plate j is
obtained:
ρpAxpCpp
(
∂Tp,j
∂t
)
= UjAj(Tj − Tp,j) + UjAj(Tj+1 − Tp,j) (2-44)
Where Axp is the transversal area of the plate, ρp and Cpp are the density and constant pressure
heat capacity of the plate respectively and Tp,j(x, t) is the temperature of the channel j at point
position x and time t.
For this model, besides the traditional boundary conditions that state the inlet temperatures of
the two liquids to the heat exchanger, is necessary to establish boundary conditions that ensure
temperature continuity through plates i.e for the heat exchanger depicted in Figure 2-12 a the
Temperatures of channel 1 and 3 in L (being L the total length of the plate) must be the same.
Figure 2-13 shows the graph representation of a four channels heat exchanger, in this figure plate
control volumes and channel control volumes were represented as an infinite succession of nodes
with the label DCV (Distributed Control Volume), each DCV node is the representation of the
microscopic balances represented by (2-43) and (2-44). Yellow square nodes labeled HT represent
something that do not happens inside de control volume but in the control surface, the heat transfer.
Square nodes with the label BC represent the boundary conditions, these nodes replace a DCV
node because temperature in this case for them is not determined by the microscopic balance but
by the boundary conditions for this case. Finally blue filled nodes represent cold channels, red
filled nodes represent the hot channels and gray filled nodes represent the plates.
2.3.3. Distillation Column by Equilibrium and Non Equilibrium Model
Enough examples of distributed phases have been presented. There is one chemical engineer-
ing process equipment that is a network of lumped capacitances itself and that is the distillation
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Figure 2-13.: Graph Representation of a four Channels Plates Heat Exchanger
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Figure 2-14.: Distillation: (a) General Diagram of a Distillation Column. (b) Schematic Diagram
of a general tray with Control Volumes (A,B and C)
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column. The distillation column is the perfect example of mass, energy an momentum trans-
fer network in lumped systems. Equilibrium and a non-equilibrium model will be discussed and
presented, nevertheless the modeling of distillation columns is complicated in the sense that the
estimation of physical properties comes from a wide range of empirical and theoretical correla-
tions that make the description of the model extensive. Therefore physical properties calculation
will not be discussed as the selection of correct correlations to obtain liquid activity coefficient,
fugacity coefficient, temperature dependent convective heat transfer coefficients, pressure losses,
flow through a weir are dependent of geometry and thermodynamical characteristics specific to
each selected thermodynamical system and process equipment. The scope of this brief section is
to outline general simple models for distillation columns.
A tray distillation column can be seen in Figure 2-14 a, the column is composed by a succession
of trays where the mass transfer and sometimes simultaneous mass transfer and reaction occurs, a
condenser and a reflux drum where the tops vapor is condensed and part of it is returned to the top
of the column, and a reboiler and sump where part of the bottoms liquid is evaporated and returned
to the column completing the cycle.
In order to model a distillation column condenser, reboiler and n − th tray must be modeled,
condenser and reboiler generally have a larger mass hold up than any of the trays and they should
be modeled apart.
Equilibrium Model
In order to model an equilibrium tray the control Volume B from Figure 2-14 b is selected. The
tray that will be modeled will be the j − th where j − 1 would be the tray above it and j + 1 is the
tray bellow.
Tray Using Control Volume B as reference the molar liquid flow coming from the above tray
would be Lj−1 while the molar liquid flow leaving the tray would be Lj , the vapor flow entering
the tray from bellow would be Vj+1 while the vapor leaving the tray would be Vj , in the feed trays
also lateral current Fj would enter the tray, in some cases it can also be a lateral withdraw, but
those cases will be neglected to do a basic model (See Figure 2-16 b). Each molar vapor and liquid
current entering or leaving the tray will be a multicomponent current withC components, therefore
xi,j and yi,j will be the liquid and vapor molar compositions respectively for the component i in
the tray j. As the control volume’s properties are assumed lumped the composition of the leaving
liquid and vapor flows of a tray would be assumed to have the same composition as the liquid and
vapor within the tray. The material balance for the j − th tray’s i − th component neglecting the
mass from the vapor (vapor density is considerably smaller than liquid therefore a valid assumption
it to neglect it) in the tray would be:
dNi,j
dt
= xi,j−1Lj−1 + yi,j+1Vj+1 + Fi,j − xi,jLj − yi,jVj (2-45)
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where Ni,j is the liquid molar holdup of the component i in the tray j. The total molar hold up is:
Nt,j =
C∑
i=1
Ni,j (2-46)
And the liquid molar compositions are also expressed by an algebraic relation:
xi,j = Ni,j/Nt,j (2-47)
Assuming that the tray has a constant transversal area Aj the height of the liquid in the tray hj can
be related to the total molar hold up by:
hjAjcj = Nt,j (2-48)
Where cj is the molar density of the liquid in the tray.
The thermal energy for the tray j (Ej) can be obtained by the thermal energy balance:
dEj
dt
=
(
C∑
i=1
yi,j+1H
V
i,j+1
)
Vj+1 +
(
Ej−1
Nt,j−1
)
Lj−1 +
C∑
i=1
HFi,jFi,j +Qj
−
(
C∑
i=1
yi,jH
V
i,j
)
Vj −
(
Ej
Nt,j
)
Lj (2-49)
where HVi,j is the enthalpy of the component i in the j tray’s vapor phase, Qj is heat entering the
tray from the outside and HFi,j is the enthalpy of the lateral current entering the tray.
As the vapor mass is neglected from the balance the thermal energy of the tray j can be related to
its liquid enthalpy (HLi,j) by:
Ej =
C∑
i=1
HLi,jNi,j (2-50)
It has been assumed that only two phases are present in the tray vapor and liquid, and it is also
assumed that they are in physical equilibrium, then the following relation is necessary to obtain
the vapor composition yeqi,j that is in equilibrium with liquid on the stage j:
yeqi,j = Ki,jxi,j (2-51)
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The use of Ki,j was treated previously on the section 1.1.4, and it is described by (1-8). If it is
desired stage efficiency concept introduced by Murphree in 1925 can be applied to make the model
more precise:
ξj =
yi,j − yi,j−1
yeqi,j − yi,j
(2-52)
Replacing (2-51) into (2-52) leads to the final condition:
yi,j = ξjKi,jxi,j + (1− ξj)yi,j+1 (2-53)
A restriction for purposes of consistency has to be imposed:
C∑
i=1
yi,j = 1 (2-54)
It is out of the scope of this brief section to discuss the complicated literature about the hydraulics
of a distillation column, but it is important to state that there should be an equation dependent on
the height of the liquid in the tray (hj) and on a vector or even matrix of geometrical and structural
parameters of the column χ that determines the liquid flow leaving the tray:
Lj = f(hj, χ) (2-55)
Some equations and a brief description od distillation column hydraulics can be seen on [91,118].
Reboiler The reboiler is modeled as a liquid holdup in the bottom of the column followed by a
partial equilibrium reboiler. The mass balances for the reboiler holdup are:
dNi,b
dt
= xi,nLn − xi,bLb (2-56)
For a n stage distillation column, Ln is the molar liquid flow coming from tray above the reboiler
with its respective molar compositions xi,n, Lb is the liquid flowing to the reboiler with its respec-
tive mole fraction xi,b described by:
xi,b =
Ni,b
Nt,b
(2-57)
Where Nt,b is the total molar liquid holdup:
Nt,b =
C∑
i=1
Ni,b (2-58)
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Figure 2-15.: Control Volumes (a) Reboiler’s Holdup and Recoiler’s Control Volume. (b) Con-
denser and Flash Drum Control Volumes
The thermal energy balance for the same control volume is:
dEb
dt
=
(
En
Ut,n
)
Ln −
(
Eb
Ut,b
)
Lb (2-59)
Note that the control volume is isolated, Eb is the thermal energy in the reboiler :
Eb =
C∑
i=1
Hi,bNi,b (2-60)
Hi,b is the enthalpy of the component i in the reboiler. A flow equation with the same characteristics
of (2-55) would complete the model.
A more complex reboiler model could be formulated but for simplicity the following steady stated
assumed balances will be made for the reboiler control volume:
Lb − Vr −B = 0 (2-61)
xi,bLb − yi,rVr − xi,rB = 0 (2-62)
Vr is the boilup vapor returned to stage n with its respective molar fraction xi,r and B the bottoms
flow with its respective molar fraction xi,r.
The thermal energy Balance for the reboiler control volume would be:
Eb
Nt,b
+Qr −HVr −HLr B = 0 (2-63)
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where Qr represents the reboiler duty, and HVr and H
L
r are the enthalpy of the vapor and the liquid
respectively, leaving the reboiler.
An equilibrium relation should be established between liquid and vapor compositions that leave
the reboiler:
yi,r = Ki,rxi,r (2-64)
With its respective restriction:
C∑
i=1
(yi,r − xi,r) = 0 (2-65)
Condenser The condenser is separated in two control volumes, the total condenser and the
reflux drum, the condenser is modeled in a similar way that the reboiler, it consists on a total molar
balance, a component balance, thermal energy balance, equilibrium and summation equations:
0 = V2 − Lc (2-66)
0 = yi,2V2 − xi,cLc (2-67)
0 = HV2 V2 +Qc −HLc LC (2-68)
0 = Ki,cxi,c − yi,c (2-69)
0 =
C∑
i=1
(yi,c − xi,c) (2-70)
where V2 is the vapor coming from the tray bellow with its respective mole fraction yi,2 and total
enthalpy HV2 , Qc is the heat duty, Lc is the molar liquid product flow, xi,c and yi,c are the liquid
and vapor mole fractions respectively, the liquid molar flow leaving the condenser is Lc with its
respective enthalpy HLc .
Now for the reflux drum the molar component balance is:
dNi,drum
dt
= xi,cLc − xi,drum(D +R) (2-71)
where the total molar hold up is:
Nt,drum =
C∑
i=1
Ni,drum (2-72)
The thermal energy Edrum balance is, assuming that the drum only contains liquid :
Edrum
dt
= HLc Lc −
Edrum
Nt,Drum
(D +R) (2-73)
With:
Edrum =
C∑
i=1
Ni,drumH
L
i,drum (2-74)
WhereD is the liquid distillate flow and the returning liquid refluxR with its mole fraction xi,drum.
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Figure 2-16.: Control Volumes: (a) Tray control volume B subdivided in liquid and vapor control
volumes (Noequlibrium Model). (b) Tray control volume for equilibrium model
The Nonequilibrium Model
For this non equilibrium model only the trays will be assumed to be non-equilibrium, therefore
the condenser, drum, bottoms holdup and reboiler equations would remain the same. in the non-
equilibrium model the vapor mass would not be neglected therefore the control volume B of Figure
2-14 b will be split in two, a control volume that will contain the liquid, and a control volume that
will contain the vapor, both control volumes will be connected, and will exchange heat and mass
through and interface as seen in Figure 2-16, The sum of the two sub volumes will equal the tray
total volume. Interface is assumed non capacitive and in physical equilibrium. In order to specify
which control volumes balance is expressed in the equation the super index V for the vapor control
volume and the super index L for the liquid control volume will be used. The mass balance for
both control volumes is:
dNVi,j
dt
= yi,j+1Vj+1 + F
V
i,j − yi,jVj − Ji,j (2-75)
dNLi,j
dt
= xi,j−1Lj−1 + FLi,j − xi,jLj + Ji,j (2-76)
total molar hold ups are represented by:
NVt,j =
C∑
i=1
NVi,j (2-77)
NLt,j =
C∑
i=1
NLi,j (2-78)
The mass transfer rates through the interface JLi,j and J
V
i,j for vapor and liquid respectively are
positive from vapor to liquid.
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Thermal energy balances for both phases are:
dEVj
dt
=
(
EVj+1
NVt,j+1
)
Vj+1 +
C∑
i=1
HVi,jF
V
i,j −
(
EVj
NVt,j
)
Vj − V +QVj (2-79)
ELj
dt
=
(
ELj+1
NLt,j+1
)
Lj−1 +
C∑
i=1
HLi,jF
L
i,j −
(
ELj
NLt,j
)
Lj + 
L +QLj (2-80)
Where the total thermal energy holdups are:
EVj =
C∑
i=1
HVi,jN
V
i,j (2-81)
ELj =
C∑
i=1
HLi,jN
L
i,j (2-82)
Enthalpies are function of the holdup temperature TLj and T
V
j .
Interphase The Energy flows from the vapor to the interphase and from the interphase to the
liquid in the plate j have convective heat transfer and diffusive heat transfer:
Vj =
C∑
i=1
NLi,jH
V
i,j + h
V
j (T
V
j − T Ij ) (2-83)
Lj =
C∑
i=1
NLi,jH
L
i,j + h
V
j (T
V
j − T Ij ) (2-84)
Where T Ij is the interphase temperature on plate j. The energy balance over the interphase equate
the energy flows:
Vj − Vj = 0 (2-85)
The interphase is at equilibrium:
yIi,j = K
I
i,jx
I
i,j (2-86)
And interphase mole fraction must sum the unity:
C∑
i=1
yIi,j = 1 (2-87)
C∑
i=1
xIi,j = 1 (2-88)
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The mass transfer rates JVi,j and J
L
i,j from the vapor to the interphase and from the interphase to the
liquid respectively are described by:
JVi,j = yi,jJ
V
t,i + c
V
j aj
[
RVj
]−1
ΓV (yi,j − yIi,j) (2-89)
JLi,j = xi,jJ
L
t,i + c
L
j aj
[
RLj
]−1
ΓL(xIi,j − xi,j) (2-90)
where Jt,j is the total mass transfer rate on plate j which equals to the sum of all the components
mass transfer, cVj and c
L
j are the molar densities of the vapor and liquid phases on the pate and aj
is the interphase area. Matrixes RVj ,R
L
j ,Γ
V and ΓV are related with the mass transfer, it is out of
the scope of this work to introduce the full procedure to their calculations but information can be
found in the following references [16, 67, 74, 132].
Flow models for vapor and liquid flow of the form of (2-55) should be established according to the
column configuration.
Graph Representation
Figure 2-17 shows the graphs corresponding to a distillation column with one feed tray, and no
side product withdraws. The graphs do not correspond to a particular case but they correspond
to abstractions of both of the models presented above. The equilibrium model only takes into
account one control volume, that control volume is a liquid vapor equilibrium volume where the
vapor volume is neglected, in the graph it can be seen that there is only one control volume taken
into account and the control volume is linked to an equilibrium relation (EQ square node), this
fundamental simplifying assumption in the equilibrium column model merges both phases. Non-
equilibrium column model divides the selected control volume in the equilibrium model and di-
vides it into liquid and vapor phases, creating two control volumes (capacitive node) divided by an
interphase that is assumed in equilibrium and that is not capacitive (IF square node), this interface
node, groups the interface equilibrium equations and also the mass and energy flux equations.
Both models of distillation plates are linked to other plates and mass holdups by mass flows, the
flow nodes (square nodes) that link the interaction between control volumes could vary depending
on the model, these nodes can contain flow relations of the form of 2-55, the assumption of constant
molar or volumetric holdup in the tray can determine the flows magnitude, nevertheless depending
on the assumptions made in different models, this non capacitive flow relations can be neglected
as the magnitude of the flows can come from the solution of the DAE system itself4.
Both models also have the same reboiler and condenser structures, both are equilibrium structures,
they present a fundamental difference with the equilibrium tray, the equilibrium tray constitutes a
capacitance restricted by an equilibrium relation, but the reboiler and condenser are assumed to be
non-capacitive but linked to capacitive5 structures as the reflux drum and the sump, therefore they
are represented as square nodes meaning they are algebraic restrictions to differential equations.
4The models do not have a DoF table, because they only pretend to be a guide or an outline of how a distillation
column is modeled, therefore some relations and specificities of the distillation columns are not treated.
5the term non capacitive may sound inaccurate but for dynamical modeling purposes they act as non-capacitive
entities, because the mass that they contain does not change in time.
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Figure 2-17.: Distillation Column Graphs: (a) Nonequilibrium Model (b) Equilibrium Model
3. Bifurcation and Eigenvalue Analysis
of Large Scale and Black Box Models
Bifurcation analysis has been studied for long time and it is extensively covered in literature [7,
59, 80, 84, 123]. Bifurcation analysis of chemical processes models has become popular thanks to
some pioneers of the computational numerical methods applied to chemical engineering problems
as Dr J.D Seader [28, 121, 140, 141], although in the beginning bifurcation analysis was combined
with an homotopy approach to find all the steady-states/equilibrium points of a nonlinear equations
set derived from first principles.
The bifurcation analysis of chemical processes’ dynamical models has gained strength for the
analysis of biotechnological systems and bioreactors [46, 53, 54, 102, 103, 117, 131, 147, 149], pro-
cess models like chemical reactors [17, 18, 35, 52, 76, 95, 104] and reactive distillation tower mod-
els [15, 31, 100, 113–115, 146].
Many authors have done bifurcation analysis over chemical engineering models. Nevertheless
there are only two groups of authors (J.D Seader with A. Vadapalli [136] and M. Managold et
al. [79,93]) that have done it using modeling and simulation specific software linked with a contin-
uation and bifurcation analysis software; the other authors cited above have used continuation and
bifurcation analysis software, in which they transcript the chemical engineering model equations,
or used steady-state chemical engineer simulation software in which they manually do the predic-
tion algorithm and feed its results to the simulator as inputs. The simulator is used as the corrector
of the predictor-corrector continuation algorithm, which is performed manually several times by
the user as done in [146].
The main reason for this is that no commercial chemical engineering modeling and simulation
software has a bifurcation module incorporated, this limits the analysis to very specific cases,
specific in the sense that each author uses its own model with its own thermodynamical constants,
kinetic constants and constitutive equations, and also implements its model with one of available
bifurcation softwares [40, 77, 106] or its own code to perform the whole analysis, therefore each
case become unique and highly time consuming to reproduce. In general the cited bifurcation
literature can be considered heterogenous in spite it is supported in the same bifurcation theory
and in the same principles of process modeling.
The use of software for bifurcation analysis presents very particular challenges, in fact the main
challenge is that most of the bifurcation software and theory is equation oriented, therefore the
user must have access to all the equations and procedures of the model (IPDAES,PDAEs,PDEs or
ODEs). This is normally not an issue because as seen before most of the researchers have no prob-
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lem in the effective implementation of their own model in their chosen language or application,
but if the goal is to analyze a variety of process models its implementation could be time consum-
ing, due to the fact that each model requires specific constitutive relations (See Section 1.1.4) and
specific thermodynamic property calculation routines.
The use of chemical engineering process modeling and simulation software also presents particular
challenges, and those challenges are opposite to ones presented by the use bifurcation software. As
said before most of this commercial chemical engineering software has extensive model, properties
and thermodynamic libraries. Those model libraries are property of the company that creates
the software, therefore they are not available explicitly to the user. So the user can do dynamic
simulations and analysis, even write its own models and simulate them but can not access or
modify the models that are already embedded in the model library of its selected software.
In conclusion there is an incompatibility between what is available in the commercial process
modeling and simulation software and what is needed to perform a bifurcation analysis using bi-
furcation analysis software, just a few authors have created their own modeling and simulation
environment with bifurcation capabilities [77,78,93] or used commercial software to do the bifur-
cation analysis [115, 136, 146]. The case of Seader et al. [136] is one of the most interesting cases
in this matter, a fortran module was built around Aspen Plus R© running under Linux. The mod-
ule was an implementation of a predictor-corrector continuation algorithm in which Aspen Plus R©
served as corrector, it was a very interesting approach and the continuation results were correct
and accurate, but as no jacobian was explicitly available the stability analysis was impossible, and
therefore the bifurcation analysis capabilities were limited.
The incompatibility of bifurcation software with commercial packages is not unique to chemi-
cal engineering software, in fact computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software users had the same
problem, also combined with the high dimension of the system resulting of the discretization of the
PDEs of governing equations. This lead to the use of the recursive projection method (RPM) [124]
as an equation free approach to continuation that besides being a black box model approach, al-
lowed the approximation of the leading eigenvectors and the stability analysis of dynamic models.
The work of Shroff and Keller lead ulterior work in computational fluid dynamics [60,82,98,138]
with applications to commercial fluid dynamics software [29, 30, 99], coarse bifurcation analy-
sis [81,92,116,125,133], Power System analysis [11,48,49,51,145] and applications to chemical
engineering tubular reactors [76].
In this chapter the recursive projection method will be presented as a bifurcation analysis tool for
black box and/or large scale dynamical models. It will be implemented in Matlab R© and numerical
results for the base cases of PDEs will be presented. The implementation of the Aspen - Matlab
interface will be discussed, but examples will be shown on chapter 4.
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3.1. Introduction to Numerical Continuation
Consider a smooth function F : Rn+1 → Rn. It is desired to compute a solution curve of the
equation F (x) = 0 as a chosen x of vector x is varied in the interval xa < x < xb. Numerical
continuation is a technique to compute a consecutive sequence of points which approximate the
desired branch. Most continuation algorithms implement a predictor-corrector method. The idea
behind this method is to generate a sequence of points xi along the curve, satisfying a chosen
tolerance criterion:||F (x)|| ≤  for some  > 0 and an additional accuracy condition ||δxi|| ≤ ′
where ′ > 0 and δxi is the last correction.
To show how the points are generated, suppose a point xi has been found on the curve. Also
suppose it has been found a normalized tangent vector vi at xi , i.e. Fx(xi)vi = 0,〈vi, vi〉 = 1.
The computation of the next point xi+1 consist of two steps:
• Prediction of a new point
• Correction of the predicted point
3.1.1. Prediction
Using the information that already has been provided a first order tangent predictor could be used:
X0 = xi + ∆xvi (3-1)
where ∆x is a previously chosen stepsize and X0 is the first predicted vector of values of x. A fair
assumption would be that X0 is close to the curve if the stepsize ∆x is small enough.
3.1.2. Correction
To find the point xi+1 on the curve it is practical to use a Newton-like procedure, since the standard
Newton iterations can only be applied to systems with the same number of equations as unknowns
(DoF=0), it is necessary to append an extra scalar condition:
F (x) = 0
g(x) = 0
(3-2)
The selection of a proper g(x) would be crucial to the correct tracking of the desired branch.
3.1.3. Pseudo-Arclength Continuation
One option for choosing g(x), is to select a hyperplane passing through X0 that is orthogonal to
the vector vi:
g(x) =
〈
x−X0, vi
〉
(3-3)
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So the new Newton iteration becomes:
Xk+1 = Xk +Hx(X
k)H(Xk) (3-4)
Where H is the equation system (3-2) and Hx is its respective jacobian with respect to x.
H(X) =
(
F (X)
〈x−X0, vi〉
)
(3-5)
Hx(X) =
(
Fx(X)
vTi
)
(3-6)
The Newton iteration (3-4) will converge to a point xi+1 on the curve from X0 provided that the
step size h is sufficiently small and that the curve is regular (rank(Fx(X)) = n). Having found
the new point xi+1 on the curve, is necessary to compute the tangent vector at that point:
Fx(xi+1)vi+1 = 0 (3-7)
Furthermore the direction along the curve must be preserved:〈vi, vi+1〉, so to find vi+1 the following
n+ 1 dimensional appended system should be solved:
(
Fx(xi+1)
vTi
)
vi+1 =
(
0
1
)
(3-8)
Upon solving this system, vi+1 must be normalized.
3.1.4. Moore-Penrose Continuation
Let A be an N × (N + 1) matrix with maximal rank. Then the Moore-Penrose inverse of A is
defined by A+ = AT (AAT )−1. Consider the following linear system with x, v ∈ Rn+1, b ∈ Rn:
Ax = b (3-9)
vTx = 0 (3-10)
Where x is a point on the curve and v its tangent vector with respect to A . Since AAT b = b and
vTAT b =
〈
Av, (AAT )−1b
〉
= 0, a solution of this system is:
x = A+b (3-11)
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Suppose a point X0 is predicted form xi using (3-1) and is needed to find the point xi+1 on the
curve which is nearest to X0, this is an optimization problem of the form:
min
xi+1
xi+1 −X0
subject to F (xi+1) = 0
(3-12)
The system to be solved is:
F (xi+1) = 0 (3-13)
wT (xi+1 −X0) = 0 (3-14)
Where w is the tangent vector at point xi+1. In Newton’s method this system is solved using a
linearization around X0, Taylor’s expansion of (3-13) and (3-14) around X0 gives:
F (xi+1) = F (X
0) + Fx(X
0)(xi+1 −X0) +O(‖xi+1 −X0‖2) (3-15)
wT (xi+1 −X0) = vT (xi+1 −X0) +O(‖xi+1 −X0‖2) (3-16)
Where higher order terms will be discarded, using (3-11) the solution of this system can be ob-
tained:
xi+1 = X
0 − F+x (X0)F (X0) (3-17)
However, the null vector of Fx(X0) is not known, therefore it is approximated by V 0 = vi, the
tangent vector at xi. Geometrically this means F (xi+1) = 0 lies in a hyperplane perpendicular to
the previous tangent vector. The extra function g(xi+1) in (3-2) becomes:
gK(xi+1) =
〈
xi+1 −XK , V K
〉
(3-18)
where F (XK−1)VK = 0 for K = 1, 2, ... Thus, the Newton iteration becomes:
XK+1 = XK +Hx(X
K , V K)−1H(XK , V K) (3-19)
V K+1 = V K +Hx(X
K , V K)−1R(XK , V K) (3-20)
H(X, V ) =
(
F (x)
0
)
(3-21)
Hx(X, V ) =
(
Fx(X)
V T
)
(3-22)
R(X, V ) =
(
Fx(X)V
0
)
(3-23)
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Under the same conditions as for the pseudo-arclength continuation, the Newton iterations (3-19)
and (3-20) converge to a point on the curve xi+1 and the corresponding tangent vector vi+1, respec-
tively. In the pseudo-arclength continuation, is necessary to compute a tangent vector when a new
point was found. In this case however, one already is computed at each iterate (3-20), and only its
normalization becomes necessary [40].
3.2. The Recursive Projection Method (RPM)
Some relevant aspects of the numerical process of path following were treated in the above section,
most important the need of the Jacobian matrix to the numerical continuation was confirmed,
hence no traditional numerical continuation can be done without the jacobian matrix. It was also
discussed in this chapter’s introduction, that in some specific cases (i.e the use of commercial
software) the jacobian was not available to the user or it was very expensive to calculate, in those
cases the recursive projection method results a practical approach. The recursive projection method
is an equation-free stabilization numerical method.
What is needed is to trace a full solution path of a problem of the form:
F (u, λ) = 0, F : RN × R→ RN (3-24)
F (u, λ) is assumed to have a smooth solution Γ : u = u∗(λ) parameterized by λ ∈ [λl λh].
It is assumed that for the solution of F (u, λ) there is a numerical method available in the form of
a fixed point iteration:
u(v+1) = G(u(v), λ) (3-25)
if this fixed point iteration converges, say {uv(λ)} → u∗(λ) then u∗(λ) is also a solution of (3-24),
the convergence of (3-25) is not guaranteed in the whole interval λl ≤ λ ≤ λh. The iteration
(3-25) will converge in a neighborhood of a solution as long all the eigenvalues of the jacobian
matrix G∗u ≡ Gu(u∗(λ), λ) lie within the unit disk {|z| < 1}.The main objective of the recursive
projection method is to accelerate convergence or even to stabilize (3-25) during a continuation as
G∗u eigenvalues start to approach the unit circle or even cross it.
3.2.1. The Stabilization
To find an approximate branch of solutions of (3-24) a predictor-corrector should be used (even if
the predictor is of zeroth order), any predictor can be used if there are one or two solutions u∗(λ)
of (3-24) available, but the restriction for this problem would be that only the corrector (3-25) is
available for use. As said above (3-25) will converge if the eigenvalues {µk}N1 of the jacobian
matrix G∗u lie in the unit disk and the prediction provided by the corrector u
(0)(λ) is in the basin of
attraction of u∗(λ).
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Suppose a small number p of the eigenvalues {µk}N1 of G∗u lies outside the disk
Kδ = {|z| ≤ 1− δ} , δ > 0 (3-26)
that is
|µ1| ≥ |µ2| ≥ . . . ≥ 1− δ ≥ |µp+1| ≥ . . . ≥ |µN | (3-27)
Defining subspaces P and Q of RN by:
• P ≡ the maximal invariant subspace of G∗u belonging to {µk}p1
• Q ≡ RN − P, the orthogonal complement of P
Denote the orthogonal projectors of RN onto this subspaces by P and Q respectively. This induces
an orthogonal direct sum decomposition of the space RN .
RN = P⊕Q = PRN ⊕QRN (3-28)
Here, Q = I − P so that PQ = 0 since P 2 = P . Using (3-28) it is possible to decompose u:
u = Pu+Qu (3-29)
Let Zp be an orthonormal basis in P. Thus Zp ∈ Rp×N satisfies the equations
G∗uZp = ZpΛ (3-30)
ZTp Zp = Ip (3-31)
where Ip ∈ Rp×p is the identity matrix and Λ ∈ Rp×p is a square matrix with eigenvalues µ1 . . . µp,
then P and Q can be expressed as
P = ZpZ
T
p (3-32)
Q = I − ZpZTp (3-33)
If the Newton method is applied to (3-25)
(Gu(u
(v), λ)− IN)∆u(v) = −(G(u(v), λ)− u(v)) (3-34)
u(v+1) = u(v) + ∆u(v) (3-35)
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and then u is decomposed as in (3-29) :
(
Q(G
(v)
u − I)Q Q(G(v)u − I)P
P (G
(v)
u − I)Q P (G(v)u − I)P
)(
∆q(v)
∆p(v)
)
= −
(
QG(v) − q(v)
PG(v) − p(v)
)
(3-36)
where G(v) = G(u(v), λ), G(v)u = Gu(u(v), λ), p = Pu and q = Qu.
Taking advantage of the factor that P is invariant and orthogonal to Q is possible to simplify (3-4)
to:
(
Q(G
(v)
u − I)Q 0
PG
(v)
u Q P (G
(v)
u − I)P
)(
∆q(v)
∆p(v)
)
= −
(
QG(v) − q(v)
PG(v) − p(v)
)
(3-37)
It is possible to make ∆q(v) explicit, taking into account that Q2 = Q and Q∆q = ∆q
∆q(v) = (I −QG(v)u Q)−1(QG(v) − q(v)) (3-38)
if (I −QG(v)u Q)−1 is nonsingular it can be inverted by Newman series:
(I −QG(v)u Q)−1 =
∞∑
j=1
(QG(v)u Q)
(j−1) (3-39)
q(v+1) can be approximated by the truncated series
q(v+1) = q(v) +
(
m∑
j=1
(QG(v)u Q)
(j−1)
)
(QG(v) − q(v)) (3-40)
Defining the residual
r(u(v)) = G(u(v))− u(v) (3-41)
(3-40) can be expressed as
q(v+1) = q(v) +
(
m∑
j=1
(QG(v)u Q)
(j−1)
)
Qr(u(v)) (3-42)
Since G(v)u is generally not available or it is too expensive to calculate, (3-42) can be approximated
by the following fixed point iteration:
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q0 = q
(v) (3-43)
qj = QG(p
(v) + qj−1), j = 1, . . .m, (3-44)
q(v+1) = qm (3-45)
Now the idea is to solve the implicit equation
p(v+1) = PG(p(v+1) + qm−1, λ) (3-46)
By using a Newton iteration
p(v+1) = p(v) + (I − PG(v)u P )P (G(p(v) + qm−1, λ)− p(v)) (3-47)
Applying the definitions stated in (3-32) and (3-33) to (3-45) and (3-47) leads to the recursive
projection method:
qj = G(p
(v) + qj−1, λ)− Zp(ZTp G(p(v) + qj−1, λ)), j = 1 . . .m (3-48)
q(v+1) = qm (3-49)
p(v+1) = p(v) + Zp(I − ZTp G(v)u Zp)−1ZTp (G(p(v) + qm−1, λ)− u(v)) (3-50)
If m = 1 the recursive projection method originally introduced in [124] is obtained. In conclusion
the recursive projection method is a Newton method applied only to the unstable subspace of the
fixed point iteration (3-25), this allows attaining convergency even if the fixed point iteration (3-25)
is not stable [60, 98, 99].
3.2.2. Basis Estimation
Several terms where introduced in the development of the recursive projection stabilization, the
most important in fact is the basis Zp, which is the cornerstone of the method development.
Three recursive ways of approximating the basis Zp will be presented, the first based in the QR-
decomposition [82,124,138], the second based on the Subspace Iteration [83–85,120] and the third
based on the Arnoldi iteration [98, 99].
Estimation via QR
The definition of ∆q(v) is:
∆q(v) = q(v+1) − q(v) (3-51)
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if q is put in terms of G:
∆q(v) = G(q(v) + p(v), λ)−G(q(v−1) + p(v−1), λ) (3-52)
= G(q(v−1) + ∆q(v−1) + p(v−1) + ∆p(v−1), λ)−G(q(v−1) + p(v−1), λ) (3-53)
Expanding in Taylor Series:
∆q(v) = QG(v)u Q∆q
(v−1) +QG(v)u P∆p
(v−1) +O(∆q2,∆p2) (3-54)
if P and Q are accurate projections of the invariant subspace of G(v)u then QG
(v)
u P = 0 and
neglecting second order terms:
∆q(v) = QG(v)u Q∆q
(v−1) (3-55)
The vectors ∆q(v−k+1) . . .∆q(v) form a k-dimensional Krylov space for QG(v)u Q:
Kk =
[
∆q(v) ∆q(v−1) . . .∆q(v−k+1)
]
=
[
QG(v)u Q∆q
(v−1) QG(v)u Q∆q
(v−2) . . . QG(v)u Q∆q
(v−k)]
(3-56)
Therefore is possible to extract an orthogonal basis of this Krylov Space buy using any Orthog-
onalization method as Graham-Schmidt or the modified Graham-Schmidt, which give as result a
QR decomposition [98, 124].
[Zp, R] = QR(Kk) (3-57)
Estimation via Subspace Iteration with Projection
More accurate basis can be identified at early stages using subspace iterations. This was introduced
in the work of [83]. It allows identifying the dominant eigenvectors of a matrix. Subspace Iterations
and all the proofs necessary can be found in [120]. To find the k dominant eigenvectors basis let
V [0] =
[
v
[0]
1 v
[0]
2 . . . v
[0]
k
]
(3-58)
be an initial guess for an orthonormal basis for P, the orthonormal basis guess is extended by ke
vectors to accelerate convergence
V
[0]
ke =
[
v
[0]
1 v
[0]
2 · · · v[0]k · · · v[0]ke
]
(3-59)
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Algorithm 3.1 Calculation of Zp by Subspace Iterations with Projection
Require: V [0]ke
W=V [0]ke
repeat
Orthonormalize W and store in V
Compute W = GuV
Compute U = V TGuV = V TW
Compute the Schur decomposition UY = Y S of U and Order the Schur vectors Y =
[y1 · · · yk+ke] in decreasing order of the modulus of the correspondent eigenvalue.
V ← V Y
until Convergence of the first k eigenvectors
Zp = [v1 · · · vk]
Ensure: Zp
Where v[0]k+1 . . . v
[0]
ke are guesses for the next ke dominant Schur vectors. The Algorithm in
[120] is rearranged by Lust [83] to span the dominant eigenspace of Gu, the complete procedure
can be seen in Algorithm 3.1.
The Algorithm 3.1 is for the calculation of a base of size k, if the (k + n)-th eigenvalue (n < ke)
of the ordered eigenvalues is still unstable (can seen in the Schur decomposition’s matrix U ),
k = k + n, else if the ke-th eigenvalue of ordered eigenvalues is unstable the iteration should be
restarted with ke = ke+ 1 until all the unstable eigenvalues are in the basis.
Estimation via Arnoldi Iteration
The Arnoldi method is an orthogonal projection method, which is used to determine the basis Zp
iteratively. The method is used to retrieve a subset of the eigenvectors of the matrix Gu.
Algorithm 3.2 Calculation of Zp by Arnoldi-Modified Gram-Schmidt
Require: Vector v1 of norm 1 and k
for j = 1 to k do
w ← Guvj
for i = 1 to j do
hi,j ← 〈w, vi〉
w ← w − hi,jvi
end for
hj+1,j ← ‖w‖2
vj+1 ← whj+1,j
end for
Ensure: Hk and Vk
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The matrix Hk produced by Algorithm 3.2 is a Hessemberg and Vk is an orthogonal matrix
GuVk = Vk+1Hk (3-60)
After k steps the Arnoldi algorithm has computed the truncated factorization:
GuVk = VkHk + fke
T
k (3-61)
The Iteration continues until the term fkeTk is smaller than the specified tolerance. Once this
condition is accomplished Vk it has to be reorthogonalized, then Zp = Vk [98, 99, 120].
Arnoldi iteration can become computationally cost prohibitive as the basis Zp becomes large, es-
pecially due to the fact that it is not possible to predict or to determine how many steps will be
needed to determine the eigenvalues and by extension its orthonormal base Vk with a specified ac-
curacy. The obvious need to control this cost has motivated the development of restarting schemes.
Restarting means replacing the starting vector v1 with an “improved” vector v+1 and then comput-
ing an new Arnoldi factorization with the new vector. In theory fk will vanish if v1 is a linear
combination of k eigenvectors of the desired matrix or matrix vector product available [12].
Algorithm 3.3 QR Method
Require: V TGuV = H
for j = 1, 2, 3 . . . , until convergence do
select a shift µ
QR-factorize QR = H − µI
H = QTHQ
V = V Q
end for
Ensure: H and V
An approach for restarting that offers a more efficient and numerically stable formulation is called
implicit restarting, is a technique for combining the implicit shifted QR scheme with a k-step
Arnoldi factorization.
Implicit restarting provides a mean to extract interesting information from large Krylov subspaces
while avoiding the storage and numerical difficulties associated with the standard approach. It
does this by continually compressing the interested information into a fixed size k-dimensional
subspace. This is accomplished through the implicitly shifted QR mechanism. An Arnoldi factor-
ization of length m = k + p
GuVm = VmHm + Fme
T
m (3-62)
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is compressed to a factorization of length k that retains the eigeninformation of interest. This is
accomplished using QR steps to apply p shifts implicitly. The first stage of this process results in
GuV
+
m = V
+
mH
+
m + Fme
T
mQ (3-63)
where V +m = VmQ,H
+
m = Q
THmQ and Q = Q1Q2 . . . Qp. Each Qj is the orthogonal matrix asso-
ciated with the shift µj used during the shifted QR algorithm (see Algorithm 3.3). Because of the
Hessemberg structure of the matricesQj , it turns out that the first k−1 entries of the vector eTmQare
zero. this implies that the leading k columns in (3-62) remain in an Arnoldi relation. Equating the
first k columns on both sides of (3-62) provides an updated k-step Arnoldi factorization.
GuV
+
k = V
+
k H
+
k + f
+
k e
T
k (3-64)
with an updated residual of the form f+k = V
+
m ek+1βˆ + fmσ. Using this as a starting point is
possible to apply p additional steps of the arnoldi procedure to return to the original m-step form.
The algorithm 3.4 describes the Implicit Restarted Arnoldi Method or IRAM.
Algorithm 3.4 IRAM for Non Hermitian Eigenvalue problems from [12]
Require: v1 = v/||v||, Wanted Base size k, Number of shifts p, Tolerance tol
Compute an m = k + p-step Arnoldi factorization GuVm = VmHm + FmeTm
while ||GuVm − VmHm|| > tol do
Compute the eigenvalues of Hm and select according to a criteria the p least wanted shifts
µ1, µ2, . . . µp
Q = Im
for j = 1 to p do
QR factorize QjRj = Hm − ujI
Hm = Q
T
j HmQj
Q = Qj
end for
βk = Hm(k + 1, k)
σk = Q(m, k)
fk = vk+1βk + fmσk
Vk = VmQ(:, 1 : k)
Hk = Hm(1 : k, 1 : k)
Beginning with the new k-step Arnoldi factorizationGuVk = VkHk+fkeTk apply p additional
steps of the Arnoldi procedure to extend it to the new m-step Arnoldi factorization GuVm =
VmHm + Fme
T
m
end while
Ensure: Orthogonal base Vk, Matrix Hk where the k desired eigenvalues and eigenvector can be
calculated.
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Basis Accuracy
Once the basis is identified by any of the above algorithms, basis accuracy can be monitored by
the following relation:
ξ ≡ QGuP ≡ (I − ZpZTp )GuZpZTp (3-65)
ξ should vanish since Q and P are orthogonal (for proof see [124]).
Once identified that the accuracy is decreasing the problem can be corrected by doing one subspace
iteration:
Zp ← Orth(GuZp) (3-66)
If the accuracy is not enough after one power iteration (3-66), then more power iterations must
be needed or even to restart basis estimation. Shroff and Keller [124] recommend to perform one
power iteration after every continuation step. It is also possible to use Subspace iteration or Arnoldi
iteration to perform a rigorous correction if its needed.
3.2.3. Jacobian-Free Implementation
The main assumption about the corrector in the continuation process was that (3-25) is the only
numerical method available. It was never discussed if Gu was also available, but it was used
repeatedly in the stabilization and basis estimation. It was used specifically most of the time as
a matrix-vector, or a matrix-matrix. Matrix-vector products can be approximated by the Frechet
derivative:
Gu(u, λ)v ≈ G(u+ v, λ)−G(u, λ)

(3-67)
where  > 0. By extension the multiplication of the matrixGu with the Matrix V = [v1 v2 · · · vn]
can be calculated by doing n successive frechet derivatives, one per column vector vi in V .
3.2.4. Numerical Continuation Algorithm with Recursive Projection
Stabilization
As said before a predictor-corrector approach must be used to preform a numerical continuation
for λ ∈ [λl λh]. Given two points on the solution branch Γ : u = u∗(λ), say u∗−1 ≡ u∗(λ−1) and
u∗0 ≡ u∗(λ0) with λ−1 < λ0 both in [λl λh], it is possible to perform an accurate prediction by
the secant method if λ0 − λ−1 is small enough.
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λ = λ0 + δλ (3-68)
u(0)(λ) = u∗0 +
δλ
λ0 − λ−1 (u
∗
0 − u∗−1) (3-69)
where δλ is the stepsize. The corrector that will be used is (3-25) and the recursive projection
stabilization will be performed over (3-25) if it fails to converge in vmax steps.
If Bifurcations are expected then a pseudo archlenght secant predictor can be used:
λ(0)(s) = λ0 +
δs
s0 − s−1 (λ0 − λ−1) (3-70)
u(0)(s) = u∗0 +
δs
s0 − s−1 (u
∗
0 − u∗−1) (3-71)
s = s0 − δs (3-72)
This implies a reparametrization of the non linear problem in s.
For a practical computation the following variables will be introduced:
z ≡ ZTp p = ZTp u, z ∈ Rm so p = Zpz and u = Zpz + q (3-73)
The iteration (3-50) in the subspace P can be rewritten in terms of z using the fact that ZTp Zp = I
and it can be used directly in the case of the secant predictor:
z(v+1) = z(v) + (I − ZTp G(v)u Zp)−1
(
ZTp G(Zpz
(v) + qm−1, λ)− z(v)
)
(3-74)
As a parametrization was performed in the variable s for the archlength predictor, the corrector is
augmented by a new scalar constraint [124]:
N(z, λ, s) ≡ z˙T (z − z0) + λ˙(λ− λ0)− (s− s0) (3-75)
The non linear iteration for the reparametrization would be [29]:
(
z(v+1)
λ(v+1)
)
=
(
z(v)
λ(v)
)
−
(
I − ZTp G(v)u Zp ZTp Gλ
z˙T λ˙
)−1(
ZTp G(Zpz
(v) + qm−1, λ(v))− z(v)
N (v)
)
(3-76)
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Where N (v) = N(z(v), λ(v), s), z˙ = ZTp p˙, Gλ is the derivative of G with respect to λ and it is
computable by finite differences. For practical purposes as z˙ and λ˙ are not available, the following
approximations should be made:
z˙ =
z − z(0)
s− s0 (3-77)
λ˙ =
λ− λ(0)
s− s0 (3-78)
This sets basis for the numerical algorithms. Algorithms 3.6 and 3.5 describe the continuation
with and without the use of the parametrization respectively. If bifurcations are to be found it is
expected that Matrix H in both algorithms become singular. Algorithm 3.6 use a bordered matrix
to avoid the singularity. Both algorithms use the Newton chord method for the purpose of avoiding
excessive G evaluations.
Algorithm 3.5 Numerical Continuation with RPM(m) Stabilization (Secant Predictor))
Require: u∗−1,λ−1,u∗0,λ0,Maximum Number of Corrector Iterations vmax, δλ,Tolerance tol, Max
q iterations m.
Zp = []
while λ ∈ [λl, λh] do
Perform a secant step using (3-68) and (3-69); v ← 0; G← G(u(0), λ)
evaluate the derivative GuZp using (3-67); H ← ZTp (GuZp);
while ||u−G||2 > tol do
z ← ZTp u;
ζ ← ZTp G
for i = 1 to m do
q ← G− Zpζ;
u← Zpz + q, G← G(u, λ),ζ ← ZTp G;
end for
z ← z + (I −H)−1(ζ − z); . Numerical stabilized Iteration
u← Zpz + q, G← G(u, λ); v ← v + 1
if v > vmax then
Increase Basis Size Using any of the Above Algorithms,v ← 0;
evaluate the derivative GuZp
end if
end while
Power Iteration Step from (3-66)
Store (u, λ)
(u∗−1, λ−1, u
∗
0, λ0)← (u∗0, λ0, u, λ)
end while
Ensure: A branch of Solutions u∗(λ) for the interval [λl, λh]
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Algorithm 3.6 Numerical Continuation with RPM(m) Stabilization (Pseudo Archlength Imple-
mentation)
Require: u∗−1,λ−1,u∗0,λ0,Maximum Number of Corrector Iterations vmax, δs,Tolerance tol, Max q
iterations m.
Zp = []
while λ ∈ [λl, λh] do
Perform a secant step using (3-68) and (3-69); v ← 0; G← G(u(0), λ)
evaluate the derivative GuZp using (3-67); H ← ZTp (GuZp);
while ||u−G||2 > tol do
z ← ZTp u;
ζ ← ZTp G
for i = 1 to m do
q ← G− Zpζ;
u← Zpz + q, G← G(u, λ),ζ ← ZTp G;
end for
z˙ ← ZTp
u(0)−u∗
(−1)
δs
, λ˙← λ(0)−λ0
δs
;
Calculate Gλ
N ← z˙T (z − Zpu(0)) + λ˙(λ− λ(0))− δs(
z
λ
)
←
(
z
λ
)
+
[
I −H −ZTp Gλ
z˙T λ˙
]−1(
ζ − z
N
)
q ← G− ζ + (Gλ − ZTp Gλ)∆λ, u← Zpz + q, G← G(u, λ); v ← v + 1
if v > vmax then
Increase Basis Size Using any of the Above Algorithms,v ← 0;
evaluate the derivative GuZp
end if
end while
Power Iteration Step from (3-66)
Store (u, λ)
(u∗−1, λ−1, u
∗
0, λ0)← (u∗0, λ0, u, λ)
end while
Ensure: A branch of Solutions u∗(λ) for the interval [λl, λh]
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Figure 3-1.: Communication Process Between Matlab and ACM R©/AD R© Through the Imple-
mented COM Interphase
3.2.5. Application
In section 1.4 the softwares Aspen Custom Modeler R© (ACM R©) and Aspen Dynamics R© (AD R©)
were selected as ideal work tools for dynamic simulation of process models, nevertheless, for the
purpose of bifurcation analysis they are limited, there are no explicit equations available. The only
available is the result of a time integration of the differential equations associated to the model for
a period of time but no more. For a fixed ∆t the software (ACM R© and AD R©) could behave as a
fixed point iteration of the form (3-25) and act as the corrector of a predictor-corrector continuation
algorithm as was done in [136] with Aspen Plus R© and with Fluent R© (CFD Simulation software)
in [29, 30]. However the communication between ACM R© and AD R© for practical purposes with
external software was limited to Simulink and Excel R©. It is possible to connect Excel to Matlab R©
and use Excel R© as an intermediate software between Matlab R© and ACM R© or AD R© but a more
straightforward approach was chosen.
Taking advantage of Matlab R© capabilities to execute Visual Basic routines via its COM interface,
and also the direct connection between ACM R© and AD R© through the same COM interphase with
Visual Basic routines it was possible to implement in Visual Basic an in-process COM Server to
serve as a communication interphase between Matlab R© and ACM R© and/or AD R©. Simulation and
data exchange routines where implemented in order to make possible the control of ACM R© and
AD R© from the Matlab R© command line (Figure 3-1 shows an how Matlab R© and ACM R© or AD R©
interact through the implemented Interphase, note the interphase is stored in Matlab’s R© space),
once that an RPM(m) routine was implemented in Matlab R© and a routine of the form of Figure 3-2
was implemented to allow a predictor corrector-algorithm using a recursive projection stabilization
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MIDDLEWARE
   CONV?
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RESULT
Figure 3-2.: Simple Diagram of the RPM(m) Routine Implemented in Matlab Coupled with
ACM R©/AD R©
over a simulation performed by commercial software like ACM R©/AD R©.
3.3. Numerical Experiments
As done by Shroff and Keller in [124] the RPM algorithm and some routines will be tested with
the following PDEs:
∂u(x, t)
∂t
=
∂2u(x, t)
∂x2
+ λ exp(u(x, t)) (3-79)
u(0, t) = 0 (3-80)
u(1, t) = 0 (3-81)
and the more complicated system
∂u1(x, t)
∂t
=
1
5
∂2u1(x, t)
∂x2
+ λ(u1(x, t)− u2(x, t)) + 1
5
λ2 exp(u1(x, t)) (3-82)
∂u2(x, t)
∂t
=
1
5
∂2u2(x, t)
∂x2
+ λ(u1(x, t) + u2(x, t)) +
1
5
λ2 exp(u1(x, t)) (3-83)
u1(0, t) = u2(0, t) = 0 (3-84)
u1(1, t) = u2(1, t) = 0 (3-85)
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Booth systems were transformed into ODEs by using the Method of lines (See Section 1.3.3) and
implemented in Matlab R©. The selected discretization for the first system was a grid of 40 points
which lead to a system of 39 ODEs. The selected grid for the second system was of 20 grid points
which lead to a system of 38 differential equations. The selected solver was the Ode15s routine
which is based on the numerical differentiation formula and its recommended for stiff ODEs and
Order 1 DAEs.
In order to test the Recursive Projection Algorithm performance, but not consuming much com-
putational cost which is needed since the interaction with the matrix-vector product routine is
assumed cost prohibitive, only the RPM(1) will be tested. The base estimation scheme with the
QR decomposition works is reported to work well [29, 30, 82, 124, 138], only the base correction
with the three different algorithms enumerated in Section 3.2.2 will be tested to see its performance
with the criterion established in (3-65).
The ODE equations approximated by the method of lines from (3-79) to (3-81) will be referred
from now on as System One, and the one approximated from (3-82) to (3-85) also by the method
of lines will be referred as System Two.
The RPM(1) continuation would be performed with a tolerance of 1e−6 and a Krylov Acceptance
parameter of 1e3, the basis will be calculated or recalculated if the convalescence fails after 14
iterations.
3.3.1. Continuation Using Equation Based Software
To have a reference point about the analysis capabilities of the RPM(1), it has to be compared with
what is possible to obtain with equation based software. It is important to keep in mind that the
RPM(1) is used in special cases where equation based algorithms do not work, but it will always
be reference point. For the Bifurcation analysis was used the software CL Matcont 4.1 which is
available online, and its license free for academic use.
In Figure 3-3 the bifurcation diagram of System One is obtained with the use of Cl Matcont 4.2,
Although only one bifurcation was present at λ = 3.512687939496659 for a Saddle-node, Fold
or Limit Point Bifurcation (LP), there was also a Neutral Saddle1 (H) at λ = 1.449318 which is
a saddle point and not a bifurcation, but triggers the test function for Hopf bifurcation that comes
embedded in Matcont [40, 58].
In Figure 3-4 the bifurcation diagram of System Two is also obtained with the use of Cl Matcont
4.2. This case is more complex because of the appearance of an excessive number of Neutral
Saddles and also the appearance of some Hopf Bifurcation although no limit cycle continuation
was performed. Table 3-1 contains the relevant data (Bifurcations) extracted of the bifurcation
analysis performed by Matcont. Figure 3-4 contains a lot of non relevant data and it was not edited
with the purpose of showing the exact bifurcation software output available for Matlab R©.
1Points where the jacobian matrix of the continued function Fx(x, λ) has two real eigenvalues with sum zero
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Figure 3-3.: Bifurcation Diagram for the System One obtained with Matcont 4.1
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Figure 3-4.: Bifurcation Diagram for the System Two obtained with Matcont 4.1
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Table 3-1.: Bifurcation Data for Figure 3-4
Parameter λ Point Type Lyapunov Exponent
1.494437 Hopf 9.195044E − 3
4.550210 Hopf 4.843558E − 2
6.881234 LP
5.192798 Hopf −5.703354E − 3
2.141162 Hopf 2.899030E − 3
3.3.2. QR Estimation with Three different Base Corrections
System One
Figures 3-5-a,3-6-a and 3-7-a show the different results obtained for the 3 base correction methods
tested.
In Figure 3-5 the base change occurs at λ = 2.1057, this occurs prior to the bifurcation itself be-
cause the algorithms are designed to act as the leading eigenvector get close to the unit in this case
the real leading eigenvector’s value was 0.5042, The approximate value at which the bifurcation
occurs is λ = 3.512684748278736 with an error with respect to the predicted value on the equation
based bifurcation analysis of 3.1912E − 6, equation based bifurcation analysis is assumed to be
more precise because the jacobian availability allows the calculation of the bifurcation points with
much more precision.
In Figure 3-6 the base change occurs also at λ = 2.1057 with a corresponding eigenvalue value of
0.5042, the approximate value of the bifurcation was λ = 3.512680161485548 with its respective
error of 7.7780E − 6.
In Figure 3-6 the base change occurs also at λ = 2.1057 with a corresponding eigenvalue of
0.5042, the approximate value of the bifurcation was λ = 3.512681721099073 with its respective
error of 6.2184E − 6. The appearance of the base change at the same point is no coincidence,
the only difference between the three implemented versions are the correctors therefore when the
iteration failed to converge in 13 iterations the QR method estimated the basis. Once the bases
are calculated and the corrector starts to work, this lead to slightly different bifurcation locations,
nevertheless as the errors are in the same order it can not be concluded which algorithm performed
better. There is no much difference in the performance of the correction algorithm nor its influence
on the recursive projection method until the continuation has passed the saddle node bifurcation
and its returning to λ = 0.7855 approximately, it can be seen in Figures 3-5-b,3-6-b and 3-7-b that
around that point diagrams start to differ. The reason for this was not clear and required a further
look and detailed analysis and step by step following of the algorithm, which lead to the conclusion
that as the continuation advances toward that point, the newton method embedded in the RPM(1)
algorithm starts to fail (see Figure 3-8). The simplest correction algorithm (QR Correction or
Power Iteration) does not compensates it, that is the reason why the tendency on the basis error
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Figure 3-5.: (a) RPM(1) Continuation of System One with QR base estimation and Correction. (b)
Base Error Tracking of System One
was unaltered. Subspace iteration and IRAM method start to compensate the poor performance of
the Newton with an accurate basis calculation. Thats reflected in the sudden decease of the basis
error, in spite of the corrector action to compensate, the Newton method becomes non convergent
and the RPM(1) fails to go further. In Figure 3-7 in (a) it can be observed that it was even possible
to expand the basis size until it reached 4 to compensate the poor Newton method’s performance,
this means that even if the calculated error difference in the basis seems insignificant at least for
this system, the corrector action and the difference becomes relevant once the system is making
the RPM(1) fail.
System Two
Figures 3-9-a,3-10-a and 3-11-a show the different results obtained for the 3 base correction meth-
ods tested. The first base size change occurs for the three studied cases at λ = 0.1991 with complex
conjugate eigenvalues 0.8388 + 0.0167i and 0.8388− 0.0167i which magnitude is 0.8390, this oc-
curs due to the fact that the only difference in the three algorithms is the correction step, therefore
the initial iteration fails at the same point for them.
In Figure 3-9 two extra base changes occur at λ = 4.0154 and λ = 6.1708 with its respective pair of
complex conjugates eigenvalues 0.8159+0.3356i,0.8159−0.3356i and 0.5193+0.3044i,0.5193−
0.3044i and its respective magnitudes 0.8822 and 0.6019.
In Figure 3-10 two extra base changes occur at λ = 4.0154 and λ = 6.2449 with its respec-
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Figure 3-6.: (a) RPM(1) Continuation of System One with QR base estimation and Subspace Iter-
ation as Correction. (b) Base Error Tracking of System One
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Figure 3-7.: (a) RPM(1) Continuation of System One with QR base estimation and IRAM as Cor-
rection. (b) Base Error Tracking of System One
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Figure 3-8.: Number of iterations until convergence for RPM(1) in System One with (a) QR Cor-
rection (b) Subspace Iteration Correction (c) IRAM Correction
tive pair of complex conjugates eigenvalues 0.8219 + 0.3418i,0.8219 − 0.3418i and 0.5305 +
0.3119i,0.5305− 0.3119i and its respective magnitudes 0.8901 and 0.6154.
In Figure 3-11 three base size augments occurred during this continuation at λ = 4.0546, λ =
6.2441 and λ = 6.1377 with complex conjugate eigenvectors 0.8218 + 0.3417i,0.8218 − 0.3417i
with magnitude 0.8900 for the first, 0.5303 + 0.3118i,0.5303 − 0.3118i with magnitude 0.6152
for the second and 0.3897 + 0.1623i,0.3897 − 0.1623i,0.0837 + 0.0119i,0.0837 − 0.0119i with
magnitudes 0.4221 and 0.0846 for the third. There was only one base reduction at λ = 6.6326 due
to the fact that a pair of conjugate eigenvalues becomes real and one of those eigenvalue stop being
a leading eigenvalue.
Table 3-2 shows that the three method encountered the three bifurcations with order 5 accuracy
with respect to the equation based bifurcation analysis, those three bifurcations where the same
type as the ones found by the equation based bifurcation analysis. An important thing to be noted
is that the base change before the fold bifurcation add a pair of complex conjugate leading eigen-
vectors that cross the unit circle at 1 + 0i becoming real, then one of the eigenvalues start to
augment as the other diminish.
From Figure 3-12 is possible to track the history of convergence of the three methods and along
with Figures 3-9-b,3-10-b and 3-11-b it is also possible to infer as in the system Two that subspace
iteration and IRAM correction try to compensate the poor convergence of the Newton method
with more accurate basis nevertheless they fail. The most representative of this behavior is the
IRAM which at λ = 6.1377 performs a base augmentation due to the failed Newton convergence,
a proof of that is that as leading eigenvalue it is added a complex conjugate pair with magnitude
0.0846 which is not making the ODE integration convergence slower. The three methods also fail
to continue pass the λ = 6 after the fold bifurcation, the reason is the same, the poor Newton
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Correction Method First Bifurcation (λ) Second Bifurcation (λ) Third Bifurcation (λ)
Power Iteration 1.499299674848429 4.574188421871853 6.881027828094433
Subspace Iteration 1.499299674848429 4.574156864473997 6.880783358649864
IRAM 1.499299674848429 4.574252232172330 6.882984650951031
Table 3-2.: Detected Bifurcations Obtained with the Three Basis Correction Methods
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Figure 3-9.: (a) RPM(1) Continuation of System Two with QR base estimation and Correction. (b)
Base Error Tracking of System One
convergence.
3.3.3. Conclusions
The performance of the recursive projection method is fast and reliable with the three different
correction approaches. As the correction gets more sophisticated it compensates the poor base
estimation improving the algorithm convergence, nevertheless an accurate base estimation is not
enough to make the algorithm work always.
The identification of the bifurcations is straight forward because it is possible to use an interpolant
to approximate where the eigenvalues cross the unit circle, the accuracy these results were obtained
is sufficient for any chemical engineering problem treated in this work, therefore there was no need
to implement bifurcation test functions and/or exact search algorithms.
The use of Newton stabilization through the Newton-Armijo Approach [72] was also tested in the
course of the numerical investigation of the method. In spite that the convergence of the algorithm
was improved, the improvement on the convergence when the basis accuracy started to diminish
was not better than any of the tested cases. That is the main reason it was not reported.
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Figure 3-10.: (a) RPM(1) Continuation of System Two with QR base estimation and Subspace
Iteration as Correction. (b) Base Error Tracking of System One
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Figure 3-11.: (a) RPM(1) Continuation of System Two with QR base estimation and IRAM as
Correction. (b) Base Error Tracking of System One
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Figure 3-12.: Number of iterations until convergence for RPM(1) in System Two with (a) QR Cor-
rection (b) Subspace Iteration Correction (c) IRAM Correction
4. Applications of Analysis of
Automated and Non Automated
Process Models
4.1. Bifurcation Analysis of Process Models
Implemented on Aspen Dynamics R© and Aspen
Custom Modeler R©
As established in Chapter 1 specifically on section 1.4.2, the selected modeling and simulation
softwares for this work are Aspen Dynamics R©(AD R©) and Aspen Custom Modeler R©(ACM R©). This
section focuses on applying the recursive projection method implemented using Matlab to obtain
the bifurcation diagram and stability information of chemical engineering equipment modeled on
ACM R© and AD R©. The linking of Matlab R© and AD R© or ACM R© was explained on Chapter 3 in
section 3.2.5 and the function reference for the developed interphase is described in Appendix A.
4.1.1. Adiabatic Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor Case
As presented in [136] the liquid phase hydrolysis of propylene oxide to propylene glycol in an
adiabatic CSTR presents steady state multiplicity. Using the AD R© built in model RCSTR3 and
physical property estimation models, the exothermic reaction occurring on a CSTR is modeled:
C3H6O(Propylene Oxide) + H2O(Water)→ C3H8O2(Propylene Glycol) (4-1)
The rate of the exothermic reaction is second order with respect to propylene Oxide, and the rate
constant k is expressed in Arrhenius form:
k = Ae
−E
RT = 9.15× 1022 exp
(−18700
T
)
m3
kmol · s (4-2)
Where T is the temperature inside the reactor in K. Reactor’s feed consists of a mixture of 1.3202
m3/h propylene oxide, 1.3202 m3/h of methanol and water. Methanol is added to increase the
bubble-point temperature of the mixture.
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Figure 4-1.: Specifications for the Dynamic Simulation of the Adiabatic CSTR
Using a flow Driven dynamic simulation and fixing the reactor’s outlet mass flow to 7508,23 kg/h,
it was possible to obtain the bifurcation diagram and the stability information of the process that
can bee seen in Figures 4-2 and 4-3.
4.1.2. Non Adiabatic Plug Flow Fixed Bed Reactor Case
In the case of an irreversible first order reaction, a PFR model with axial dispersion consist of two
coupled non linear parabolic PDEs for the reactant concentration and the temperature [70]:

∂c
∂t
= DL
∂2c
∂z2
− vz ∂c
∂z
− k0(1− )c exp(−EA
RT
) (4-3)
[ρCp+ (1− )ρsCps] ∂T
∂t
= kL
∂2T
∂z2
− ρCpvz ∂T
∂z
+
(1− )(−∆H)k0c exp(−EA
RT
)− 4
d
U(T − Tw) (4-4)
Where the Concentration (c), Temperature (T ) and wall Temperature Tw are functions of time (t)
and position (z), DL and kL are the mass and heat diffusion coefficients, vz is the gas velocity, 
and d are the bed porosity and diameter of the container respectively, k0 and EA are the Arrhenius
parameters and Uw is the overall wall heat transfer coefficient.
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Figure 4-2.: Propylene Oxide Conversion in the Adiabatic CSTR
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Figure 4-3.: Molar Concentrations in the Adiabatic CSTR
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With Boundary Conditions:
−DL ∂c
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=0
= vz(c0 − c) (4-5)
∂c
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=l
= 0 (4-6)
−kL ∂T
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=0
= vzρCp(T0 − T ) (4-7)
∂T
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=l
= 0 (4-8)
l is the total length of the tubular reactor, c0 and T0 are the inlet concentration and temperature
respectively.
These equations are made dimensionless for simplicity purposes by defining:
x1 =
c− c0
c0
(4-9)
x2 =
(
T − T0
T0
)
EA
RT0
(4-10)
x2w =
(
Tw − T0
T0
)
EA
RT0
(4-11)
γ =
EA
RT0
(4-12)
t′ =
tvz
l
(4-13)
z′ =
z
l
(4-14)
Pe1 =
vzl
DL
(4-15)
Pe2 =
vzlρCp
kL
(4-16)
Da =
(1− )k0e−γ
vz
(4-17)
B =
(−∆)c0γ
ρCp
(4-18)
β =
4lUw
vzdρCp
(4-19)
Le =
ρCp+ (1− )ρsCps
ρCp
(4-20)
Transforming (4-3) and (4-4) into:
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∂x1
∂t′
= Pe−11
∂2x1
∂z′2
− ∂x1
∂z′
+Da(1− x1) exp
(
x2
1 + x2/γ
)
(4-21)
∂x2
∂t′
= Pe−12
∂2x2
∂z′2
− ∂x1
∂z′
+ β(x2w − x2) +BDa(1− x1) exp
(
x2
1 + x2/γ
)
(4-22)
with boundary conditions:
∂x1
∂z′
∣∣∣∣
z=0
= Pe1x1 (4-23)
∂x2
∂z′
∣∣∣∣
z=0
= Pe2x2 (4-24)
∂x1
∂z′
∣∣∣∣
z=1
= 0 (4-25)
∂x2
∂z′
∣∣∣∣
z=1
= 0 (4-26)
This PDE system is implemented as an ACM model, which uses the method of lines to convert the
problem to a DAE system (See Chapter 1 Section 1.3.3). To show that this particular problem is
sensitive to the discretization used, Finite Differences of second order and Orthogonal Collocation
on Finite Elements of 4th order where used. It was possible to obtain the bifurcation and stability
diagrams for the case of Pe1 = Pe2 = 5, β = 1.5,B = 12, γ = 20 (Figure 4-4), Le = 1 and
x2w = 0 (Figure 4-5).
4.1.3. Reactive Flash And Reactive Flash With Recycle Case Of
Study
Integration of reaction and separation processes by applying the concentration vector field re-
distribution principle has many advantages. These Processes have often a better conversion and
selectivity and lower capital and operating costs than the corresponding reactor followed by sep-
aration technology, for this reason several processes involving reaction-separation apparatus have
commercial applications.
For the modeling of a reactive flash and a reactive flash with a total condenser, MESH1 equations
are used. A mathematical model was developed in [130] under the following assumptions:
• Ideal phase equilibrium in the reactor.
• Vapour and liquid in the reactor are perfectly mixed and the liquid in the reactor has a con-
centration equal to that in the liquid leaving the reactor.
1Material balances, vapor-liquid Equilibrium equations, mole fraction Sumations and enthalpy (H) banlances
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Figure 4-4.: Non Adiabatic PFR Bifurcation Diagram for the Orthogonal Collocation on Finite
Elements Discretization
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Figure 4-5.: Non Adiabatic PFR Bifurcation Diagram for the Finite Differences Discretization
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Figure 4-6.: (a) Reactive Flash (b) Reactive Flash With Total Condenser
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• Reversible reactions proceed only in the liquid phase and their course can be described by
appropriate kinetic equations.
• Constant volumetric hold up in the reactor.
• The molar vapor hold up is negligible compared to molar liquid hold up.
• The molar hold up in the condenser (if present) is negligible.
• No reaction proceeds in the condenser.
• The reflux from the total condenser (if present) is returned to the CSTR at condensation
Temperature.
Model Equations
For a system with NF feeds, NR reactions and c components, material balances are proposed for
the reactive flash with total condenser:
dU
dt
=
NF∑
f=1
Ff + VC
NR∑
j=1
(
rj
c∑
i=1
νj,i
)
+R− V − L (4-27)
Uxi
dt
=
NF∑
f=1
Ffxf,i + VC
NR∑
j=1
(rjνj,i) +RxR,1 − V yi − Lxi (4-28)
UHL
dt
=
NF∑
f=1
FfHf +RHR − V HV − LHL +Q (4-29)
c∑
i=1
yi = 1 (4-30)
yi = Kixi (4-31)
R = V
RR
RR + 1
(4-32)
U
c∑
i=1
xi/ρi = VR (4-33)
P =
c∑
i=1
P sati xR,iγi (4-34)
Where U is the total molar hold up, x is the liquid molar fraction, y is the vapor molar fraction,
Ff is the number of molar inlet flows f , rj is the reaction rate for the reaction number j, νj,i is
the stoichiometric coefficient of the component i in the reaction j, R is the reflux molar flowrate,
V is the vapor molar flowrate, L is the liquid molar flowrate, RR is the reflux ratio (molar), HL
is the molar enthalpy of the liquid at temperature T , HV is the molar enthalpy of the vapor at
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temperature T , HR is the molar enthalpy of the liquid reflux at condensation temperature, P sati is
the vapor pressure of component i at temperature T , γi is the activity coefficient of component i,
ρi is the molar density of the component i, VR is the reactor volumetric hold up and VC is catalyst
volume inside the reactor if solid catalyst is present, otherwise VC = VR.
The equations for the reactive flash without condenser are:
dU
dt
=
NF∑
f=1
Ff + VC
NR∑
j=1
(
rj
c∑
i=1
νj,i
)
− V − L (4-35)
Uxi
dt
=
NF∑
f=1
Ffxf,i + VC
NR∑
j=1
(rjνj,i)− V yi − Lxi (4-36)
UHL
dt
=
NF∑
f=1
FfHf − V HV − LHL +Q (4-37)
c∑
i=1
yi = 1 (4-38)
yi = Kixi (4-39)
U
c∑
i=1
xi/ρi = VR (4-40)
And they use the same notation. No heat of reaction calculations are needed because the heat of
formation at reference state is included in the enthalpy calculation.
ETBE Case of Study
The ETBE synthesis reaction is the reversible esterification of ethanol (EtOH) and isobutylene (IB)
on an acid catalyst, such as acidic ion exchange resin (e.g. Amberlyst 15) [71].
C4H8 + C2H5OH C2H5OC4H9 (4-41)
The reaction kinetics is based on the Langmuir/Hinshelwood/Hougen/Watson (LHHW) model
which involves two adsorbed ethanol sites for reaction in the rate-limiting step, and the type of
catalyst is Amberlyst 15. The reaction rate expression [128] is as follows:
rETBE =
mcatkratea
2
EtOH
(
aIB − aETBEKETBEaEtOH
)
(1 +KAaEtOH)3
(mol/s) (4-42)
KETBE = 10.387 + 4060/T − 2.89055 lnT − 0.01915144T
+5.28586× 10−5T 2 − 5.32977× 10−8T 3 (4-43)
lnKA = −1.0707 + 1323.1/T (4-44)
krate = 2.0606× 1012 exp(−60.4× 103/RT ) (mol/kg − s) (4-45)
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Figure 4-7.: Bifurcation Diagrams for the Simple Reactive Flash of the ETBE Reaction System
Where rETBE is the reaction rate for ETBE, KETBE is the equilibrium constant, KA is the adsorp-
tion constant, krate is the reaction rate constant, mcat is the catalyst mass in Kg and ai = xiγi is
the activity.
The reactive ETBE Flash was implemented as an ACM model that fully takes advantage of the
property calculations, where a bubble point current at 1bar is fed to the reactor, which also operates
at 1bar, the reaction volume VR is set to 5m3, the catalyst volume VC is set to 1.5m3 and no heat is
added to the reactor, the same parameters where set for the reactive flash with total condenser with
the Reflux ratio RR = 5.
Figure 4-7 shows the bifurcation analysis of the simple reactive flash as the molar flow of ethanol
feed is varied, the bifurcation diagram shows a wide multiplicity region that comprises the max-
imum conversion of ethanol. Figure 4-8 shows the bifurcation diagram of the reactive flash with
the total condenser and a reflux ratio of RR of 5. The use of a condenser reduces the instability
region to about 2/3 of the instability region of the simple flash but the maximum conversion is still
within the multiplicity region.
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Figure 4-8.: Bifurcation Diagrams for the Reactive Flash with Total Condenser and Reflux Ratio
RR=5 of the ETBE Reaction System
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Table 4-1.: Designs with Economics Presented in [86]
Stages 17 22 27 32 42
Feed Stage 12 17 21 26 35
Diameter (m) 2.09 2.00 1.38 1.67 1.71
Condenser Heat Duty (MW) 6.40 3.10 2.98 4.23 4.40
Reflux Ratio 3.47 0.878 1.01 1.96 2.08
Reboiler Heat Duty (MW) 6.61 3.32 3.20 4.45 4.63
Shell (106 $) 0.263 0.317 0.255 0.363 0.468
Heat Exchangers (106 $) 0.755 0.476 0.464 0.579 0.594
Energy (106/year) 0.980 0.492 0.474 0.660 0.686
Capital (106 $) 1.02 0.793 0.719 0.942 1.06
TAC (106$/year) 1.32 0.756 0.714 0.974 1.04
4.2. Analysis of Process Models Represented as
Networks
Using the methodology proposed in Chapter 2, some process models network diagrams will be
statistically analyzed in order to infer common characteristics and topology changes due to the
application of automatic control schemes. Only PID control schemes will be analyzed, advanced
process control is out of the scope of this work.
4.2.1. Distillation Column With And Without PID Control Analysis
Mixtures of methyl acetate, methanol, and water are generated in the production of polyvinyl
alcohol. Both the methyl acetate and the methanol must be recovered either by recycling or further
processing. The design and control of this column is presented at [86], with a feed flowrate of
0.1 kmol/s, and a feed composition of 30 mol% methyl acetate, 50 mol% methanol and 20 mol%
water. Table 4-1 synthesizes the five designs presented in [86], where the one with lowest TAC2
was chosen.
Once the distillation column design was chosen, a control strategy as depicted in Figure 4-9 was
implemented and the network graphs for the controlled and non controlled distillation were con-
structed.
Figure 4-10 shows the networks constructed for the controlled and non controlled case of dis-
tillation. Over this networks node degree analysis (Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-13),Clustering and
Betweenness Centrality (Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-14) measures were performed. In both networks
the node degree presents a powerlaw like and a very low clustering coefficients suggesting these
small networks are scale free. Betweenness centrality measures over the network show an inter-
2Total Anual Cost
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Figure 4-9.: Distillation Control strategy
(a)                                                                                                     (b)
Figure 4-10.: (a) Non Controlled Distillation (b) Controlled Distillation
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Figure 4-11.: Non Controlled Distillation (a) Incoming and Outgoing Degree (b) Total Degree
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Figure 4-12.: Non Controlled Distillation (a) Betweenness Centrality (b) Clustering Coefficient
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Figure 4-13.: Controlled Distillation (a) Incoming and Outgoing Degree (b) Total Degree
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Figure 4-14.: Controlled Distillation (a) Betweenness Centrality (b) Clustering Coefficient
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Table 4-2.: Network Properties
Non Controlled Distillation Controlled Distillation
Average Degree 1.651 1.677
Diameter 56 53
Average Path Length 15 15.746
Radius 1 1
esting behaviour, as the probability of finding a node with high betweenness centrality is low in
both controlled and non controlled distillation column network, it can be inferred that information
controlling nodes in this network are not relevant. On the other hand the clustering analysis reveals
that automatic control in this case is a cluster generator, this means that under automatic control
the information connectivity in the model and in the real life system improves.
Table 4-2 shows some other measured properties of the networks. Automatic control applied to this
distillation column reduced the network diameter, thats understandable from the point that some
information is carried by transmitters and converted to decisions in nodes far from them reducing
path lengths (i.e Temperature control Stage 23). The average degree was not changed significantly
so in essence the network was not changed.
4.2.2. Dimethyl Ether Synthesis in an Industrial Fixed Bed Reactor
Dimethyl ether as a basic chemical product is mainly consumed in industries as solvent and propel-
lant in various aerosol products [50], nevertheless its properties allow DME being an additive or a
fuel itself to compression ignition engines [9]. DME is commercially produced through methanol
dehydration using acid porous catalysts in adiabatic packed bed reactors, this can be seen in Lurgi
MegaDMETM process [5,109], where the exit of the fixed bed reactor heats the feed through a shell
and tube heat exchanger.
With the data and kinetics provided in [73,109] it was possible to simulate the process using Aspen
Plus R© and Aspen Dynamics R©. Table 4-3 shows the reactor and γ − Al2O3 catalyst specifications
provided in [50] along with the shell and tube heat exchanger that was designed specially for this
case.
Figure 4-15 shows the plant flowchart. Figure 4-16 shows the steady state simulation results using
Aspen Plus R© that agree with what is reported on [50]. The PFR is a distributed model with
pseudo-homogeneous kinetics and an effectiveness factor ηeff = 0.3. Aspen Dynamics R© uses the
method of lines so the resultant network and DCV are affected by the spatial discretization chosen
by the user, in this case the 4th order centered finite difference (CFD4) and 2nd order centered finite
differences (CFD2) were chosen and both networks where constructed (Figure 4-17). Something
interesting that can be modeled in these graphs is the information flow, in this case a Temperature
indicator control besides taking the action shows information to the operator in plant, therefore the
possible receptor of that information is modeled as and information sink node.
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Table 4-3.: Reactor and Exchanger Specifications
Parameter Value
Reactor
Catalyst Density (Kg/m3) 2050
Catalyst Void Fraction 0.2
Specific Surface Area of Catalyst Pellet 673
Catalyst Diameter (m) 0.3175E-2
Reactor Length (m) 8
Reactor Diameter (m) 4
Density of Bed (Kg/m3) 1005
Bed Void Fraction 0.5
Heat Exchanger
TEMA Shell Type E-One Pass Shell
Inside Shell Diameter (m) 0.558
Number of Tubes 365
Number of Tube Passes 1
Tube length(m) 1.8228
Tube Inner Diameter(mm) 14.88
Tube Outer Diameter(mm) 19.05
TIC
Figure 4-15.: Process Flow Diagram of DME Production
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Figure 4-16.: Composition and Temperature Changes Along the DME Reactor
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(a)                                                                                                                            (b)
Figure 4-17.: DME Reactor Networks (a) Using CFD4 (b) Using CFD2
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Figure 4-18.: DME Reactor Network’s Statistics (CFD4) (a)Node Degree (b)Total Node Degree
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Figure 4-19.: DME Reactor Network’s Statistics (CFD4) (a) Betweenness centrality (b) Clustering
Coefficient
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Figure 4-20.: DME Reactor Network’s Statistics (CFD2) (a) Node Degree (b) Total Node Degree
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Figure 4-21.: DME Reactor Network’s Statistics (CFD2) (a) Betweenness centrality (b) Clustering
Coefficient
These PFR examples show the effects of the spatial discretization over a distributed process model,
above in section 4.1.2 when the bifurcation behavior of a non adiabatic PFR was analyzed using
bifurcation analysis it became clear (Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5) that the discretization chosen was
influential qualitatively and quantitatively (stability and concentration and temperature profiles) in
the response of the model, this example shows how different the state flow network becomes under
two different finite differences schemes.
∂u
∂x
∣∣∣∣
xi
=
ui+1 − ui−1
2∆x
− ∆x
2
6
∂3x
∂x3
∣∣∣∣
xi
+ . . . (4-46)
∂u
∂x
∣∣∣∣
xi
=
−ui+2 + 8ui+1 − 8ui−1 + ui−2
12∆x
+
∆x4
30
∂5x
∂x5
∣∣∣∣
xi
+ . . . (4-47)
(4-46) and (4-47) represent the second and fourth order finite differences discretizations over a
spatial grid, (4-46) for node i depends just on its neighbor nodes i+1 and i−1 in x to approximate
∂u
∂x
∣∣
xi
while (4-47) needs not only their neighbors but also i + 2 and i − 2, therefore a distributed
control volume (DCV) node using a central finite difference scheme of second order (CFD2) will
only be connected by information flow only to its adjacent nodes in x, while a DCV node using a
central finite difference scheme of fourth order (CFD4) will be receiving information (in this cases
state dependant information) from its neighbors and the neighbor of its neighbors and also will be
sending information to them.
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Network statistic analysis
As it can be seen matter and energy flows (green edges) in Figure 4-17 (a) and (b) are the same.
This is because both are networks of the same model. Nevertheless what is different is the flow
of information (blue edges). Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-20 show completely different degree distri-
butions, while the network resulting of CFD4 has a high probability of 4th degree nodes (Figure
4-18(a)) the network resulting from CFD2 model has a high probability of nodes with degree 2
(Figure 4-20(a)). This can be directly explained by the degree of the finite difference scheme used
as it correlates perfectly with the dominant error degree in both distributions.
The sequential way information flows in the CFD2 model makes betweenness centrality distribu-
tion (Figure 4-21(a)) to have higher probabilities in the highest betweenness centralities values
than in the CFD4 model (Figure 4-19(a)). Again the sequential way nodes are connected on the
CFD2 models plays an important role in the clustering coefficient, while in CFD4 model there is
high probability (0.7) of finding a node with clustering coefficient of 0.5 (Figure 4-21(b)) in CFD2
model there is no clustering at all (Figure 4-21(b)).
In conclusion two completely different networks arose from two different discretizations of the
same system, as expected the network visualization and statistical analysis gives some insight
about how different mathematical methods work on process models.
4.2.3. Isomerization Process
The process consists on a reactor, two distillation columns, and a liquid recycle stream. There
are four components to consider. Figure 4-22 shows the flowsheet of the isomerization process to
convert normal butane (nC4) into isobutane (iC4).
nC4 → iC4 (4-48)
This process is quite important in the petroleum industry because isobutane is usually more valu-
able as a chemical feedstock than normal butane. The typical amount of iC4, contained in crude oil
and produced in refinery operations such as catalytic cracking is sometimes not enough to satisfy
the demand. On the other hand the supply of nC4 sometimes exceeds the demand, particularly in
the summer when less nC4 can be blended into gasoline because of vapor pressure limitations [88].
A simple Powerlaw kinetic, fitted from the input-output data presented in [88], this methodology
has been used in [87, 88] was used:
r(
kmol
m3
) = 92812e
30000( BTU
lbmol
)
RT CnC4 (4-49)
Table 4-4 shows the plant specifications obtained from [88] and also obtained by the use of Aspen
Plus R© design capabilities.
The control structure for the isomerization plant proposed in [88] is shown in Figure 4-23. In
this control structure, DIB column’s sump level is controlled by manipulating the fresh feed valve,
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Table 4-4.: Isomerization Plant Specifications
Reactor Diameter (ft) 7
Length (ft) 18
FEHE UA (BTU
hr R
) 44783.6284
Shell Holdup ft3 21
Tubes Holdup ft3 21
DIB Diameter (ft) 9.50398629
Total Trays 50
Feed Tray 21/31
Reflux Ratio 7.8
Purge Column Diameter (ft) 5.19130354
Total Trays 20
Feed Tray 10
Reflux Ratio 0.8
1
21
31
50
1
20
10
Feed
544 lbmol/h
90 OF
300 psia
0.02 mf C3
0.24 mf iC4
0.69 mf nC4
0.05 mf iC5
DIB Column
Product
514 lbmol/h
100 psia
120.8 OF
0.021 mf C3
0.966 mf iC4
0.013 mf nC4
0.0 mf iC5
ReactorFurnace
5.85 MMBtu/hr
FEHE
Purge Column
Purge
30 lbmol/h
157 OF
0.092 mf nC4
Recycle
870 lbmol/h
117 OF
0.785 mf  nC4
426.2 OF390 OF290 OF
125.7OF
1 2
3
4
Figure 4-22.: Isomerization Plant Flowsheet
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Table 4-5.: Steady-state Values of Process Streams
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Reactor Inlet Reactor Outlet Recycle DIB Bottoms
T (F) 390 426.22 110 144.86
P (Psia) 665 650 65 103.68
Mole Flow (lbmol/h) 870 870 870 900
C3 mole % 1.0831E-06 1.0831E-06 1,0831E-06 1.047E-06
iC4 mole % 78.468675 36.42614 78.468675 0.76159654
nC4 mole % 21.283402 63.32593 21.283402 0.20578466
iC5 mole % 0.247921 0.247921 0.247921 3.261879
reflux rate flow is controlled manipulating the reflux valve, pressure is controlled by the manipu-
lation of the condenser’s duty, reflux tank level is controlled using the product valve, and finally
a product concentration control manipulates reboiler’s duty. For the Purge column, pressure is
controlled by the manipulation of the condenser’s duty, reflux rate flow is controlled manipulating
the reflux valve, and the reflux tank level is controlled by the manipulation of the reboiler’s duty,
finally Purge flow is controlled by manipulating purge valve. Finally the reaction rate is controlled
by controlling the reactors inlet temperature manipulating furnace heat duty through its fuel input
valve (in the Aspen Plus and AD model the duty is manipulated directly).
Network statistic analysis
Figure 4-24 is the network representation of the complete isomerization plant without the control
structure, distillation towers use equilibrium models as the ones analyzed in section 4.2.1 and the
reactor is a PFR discretized using CFD4 with 27 Distributed control volumes (DCV) and one initial
boundary condition (BC). The average degree of the network is 2.124 and the degree distribution
can be seen in Figure 4-25, where it can be seen that this network presents scale-free like distri-
bution with an in degree exponent of 2.16 and an out degree exponent of 2.16, the low average
clustering coefficient 0.207 confirms that this network presents scale free characteristics.
Figure 4-26-b shows the same clustering distribution type of Figure 4-19-b which can be attributed
to the clustering generated by the reactor. Which is discretized by CFD4 and was shown in the
DME case to be a cluster generator.
Figure 4-27 shows the final layout of the isomerization plant network as the control structure
of [88] is applied, one of the main characteristics that can be seen is that the the long DIB columns
Top is connected to bottom through a concentration control creating a characteristic loop.
Again in Figure 4-28 it is possible to see a scale-free like (power law) distribution with in degree
coefficient of 2.14 and out degree coefficient of 2.16 which again are between the power law
coefficients (from 2 to 3) that characterizes scale free networks. This shows that automatic control
does not change the nature of the process. The average clustering coefficient of this network is
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Figure 4-25.: Isomerization Plant Network’s Statistics (a)Node Degree (b)Total Node Degree
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Figure 4-27.: Isomerization Plant Network with control structure proposed on [88]
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Figure 4-28.: Isomerization Plant with Control Network’s Statistics (a)Node Degree (b)Total Node
Degree
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Figure 4-29.: Isomerization Plant with Control Network’s Statistics (a)Betweenness Centrality
(b)Clustering Coefficient
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Figure 4-30.: HDA Plant Flowsheet
0.221 and the clustering distribution can be seen in Figure 4-29-b where the same structure as for
the network without the control nodes maintains, but this time the probability values are slightly
higher, the highest average clustering coefficient supports the hypothesis that automatic control is
a cluster generator.
Figure 4-29-a compared to Figure 4-26-a is less scattered which can be attributed to the adding of
the control nodes. The probabilities in this chart of finding nodes with a betweenness centrality
of 2.234E4 that is near to the top value 3.1E4 is 0.083, this can be interpreted as the appearance
of information controlling nodes, although there are not too much of this information controlling
nodes the appearance of these nodes coincides with the adding of a control scheme to the initial
network.
4.2.4. HDA Process with Plantwide Control
Figure 4-30 shows the nine basic unit operations of the HDA process as described in Douglas
(1988): reactor, furnace, vapor-liquid separator, recycle compressor, two heat exchangers, and
three distillation columns. Two raw materials, hydrogen and toluene, are converted into the ben-
zene product, with methane and diphenyl produced as by-products.
The two vapor-phase reactions are:
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Figure 4-31.: HDA Plant Flowsheet with Control Structure from [88]
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Figure 4-32.: HDA Plant Flowsheet with control structure from [38]
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Toluene + H2 → Benzene + CH4 (4-50)
2Benzene  Diphenyl + H2 (4-51)
The kinetic rate expressions are functions of the partial pressures (in psia) of toluene pT , hydrogen
pH , benzene pB, and diphenyl pD, with an Arrhenius temperature dependence.
r1 = 3.6858E6 exp
(
25616
T
)
pTp
1/2
H (4-52)
r2 = 5.987E4 exp
(
25616
T
)
p2B − 2.553E5 exp
(
25616
T
)
pDpH (4-53)
where r1, and r2 have units of lbmol/(min ft3) and T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin.
This work’s Aspen Plus R© simulation of Luyben et al. [88] plant can be seen in Table 4-6, this was
done to obtain up to date results of the plant in the Aspen Plus R© environment and to use Aspen
Plus capabilities for distillation column design and rating, the resultant distillation column sizing
specifications can bee seen in Table 4-7 and the heat transfer rates of all equipment in Table 4-8.
Table 4-7.: Distillation Column Specification
Stabilizer Benzene Column Toluene Column
Stages 8.000 27.000 7.000
Reflux Ratio 3.000 8.062 6.759
Sump (ft3) 6.852 648.335 420.519
Reflux Drum (ft3) 189.092 748.024 269.753
Diameter (ft) 2.205 8.456 6.270
Tray type Sieve Sieve Sieve
Pressure Drop (psi) 0.445 2.944 0.539
Table 4-7 reflux was obtained by fixing the number of trays, the distillate or bottoms flow rate
according to the case and varying the reflux ratio to obtain the component mole purity reported
in [88]. Column diameter was obtained using the tray sixing feature in Aspen Plus R© and sieve
tray was selected. Reflux Drum and Sump volumes where obtained from the hydraulic profile
in Aspen Plus R© setting these holdups to allow for 5 min of liquid holdup when the vessel is
50% full [86]. The FEHE was designed using Aspen Plus R© that designs a tube and shell heat
exchanger for the given design specification, after the results where obtained the UA was exported
to the shortcut model.
The HDA process has been studied extensively by a large amount of authors (an excellent review
of the control strategies used up to 2007 can be found in [38]), this work will focus in the work
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Table 4-8.: Heat Transfer Rates on The HDA Plant
FEHE 50.888 MM BTU/hr
Furnace 15.167 MM BTU/hr
Separator 20.147 MM BTU/hr
Benzene Col Reboiler 30.236 MM BTU/hr
BenzeneCol Condenser 32.429 MM BTU/hr
Toluene Col Reboiler 17.673 MM BTU/hr
Toluene Col Condenser 30.236 MM BTU/hr
Stabilizer Col Reboiler 3.741 MM BTU/hr
Stabilizer Col Condenser 0.170 MM BTU/hr
of Luyben et al. [88] and in the work of Araujo and Skogestad [36–38]. The main reason for the
selection of these authors and their respective works, is that the work of Araujo and Skogestad
is based on the same model that Luyben et al. used, therefore it is fair to compare the control
structures qualitatively and to correlate these results with the results and simulations of these two
authors.
Luyben [88] applied a heuristic nine-step procedure together with dynamic simulations to the HDA
process and concluded that control performance is worse when the steady-state economic optimal
design is used. They chose to control the inventory of all components in the process (hydrogen,
methane, benzene, toluene, and diphenyl) to ensure that the component material balance are sat-
isfied; the temperatures around the reactor are controlled to ensure exothermic heat removal from
the process; total toluene flow or reactor inlet temperature (it is not exactly clear which one was
selected) can be used to set production rate and product purity by the benzene contents in the
benzene column distillate (see Figure 4-31).
Araujo and Skogestad [37] decided to close the following regulatory loops in the reactor-recycle
section: Flow control of the hydrogen feed rate; reactor inlet pressure with purge flow, flow control
of the toluene feed rate, quencher outlet temperature with cooling flow from the separator, reactor
inlet temperature with furnace heat duty, separator temperature with cooler heat duty, separator
level, using its liquid outlet flow rate to the distillation section.
As for the distillation section, the following regulatory control structure were proposed: stabilizer
pressure with a distillate flow rate, benzene column pressure with condenser heat duty, toluene
column pressure with condenser heat duty, Stabilizer temperature at stage 3 with reboiler heat duty,
temperature at stage 20 with reboiler heat duty in the benzene column, temperature at stage 5 with
reflux rate in the benzene column, reflux drum level with the condenser heat duty in the stabilizer,
reboiler sump level with bottoms flow rate in the stabilizer, reflux drum level with distillate flow
rate in the benzene column, reboiler sump level with bottoms flow rate in the benzene column,
reflux drum level with distillate flow rate in the toluene column and reboiler sump level with
bottoms flow rate in the toluene column (See Figure 4-32).
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Figure 4-33.: HDA Network
Araujo an Skogestad’s work also includes the following supervisory control loops in the reactor-
recycle section: The toluene mole fraction at the quencher outlet with the set point of the reactor
temperature controller, the methane mole fraction at the mixer outlet with the set point of the
hydrogen feed rate flow controller and the hydrogen-to-aromatics ratio at the reactor inlet with
compressor power. In the distillation section, The following supervisory loops were established:
the toluene mole fraction in the bottoms with reboiler heat duty in the toluene column, the benzene
mole fraction in the bottoms with the set point of the temperature controller at stage 20 in the
benzene column, the toluene mole fraction in the distillate with the reflux rate in the benzene
column, the methane mole fraction in the bottoms with the set point of the temperature controller
at stage 3 in the stabilizer the diphenyl mole fraction in the distillate with the set point of the
temperature controller at stage 5 in the toluene column and the condenser temperature with reflux
rate in the stabilizer (again see Figure 4-32).
Network statistic analysis
Figure 4-39 shows the network constructed to represent the HDA plant without any control struc-
ture. Again as in the cases studied above the reactor was discretized using CFD4 and equilibrium
distillation towers were chosen, this network differences from the previously studied ones, this
presents 2 recycles so there are two loops around the reactor (see Figure 4-30).
Again as can be seen in Figure 4-34 the network presents a scale-free like network distribution
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Figure 4-34.: HDA Plant Network’s Statistics (a)Node Degree (b)Total Node Degree
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Figure 4-35.: HDA Plant Network’s Statistics (a)Betweenness Centrality (b)Clustering Coefficient
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with a very low amount of degree 2 nodes, the average node degree is 1.931 and the in degree
and out degree exponents are 2.1 and 2.11 respectively. Again as in the isomerization and DME
cases, the clustering coefficient distribution (Figure 4-35) shows a peak at clustering coefficient
0.5 which can be related to the discretization used in the reactor (CFD4). The average clustering
coefficient is 0.189.
Comparing the statistics of the HDA process networks with and without the control proposed
by [88], is possible to see that the average degree remains practically unchanged (from 1.931
to 1.934), supporting the hypothesis that automatic control does not change the network basic
structure, the scale free like distribution Figure 4-37 remains, with in and out degree exponent of
2.0800 and 2.1100 respectively, showing a slight change in the in degree distribution caused by the
controllers addition.
The clustering distribution (Figure 4-38-b) with a peak at 0.5 remains, nevertheless the peaks
height has diminished, but the average clustering coefficient has raised to 0.204. The betweenness
centrality distribution (Figure 4-38-b) is flattened by the control structure reducing the between-
ness centrality of nodes that had high betweenness centrality in the plant without control around
1E4, nevertheless a small number of nodes with high betweenness centrality appeared rising the
probability slightly around 1.5E4.
Plant structure remains unchanged for the HDA plant with control structure proposed by [36] with
an in degree exponent of 2.08 and an out degree exponent of 2.11 (Figure 4-40), the average degree
rises slightly to 1.937 but it remains in the same range as the previously analyzed structures.
The betweenness centrality distribution (Figure 4-42-a) after the implementation of the control
structure again was flattened, most of the peaks that appeared in the betweenness centrality distri-
bution before the implementation of control (Figure 4-35) were not present or were smaller after,
specially around 1E4.
The main qualitative difference between Luybens et al. [88] and Araujo et al. [36] is the presence
of a supervisory layer in the last one, based on that is fair to attribute most of the differences in
betweenness centrality to that fact.
The complete lack of Luyben’s et al. control structure of nodes with betweenness centrality around
1e4 becomes compensated by the fact that nodes with higher betweenness centrality (Between
1.25E4 and 1.5E4) arise. This does not happen with Araujo’s et al. control where around 1E4
the change is not so drastic, but does not promote the formation of nodes with higher betweenness
centrality that did not existed before control.
4.2.5. Conclusions
The analysis of 4 different but structurally correlated cases, mainly distillation columns, plug flow
reactors and the combination of them, leads to interesting conclusions:
• The degree distribution of the networks formulated here and its low clustering coefficient
suggest chemical process model networks as scale free networks.
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Figure 4-36.: HDA Network with Control Structure from [88]
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Figure 4-37.: HDA Plant with Control from [88] Network’s Statistics (a)Node Degree (b)Total
Node Degree
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Figure 4-38.: HDA Plant with Control from [88] Network’s Statistics (a)Betweenness Centrality
(b)Clustering Coefficient
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Figure 4-39.: HDA Network with Control Structure from [36, 38]
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Figure 4-40.: HDA Plant with Control from [36] Network’s Statistics (a)Node Degree (b)Total
Node Degree
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Figure 4-41.: HDA Plant with Control from [36] Network’s Statistics (a)Betweenness Centrality
(b)Clustering Coefficient
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Figure 4-42.: Comparative between Betweenness Centrality Probability Distributions
• The use of different discretization schemes on distributed process models can be visualized
by the use of graph theory, for pedagogic purposes this is relevant in the sense that a visual
aid could be given of how the distributed volume is decomposed and the direct dependencies
of a node with its neighbours, leading to an analysis of how a perturbation will propagate in
the mathematical model compared to the real modeled apparatus.
• The application of control structures to chemical processes redistribute how the information
is conveyed along the model and process promoting the cluster formation.
• The redistribution of information flow along the process and model is reflected specially
in the betweenness centrality analysis, by the use of this analysis it is possible to see if
information controlling nodes have arisen or even how the information flow is balanced
along the network. Some times the network becomes more robust as in the case of the HDA
with Araujo’s el al. control structure.
5. Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1. Conclusions
5.1.1. Chapter’s 1 Conclusions
One of the main aims of this chapter was to summarize relevant aspects of process modeling. The
basic thermodynamic concept of control volume is established as well as the material balances,
energy balances and auxiliary relations needed to describe deterministically the behavior of the
matter contained in the control volume. Automatic control, specifically PID control is present in
these basic concepts because in spite of being added in the late stages of process and apparatus
design, becomes in the end part of the model for dynamic simulation or optimization and it is
essential.
Section 1.2 is devoted to the formulation of mathematical models and Section 1.3 is devoted to its
solution. The formulation of mathematical models is large field of investigation as it is the inves-
tigation about numerical and analytical methods for solving them, nevertheless the main idea was
not to summarize some of the available numerical methods and dynamical modeling frameworks,
but to limit the scope of this work to the DAE and PDAE model formulation, and its solution using
the methods more recurrently present in the available modeling and simulation software.
The main contribution of the chapter is done in section 1.4, where the software possibilities were
narrowed down. During the bibliographical review a lot of possible free and commercial software
appeared, nevertheless, not everything was as good as it appeared to be in the published articles,
for example the hands on approach with ProMoT and DIANA [77, 78, 97] was discouraging, both
appeared to be in paper like an idem, but in fact DIANA was created years before than ProMoT, and
it was a pure console application on Linux, on the other side ProMoT was a Java based environment
for modeling of biological systems, so every process model has to be coded in C++ along with the
extensive property calculation routines to take advantage of the software, which is what this thesis
is trying to avoid (reinventing the wheel over and over). Pure CAPE-OPEN programming in C/C++
or in VB.NET was another option but most of commercial software has simulation capabilities
for CAPE-OPEN models so this option was discarded for simplicity. After discarding the free
software, of course recognizing that there are fantastic initiatives. The attention was turned to the
most popular simulation softwares gPROMS and Aspen Plus, the last which was selected due to
its availability.
In fact during the development of this work the choice of Aspen Plus proved to be right in al-
most any aspect, from the design of steady state processes and dynamic simulation, to the process
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modeling capabilities, the software proved to be fast reliable and well documented. Even when
gPROMS interface with Matlab would have been a big time saver. The fast set up of dynamic pro-
cess models from Aspen plus to Aspen Dynamics, the enormous quantity of examples, tutorials
and books; and the flow driven modeling and design capabilities allowed most of this work to be
done.
5.1.2. Chapter’s 2 Conclusions
The first important (for the development of this work) thing that was done in this chapter was to
define complexity, it seems like a trivial labor but complexity is quite used term in most fields
to describe the intricate nature of diverse things, so in order not to claim to have the universal
definition of complexity, it was important to narrow it to behavioral and structural. After setting the
cornerstone of this work with the definition of complexity, it was important to see how to convert
a chemical process and a chemical process model into a network, also it was very important to
see which properties where going to be analyzed on this network. The formulation of a network
from a process and/or a process model was based on the network theory proposed by Gilles et
al. [56, 94], where the process was decomposed into smaller constitutive elements; the chosen
level of decomposition was the phase level, but this phase level was not exactly as proposed by
Gilles et al, serious modifications where introduced especially in distributed models and processes.
The phase level is composed by control volumes, in order do to a differential balance, an infinites-
imal control volume must be chosen. This fact was used to redefine how distributed processes
as PFRs and Heat exchangers where represented; it also allowed creating a relationship between
the actual process with an infinite succession of control volumes (for distributed processes) and
the numerical approximation made by the method of lines to solve these systems, where a finite
number of control volumes is chosen and discretization rules are applied, this could be used as
pedagogic tool in numerical methods as well as in transport phenomenons and automatic control
courses.
From the representation of several process models made in the chapter, the static nature of chemical
processes networks in general was inferred, and the decision to analyze mostly the information flow
through process models was taken, this is reflected in the approach used to analyze process models
latter in Chapter 4.
5.1.3. Chapter’s 3 Conclusions
This whole chapter is devoted to the study of the recursive projection method [124], the recursive
projection method is used on chemical engineering compatible professions as mechanical engi-
neering, and more generally in the multidisciplinary field of computational fluid dynamics (CFD),
with the purpose of performing bifurcation analysis over large scale models. With the augment
of computational power and storage capabilities the necessity of this method proposed in 1993
diminished. Nevertheless the more common use of commercial software by researchers called the
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attention about a property the method has, it is equation and jacobian free. This property is of
huge importance when using commercial software, commercial software uses numerical methods
to solve the problems it is intended to solve, as the software’s company profit depends on how good
its software is to solve certain problems, money is invested in research and development and the
results are fed back to the software, it is on the interest of the company to protect those research
and engineering results by not allowing the user knowing what the program does and how it does
it; therefore most of simulation software works as a black box (for the user), an input/output entity
which the user knows nothing about. The recursive projection method takes advantage of dynam-
ical simulation results from this commercial black box software to do bifurcation and eigenvalue
analysis.
The existence of matrix free, jacobian free or equation free or even heuristic numerical methods
for different purposes as optimization is well known. An interface between Aspen Dynamics
and Aspen Custom Modeler with Matlab R© was developed from scratch in the VB.NET language
allowing not only the development of this work with the recursive projection method, but future
works with similar methods for different purposes.
The Analysis of the recursive projection method with the test functions allowed the identification
of the method’s critical issues:
Selected Time step (∆t) Dependance: The time step parameter need to be tuned precisely
to agree with the maximum numbers of permitted fixed point iterations. For the case of
differential algebraic equations it should be also precisely tuned for the convergence of the
start of the fixed point iteration in this case a DAE solver.
Basis Degradation: As it was possible to see in the experiments especially on the basis accu-
racy figures (Figures 3-5-b to 3-11-b) that the continuous calculation and recalculation of
the basis and the accumulate numerical error due to approximations decreases the accuracy
of the basis.
Solver Dependance: The dependance of the black box solver makes its selection crucial, dur-
ing the development of this work several solver selection as well as parameter tuning for the
solver difficulties were experienced, making this one of the critical issues on the good result
of the method.
Once the several parameters of the method are tuned, it works very well to converge unstable
steady-states on models implemented on Matlab and on models implemented on AD/ACM to a
desired accuracy.
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5.1.4. Chapter’s 4 Conclusions
Bifurcation Analysis of Process Models Implemented on Aspen Dynamics and
Aspen Custom Modeler
This part of the chapter was conceived as a demonstration of the capabilities of the recursive pro-
jection algorithm. Three example were chosen to show different capabilities. The first example
extracted from Vadapalli et al. [136] which is the first (and to this work’s knowledge the only)
experience of bifurcation analysis software that worked with Aspen Plus R©. The aim of this ex-
ample was to prove the steady state capabilities of Aspen Plus R© and the direct link with Aspen
Dynamics R©. It was also the aim of this example to show that the recursive projection method
implemented in this work overcame the limitations of the algorithm presented in [136], first by
allowing a direct calculation of the stability through eigenvalue analysis and approximating the
position of the bifurcation points through the same eigenvalue analysis.
The second example’s model appeared in Jensen et al. [70] and was analyzed using the recursive
projection method by Koronaki et al. [76] to show the analysis capabilities of the recursive projec-
tion method when used along with DAE and PDAE integrators as the one developed by Brenan et
al. [22]. In this case the aim of the example was to show the versatility of the use of commercial
software for the solution of these kind of problems, in the previous work on the model by Koron-
aki et al. the manual coding of the Galerkin method of weighted residuals combined with finite
element quadratic basis functions was used for spatial discretization, in this work the model was
coded in ACM in a 40 lines code, and the discretization was performed by the simulator which
have a large number of discretization schemes to choose from, it was possible to prove that the
specifical model simulated was very sensitive to the discretization used, thing that would be time
consuming using the approach used by Koronaki et al.
The third example was a reproduction of the bifurcation analysis performed by Sˇvandova´ et al.
[130] but for the case of ETBE, this intended to prove the inherent advantages of working with
a modeling and simulation software like Aspen Custom Modeler in conjunction with Matlab. In
this relatively recent work several subroutines in fortran where coded and third party software was
used to perform the analysis, this should have implied the codification of all property calculation
subroutines and the codification of the model itself in programming language (Fortran), in fact
the authors of this article took the binary interaction parameters for Wilson equations from com-
mercial software (HYSYS now property of AspenTech), this work approach of using commercial
software saved valuable time; no property calculations routines where coded because of the enor-
mous property library, the use of the Reaction Global Structure in ACM avoided the codification
of the reactors kinetic equations, even the units of measure standardization was avoided due to the
ACM capabilities to introduce data in different units systems. All this allowed the quick repro-
duction of a dynamical model presented on published article on an international journal in a short
time.
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Network Analysis of Process Models Represented as Networks
The selected approach for the constructed and analyzed networks is different from the approach of
the examples in Chapter 1. In this case the process model discretization where taken into account
and an effort was done in order to replicate the structure of the process models from Aspen Plus R©
and Aspen Dynamics R©.
The process models represented were treated as information static networks, and were analyzed
structurally in terms of degree distribution, Clustering and Betweenness Centrality.
Degree distribution analysis showed interesting results, most real world networks show a scale free
distribution [139]. As this network represents the information flow in the mathematical model of
a real world network, the characteristic scale free distribution remained, nevertheless the very low
appearance of degree 2 nodes in most of the analyzed networks makes the power law tendency not
to appear as clear as desired.
Clustering and Clustering distribution analysis showed low average clustering and a higher prob-
ability to find 0.5 clustering coefficient nodes, as most of the networks represented included dis-
cretized PFRs, the appearance of that clustering was attributed to the clustering generated by the
CFD4 discretization applied to PFRs, and that also was used in the Aspen Plus R© simulation.
Betweenness centrality analysis showed surprising results especially from the information point of
view. The information point of view is especially interesting to control engineers because from the
control point of view a plant is an information network; information gathered (sensors), decision
(controller) leading to action (actuators) and generating responses again as information. Between-
ness centrality became a way of measuring the importance of a node according to how many short
paths passed along this node excluding those which start or end on that node, this is especially
important in information. The before and after of process model networks when a control scheme
is applied was really interesting, control flattened almost uniformly the betweenness centrality dis-
tributions redistributing the flow of information, sometimes creating batches of more important
nodes, that make the network susceptible to fail or completely redistributing the importance of
nodes towards low importance making the network more robust to failure.
5.2. Recomendations
5.2.1. About Aspen Plus, Aspen Dynamics and Aspen Custom
Modeler
The Aspen suite for engineering is one of the most complete and easy tools available in the market
right now, nevertheless it is important for the user to distinguish the different nature for example
from Aspen Plus to Aspen Dynamics, one of the purposes of this work was to perform bifurcation
analysis on distillation columns, in fact a lot of time was wasted by trying to export several reported
distillation columns that presented bifurcation from Aspen Plus to Aspen Dynamics, the reason
was the different nature of both programs. While Aspen Plus is a design and simulation software
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where distillation columns could be simulated at constant pressure and the flows between stages
(both liquid and vapor) come from the material balances, Aspen dynamics is a totally different case,
in fact while Aspen Plus translates the models to Aspen Dynamics several hydraulic equations are
added to the model, like the weir flow equation and the pressure drop relation, also there is no
possibility of setting the reflux ratio besides by a ratio control; this makes the resulting Aspen
Dynamics perfect for simulation and control but impossible to reproduce the bifurcation results
from steady-sate models like those presented on literature.
5.2.2. About Recursive Projection Algorithm
The recursive projection algorithm has been widely studied for applications in Computational fluid
dynamics (CFD), yet the algorithm itself has not been modified or improved in a long time it would
be a relevant future work to create methods for the tuning of the several parameters of the method,
because it is a long labor that consumes more time than the computation of the bifurcation curve
itself. Some interesting future work could use the recursive projection method or a derived method
like the Newton Piccard Gauss Seidel (NPGS) to do limit cycle continuation in chemical processes
implemented in commercial simulators, especially for reactive distillation.
5.2.3. About Networks Analysis
Network analysis has been one of the most rapid evolving multidisciplinary fields. The work on
analysis of the different graphs resulting from the different levels of decomposition of a plant is still
beginning, and everything is to be done. The thing that could not be done in this work due to the
lack of software to perform this analysis, was the synchronization of the dynamic simulation along
with the network created. The presence on delays and weights calculated form the real simulation
and evolving with it would have made the betweenness centrality analysis much more interesting
and more relevant conclusion could have been extracted from it.
Another line of work that is interesting is fault detection on this kind of networks, the variations
on the network and the redirection of certain flows when safety valves are open leads to a dynamic
topology change of the plant that can lead to interesting analysis and strategies for fields like alarm
design and risk management.
A. Appendix: Matlab-Aspen Link
Function List
From Matlab once the Matlab-Aspen Com server dll is registered as a COM server the following
command is used:
COM=actxserver(’MatlabAspen.Main’)
The COM become the handle that is specified bellow in the function list.
CloseAspen = void CloseAspen(handle) Closes an already opened ACM/AD file.
LoadAspen = void LoadAspen(handle) Load Aspen, if a path is set it opens the file speci-
fied in the path.
GetAllVarNames = SafeArray(string) GetAllVarNames(handle) Gets and prints all the
variable names of an opened aspen file.
GetAllParNames = SafeArray(string) GetAllParNames(handle) Gets and prints all the
parameter names of an opened aspen file.
GetInactVarNames = SafeArray(string) GetInactVarNames(handle) Gets and prints all
the inactive variable names of an opened aspen file.
GetInitialVarNames = SafeArray(string) GetInitialVarNames(handle) Gets and prints all
the initial variable names of an opened aspen file.
GetFreeVarNames = SafeArray(string) GetFreeVarNames(handle) Gets and prints all
the free variable names of an opened aspen file.
GetFixedVarNames = SafeArray(string) GetFixedVarNames(handle) Gets and prints all
the fixed variable names of an opened aspen file.
GetBlockNames = SafeArray(string) GetBlockNames(handle) Gets and prints all the block
names of an opened aspen file.
GetStreamNames = SafeArray(string) GetStreamNames(handle) Gets and prints all the
stream names of an opened aspen file.
GetStateVarNames = SafeArray(string) GetStateVarNames(handle) Gets and prints all
the state variable names of an opened aspen file.
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GetAlgebraicVarNames = SafeArray(string) GetAlgebraicVarNames(handle) Gets and
prints all the algebraic variable names of an opened aspen file.
GetVarValue = double GetVarValue(handle, string) Gets a variable value which name is
specified as a string.
GetVarValues = SafeArray(double) GetVarValues(handle, string) Gets several variable
values which name is specified as a string.
GetVarDeriv = double GetVarDeriv(handle, string) Gets a variable’s derivative with re-
spect to time value which name is specified as a string.
GetStateVarsValues = SafeArray(double) GetStateVarsValues(handle) Gets all state
variables values.
GetInitialVarsValues = SafeArray(double) GetInitialVarsValues(handle) Gets all initial
variables values.
GetStateVarsDerivs = SafeArray(double) GetStateVarsDerivs(handle) Gets all state vari-
ables derivative values.
GetVarSpec = string GetVarSpec(handle, string) Gets a variable value which name is spec-
ified as a string.
GetVarDescription = string GetVarDescription(handle, string) Gets a variable value which
name is specified as a string.
GetVarTypeName = string GetVarTypeName(handle, string) Gets a variable Type which
name is specified as a string.
GetVarsValues = SafeArray(double) GetVarsValues(handle, Variant) Gets variable val-
ues which names are specified as a string array.
GetVarsDerivs = SafeArray(double) GetVarsDerivs(handle, Variant) Gets variable deriva-
tive values which name are specified as a string array.
GetVarsSpecs = SafeArray(string) GetVarsSpecs(handle, Variant) Gets variable spec-
ifications which names are specified as a string array.
GetVarsDescriptions = SafeArray(string) GetVarsDescriptions(handle, Variant) Gets
variable descriptions which names are specified as a string array.
GetVarsTypeNames = SafeArray(string) GetVarsTypeNames(handle, Variant) Gets vari-
able types which names are specified as a string array.
RunSimulation = string RunSimulation(handle) Runs the Simulation.
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StepSimulation = string StepSimulation(handle) Steps a Dynamic simulation.
PauseSimulation = void PauseSimulation(handle) Pauses the simulation.
RestartSimulation = void RestartSimulation(handle) Restart the dynamical simulation.
ResetAllSimulation = void ResetAllSimulation(handle) reset the initial values of a steady
state simulation.
RunAndGetVarsValue = SafeArray(double) RunAndGetVarsValue(handle, Variant)
Run the simulation and gets the variable values specified in a string array.
SetVar = void SetVar(handle, string, double) Sets a variable (specified as string) value to
a double precision number.
SetStateVar = void SetStateVar(handle, SafeArray(double)) all all state variables value
to the ones on an double array.
GUI = void GUI(handle) Summons the Graphic User Interphase.
GUI GetSelectedVarList = SafeArray(string) GUI GetSelectedVarList(handle) Gets the
variable names selected in the GUI.
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Table B-1.: Isomerization FEHE
0
17,25
14
R - refinery service
Flat Metal Jacket Fibe
ASME Code Sec VIII Div 1
-
-
Single segmentalCarbon Steel
-
Exp.
-
in
Company:
Location:
Service of Unit:                                 Our Reference:
Item No.:                                        Your Reference:
Date:                       Rev No.:             Job No.:
10 192 BEM 1 1
188,1 ft² 1 188,1 ft²
Reactor Effluent Reactor Feed
50597 50597lb/h
50597 1657lb/h 0 0
0 48939lb/h 50597 50597
lb/h 0
426,2 315,7°F 117,2 260,92
°F
5,487 11,178lb/ft³
cp
58,16 58,16
BTU/(lb F)
BTU/(ft h F)
BTU/lb
650 685psi
17,39 10,01ft/s
3,75 2,49psi 7,25 3,43
0 0ft² h F/BTU
BTU/h5196169 °F155,96
177,08 185,26 BTU/(h ft² F)185,26
psi 760
490 360°F
1 2
0,125 0,125in
3,5        -
4        - 3        -
       -        -
in
1881,9 2382,6 lb744,9
894 345 lb/(ft s²)266
43,14
in
in
61 0,93750,75 0,083 16in ft in
Plain Carbon Steel 30
in10,75
Carbon Steel
Carbon Steel
- None
-
-
-
Carbon Steel
Hor
H
11,9
Avg
-
10,02
0 0
647,51 681,57
720
15,023 33,766 24,747
0,0152 0,0195 0,0577 0,134 0,0605
0,7032 1,6127 0,3401 0,6238 0,8657
0,024 0,019 0,034 0,055 0,039
T1
T2 S1
S2
0
#/in
Nominal
6        -1
1
1
1
None
Size/rating
Ao based
Vapor/Liquid
--
Remarks
TEMA class
Intermediate
BundleFilled with waterWeight/Shell
Code requirements
Floating head
Tube SideGaskets - Shell side
Bundle exitBundle entrance
TypeExpansion joint
Tube-tubesheet jointBypass seal
TypeU-bendSupports-tube
Impingement protection
Tubesheet-floating
Channel cover
Floating head cover
Tubesheet-stationary
Channel or bonnet
Out
In
Surf/shell (eff.)Shells/unitSurf/unit(eff.)
seriesparallelConnected inTypeSize
OD
Sketch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
PERFORMANCE OF ONE UNIT8
Fluid allocation9
Fluid name10
Fluid quantity, Total11
Vapor (In/Out)12
Liquid13
Noncondensable14
Temperature (In/Out)
15
Dew / Bubble point
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
Heat exchanged29
Transfer rate, Service30
CONSTRUCTION OF ONE SHELL31
Design/vac/test pressure:g
32
Design temperature
33
Number passes per shell
34
Corrosion allowance
35
Connections
36
37
38
Tube No.
39
Tks-40
41
Length
42
Pitch
43
Tube type
44
Material
45
Shell
46
ID
47
OD
48
Shell Side
49
Tube Side
50
Shell cover
51
Tube pattern
52
Baffle-crossing
53
Type
54
Cut(%d)
55
Spacing: c/c
56
Baffle-long
57
Seal type
58
Inlet
RhoV2-Inlet nozzle
Shell Side Tube Side
Fouling resist. (min)
Pressure drop, allow./calc.
Velocity
Pressure (abs)
Latent heat
Thermal conductivity
Specific heat
Molecular wt, NC
Molecular wt, Vap
Viscosity
Density
MTD corrected
Dirty Clean
Heat Exchanger Specification Sheet
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Table B-2.: HDA FEHE
0
21,5
20
R - refinery service
Flat Metal Jacket Fibe
ASME Code Sec VIII Div 1
-
-
Single segmentalCarbon Steel
-
Exp.
-
in
Company:
Location:
Service of Unit:                                 Our Reference:
Item No.:                                        Your Reference:
Date:                       Rev No.:             Job No.:
48 240 BEM 1 1
7870,5 ft² 1 7870,5 ft²
87324 74956lb/h
87324 87324lb/h 39526 74956
0 0lb/h 35430 0
lb/h 0
1121,3 336,94°F 123,71 960,97
°F 290,88 -229,05
0,539 1,081lb/ft³ 0,77 0,539
cp
19,24 19,24 9,93 17,1
BTU/(lb F)
BTU/(ft h F)
BTU/lb 157,6
480 486psi
35,75 9,63ft/s
3,75 3,08psi 7,25 0,25
0 0ft² h F/BTU
BTU/h52878840 °F224,14
29,98 30,29 BTU/(h ft² F)30,29
psi 540
1190 1190°F
1 1
0,125 0,125in
12        -
10        - 10        -
       -        -
in
161387,2 175930 lb42195,8
1191 1329 lb/(ft s²)1041
29,7
in
in
2157 0,93750,75 0,083 240in in in
Plain Carbon Steel 30
in60,625
Carbon Steel
Carbon Steel
- None
-
-
-
Carbon Steel
Hor
H
Avg
-
48
0 0
476,92 485,75
530
52,196
0,0284 0,0174 0,0133 0,02660,316
0,8963 0,6306 0,8343 0,90150,4175
0,077 0,038 0,041 0,0740,079
T1
S1
S2
T2
0
#/in
Nominal
14        -1
1
1
1
None
Size/rating
Ao based
Vapor/Liquid
--
Remarks
TEMA class
Intermediate
BundleFilled with waterWeight/Shell
Code requirements
Floating head
Tube SideGaskets - Shell side
Bundle exitBundle entrance
TypeExpansion joint
Tube-tubesheet jointBypass seal
TypeU-bendSupports-tube
Impingement protection
Tubesheet-floating
Channel cover
Floating head cover
Tubesheet-stationary
Channel or bonnet
Out
In
Surf/shell (eff.)Shells/unitSurf/unit(eff.)
seriesparallelConnected inTypeSize
OD
Sketch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
PERFORMANCE OF ONE UNIT8
Fluid allocation9
Fluid name10
Fluid quantity, Total11
Vapor (In/Out)12
Liquid13
Noncondensable14
Temperature (In/Out)
15
Dew / Bubble point
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
Heat exchanged29
Transfer rate, Service30
CONSTRUCTION OF ONE SHELL31
Design/vac/test pressure:g
32
Design temperature
33
Number passes per shell
34
Corrosion allowance
35
Connections
36
37
38
Tube No.
39
Tks-40
41
Length
42
Pitch
43
Tube type
44
Material
45
Shell
46
ID
47
OD
48
Shell Side
49
Tube Side
50
Shell cover
51
Tube pattern
52
Baffle-crossing
53
Type
54
Cut(%d)
55
Spacing: c/c
56
Baffle-long
57
Seal type
58
Inlet
RhoV2-Inlet nozzle
Shell Side Tube Side
Fouling resist. (min)
Pressure drop, allow./calc.
Velocity
Pressure (abs)
Latent heat
Thermal conductivity
Specific heat
Molecular wt, NC
Molecular wt, Vap
Viscosity
Density
MTD corrected
Dirty Clean
Heat Exchanger Specification Sheet
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